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Assistants:
Leadership, Process, and Outcome

Philip Chanin, B. A.

,
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Directed by:

Dr. John W. Wideman

This dissertation is a case study of a fourteen-week

in-service training course for undergraduate residence hall
assistants (RAs) in John Quincy Adams-Lower dormitory in the

Southwest Residential College at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
The study includes:

1) the selection process by which

the RA participants in the study were chosen; 2) a presentation
of significant events during the training course through

transcripts from audiotapes of class sessions; 3) an analysis
of the diverse roles an RA is expected to play and the impli-

cations thereof for the design and facilitation of a training
course; 4) an evaluation of the course's effectiveness based

on the participants and investigator's goals; and 5) an analysis of effective leadership for such a group-centered course.

The initial chapter includes a background of the study,

based on the propositions that the RA plays a significant part
in many student^' adjustment in the residence hall, and that

most RA training in insufficient for preparing the RA for his/
her diverse role

— and

particularly in providing him/her with

an on-going training environment in which to get help and

support for working on specific problems.
vi
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The second chapter is a review of the
professional
literature on RAs, including the historical
evolution of the
RA position toward an increasing emphasis
on student development and various models of RA selection and training.
The
third chapter includes the rationale for the choice
of a

group-centered training approach

— based

on both theoretical

and autobiographical considerations—, this investigator's

assumptions about RA training, and the goals for the course.

Chapter IV presents taped transcripts from the class
meetings, and the fifth

emerged in the course:

chapter develops three themes which
1) the evolution of a role-playing

process; 2) progress in developing a flexible structure for
the class sessions; and 3) the implications of the roles
an RA is expected to play for the content of a training course.

The sixth chapter includes the results of peer

evaluations of the RAs
RAs

performance on their floors and the

own evaluations of the training course.

The principal

value of the peer evaluation process for the reader is in
the analysis of how to conduct an evaluation in the dormitory

setting which can most help the RA to improve his/her performance.
The final chapter provides conclusions about the

training course and recommendations for future group-centered
RA training courses with respect to content, organization,
goal-setting, the teaching of skills, and effective leadership.
Some of the primary conclusions of this study are:
- that an

on-going (as opposed to workshop) in-service

vn

training course can provide RAs within a single living
unit
with both a needed opportunity to get help on current

problems

and also a support system which can continue to function
every
day.
- that the voluntary choice to enroll in a training

course and to participate in specific training activities

within the course increases the likelihood of high motivation.
- that a

training course is more likely to be success-

ful, and to result in a sense of accomplishment among the RAs,

if goals are limited to those for which a structure can be

articulated.
- that a course designed around some behavioral

objectives is more likely, in a climate in which they experience caring, to give paraprofessional counselors a concrete

sense of acquiring competencies.
- that the

significant motivation for gaining counseling

skills derives not from stated goals but rather from the human

drives for competence and interpersonal recognition and acceptance.
- that a

leader must choose an approach which is consis-

tent both with the maturity of the group and with his/her own

abilities and experience.
- that effective leadership requires an awareness of and

provision for the spectrum of needs which may be present within
any training group.
- that the capacity to create a structure is more valua-

previously
ble than any particular structure which may have been

devised.
viii
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Like the human body, the cosmos is in part built up
anew, every night, every day; by a process of unending
regeneration. .. .But the manner of its growth is by
abrupt occurrences, crises, surprising events and
even mortifying accidents. . .yet , that is precisely
the circumstances by which the miraculous development
comes to pass.l
A man who has not passed through the inferno of his
passions has never overcome them.

The path to joy leads through despair.

^Heinrich Zimmer, The King and the Corpse ed. Joseph
Campbell (Princeton, N. J. Princeton/ Boilingen, 1971 ), p. 251
,

:

York:
C.G. Jung, Memories. Dreams. Reflections (New
Vintage, 1961), p. 277.
2

(New York:
^Alexander Lowen, The Betrayal of the_Body
Collier, 1969), P* 251.
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY AND

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation is a case study of a training course
for residence hall assistants.

threefold:

The intent of the study is

1) to present the unfolding sequence of the

training course; 2) to evaluate its effectiveness based
on stated goals; and 3) to discuss and evaluate the effect

and effectiveness of this investigator's leadership in the
course.

The disserations is composed of seven chapters

which present the following areas of information:

I

—

background of the study and statement of the problem;
a review of the relevant professional literature;

II

III

the design of the study; IV

— an

account of the weekly

— the development of
VI — the evaluation; and

progression of the training course; V
three
VI

raa;jor

themes in the course;

— conclusions

and recommendations.

Background of the Study
This study is based on the following propositions:
First, that the undergraduate residence hall is an

important element in the total educational experience

c

mo

2

college and university students.
Second, that the undergraduate residence hall assis-

tant (known is some institutions as the residence counselor,

dorm advisor, or personnel assistant) plays an important
part in many students' social/personal adjustment in the

residence hall.
Third, that the RA (residence assistant) should be

carefully selected and well-trained in order to best serve
the needs of his/her fellow students.
Fourth, that most RA training is insufficient for pre-

paring the RA for his/her diverse role, and particularly in

providing him/her with an on-going training environment in

which to get help and support for working on specific problems.

Fifth, that most heads of residence are inadequately

trained in the awareness and skills necessary for facilitating
learning and problem-solving among the RAs whom they supervise.

And sixth, that despite the evidence provided by

numerous studies, many university administrators remain

unconvinced of the educational impact of residence halls.
Importance of the residence hall
in student development
A number of studies have documented the extent to

which most college and university students learn more outside than inside classrooms, and particularly from their

fellow students.

As the Hazen Report (1968) says,

:

’The most

3

effective teachers usually are other
students (p. 12)."
Rand and Carew (1970) refer to
Estler’s (1969)
experimental study of the educational value
of residence
halls.
Estler concluded that residence halls
and peer groups
are responsible for facilitating and
stimulating
three to

five times as much of college students'
learning as are classes
The Hazen Report (1968) draws similar conclusions
about

outside— class learning:
It has not yet dawned on many American educators
however, that if an informal group is of maximum'
importance to the factory and the military establishment, it is of equal importance to the college.
Nor do educators realize that students learn
far more
out of the classroom than in it— when they are
with
their fellow students rather than their teachers,
(p. 41 )

Most students spend a great deal of this outside-class
time in residence halls.

Here, untold hours are spent in

interaction with fellow students:

Much of the personal development of college students
takes place outside the classroom in such places as
residence halls, where students spend a great portion
of their college life.
This is the place where they
experience the anxieties of studying, the difficulties in
adjusting to new and perhaps different kinds of people
whom they meet the place where they experience many
of their attempts to become independent, functioning
,

adults. (Jackson, 1966, pp. 5-6).

Ghickering (1969), in his extensive review of the
literature on student development, cites a number of studies

which report the impact of residence halls on the development
of student integrity and interpersonal relating ability:

Because in his residence hall a student observes the
impact of his behavior on others and feels the force of
the group’s behavioral norms and standards, he can
better develop a personal system of values that he
can hold with integrity, (p. 221)
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Chickering includes the results of an earlier
study
by Dressel and Lehmann (1965), which found
that:
The most significant reported experience in
the colleeriata
lives of these students was their association
with different personalities in their living unit. The
analysis
of interview and questionnaire data suggested
that discussions and bull sessions were a potent factor
in
shaping the attitudes and values of these students,
(p. 222)

Chickering is critical of the lack of sustained effort on
the part of most institutions to more fully develop the educational potential of residence halls in the lives of students.

Importance of the undergraduate RA
for many students
The past two decades have brought a vast increase in
the use and significance of paraprofessionals in a broad

range of social and mental health services.

The burgeoning

literature on paraprofessional use and training includes

reference to some of the advantages of the paraprofessional
over his professional counterpart.

Gordon (1965) says of the

paraprofessional:
He appears to have a greater ability:
1) to enter the
milieu of the distressed; 2) to establish peer-like
relations with persons in need of help; 5) to take an
active part in the client's total life situation;
4) to empathize more effectively with the client's
life style; 5) to teach the client more effectively,
within the client's own frame of reference, more
successful action; and 6) to provide the client with
an effective transition to higher levels of functioning
within the social system.

The RA in a college residence hall enjoys many of these

advantages over his student personnel superiors and the

professional counselors who staff the institution's mental

health and counseling centers.

In a study of crisis mterven-

5

tion on a university campus, Dana, Heyner,
and Burdette (1974)
concluded:
It appears from this sample that students
prefer belt)
from their peers to that from professionals
with campus facilities in times of crisis. identified

In another study of student counseling preferences.
Smith
(1974) found that:

The majority of students preferred a fellow student
the source of help with a personal-social problem, as
and...
students show a consistently strong preference for
the
counselor's age and socioeconomic background beiner relatively similar to their own.
The undergraduate RA is often the most important

university staff member for many students.

This may be par-

ticularly true at large universities, notes Foxley (1972),
where "most students go through the entire college experience
without any contact with a professional counselor or adviser."
The undergraduate RA plays a central role in the

personal/social adjustment of many students through his/her
influence as an older model and through maintencance of the

interpersonal environment on the residence hall floor or
corridor.

As Schroeder et al (1973) reported, "Much of the

personal learning of students in residence halls involves,
directly or indirectly, the dorm counselor."
In recognition of the educational function of the RA,
and of his/her unique proximity to students, a number of

programs have arisen to train RAs to facilitate specific kinds
of learnings.

efforts.

Headrick (1974) has reviewed a number of these

Wolff (1969), for example, used RAs to lead freshman

6

group discussions which focused on
interpersonal relations
and group functioning.
He writes that:
RAs, who live on the corridors with
freshmen were
* s tbe natural agents in the
community to
make the intervention. The RAs are
easily accessible to the freshmen, they are presumably
trusted by
them, and they can be used as models.
.

Aceto (1962) saw RA paraprof essionals
as the key personnel involved in a complete
program
the residence hall.... As liaison
students and full-time staff, the RA may be
° f SkillS &nd attitudes in the
hall setting

m

educational
between
an ef feeresidence

Given the increasing emphasis being put on the RA's
function is student development, this investigator thinks

it

crucial that a well-conceived RA training program be an

integral part of the student personnel operation.
The need for better RA training
At a few institutions, RAs are well-trained to perform

their diverse helping functions.

On most campuses, however,

RA training programs have failed to keep pace with the rapid
evolution of the RA role from disciplinarian to peer counselor/
teacher.

Writing in 1966, Jackson said:

There is little currently available in the way of
counselor training designed specifically for residence
hall advisers. ... universities place staff in residence
halls with little or no training and hope that somehow,
by virtue of their being sympathetic or interested
people, they will enhance the individual development
of residents, (p. 4)
In a comprehensive book on the role and functions of the RA,

Powell et al (1969) write of the inadequacy of RA training
programs:

7

The specific training of the personnel
_,
assisfQ
tant
CPA; is an area about which little has
been
written. In most instances, following a
selection
process, in-service training for the mechanics
of
the job has superseded the more personal
aspects of
t0 and understanding students.
Because of the
shift toward more counseling and advisement,
it
increasingly important to encourage training and seems
development among PAs in self-understanding and in sensitivity to and awareness of others as effective skills
in the discharge of their residence hall responsibilities. (p. xii)

And as recently as 1973, Schroeder et al wrote, "There are

relatively few well-designed in-service training programs to
increase the helping skills of resident assistants."

Inadequate training of heads of residence
The typical head of residence is poorly prepared for
this one important aspect of his/her job:

supervision of the undergraduate RAs.

the training and

It is true that there

are few "housemothers" left at most institutions

— those

who

saw their role as primarily administration and discipline
(many, admittedly, did a great deal to promote student develop-

ment).

Many more individuals

in head of residence positions

are now vitally interested in the educational and counseling

functions of the residence hall.
more transient

— as

Yet the position is now

many heads of residence are completing

graduate study or helping support spouses who are in graduate
school

— and

three years.

few remain in the position longer than two or

Moreover, few heads of residence have much

background in counseling or paraprofessional training.
In the past, the student personnel profession has
simply not seen the training of RAs, or of heads of residence

8

in BA training methods, as one
of its functions.
This investigator reviewed a number of student
personnel textbooks
(Williamson, 1950; Wrenn, 1951; Arbuckle,
1955; Mueller, 1961
Williamson, 1961; Shaffer and Martinson,
1966; Klopf, 1966;
Fitzgerald et al, 1970; and Herron,
1970) and found almost
nothing on the training of EAs. These
volumes saw student
personnel work as including: admissions;
student orientation; financial aid; health services; the
counseling
center;

fraternities and sororities; residence hall staffing,
design,
and maintenance; student activities; job placement;
student

records; testing; and discipline.
The student personnel profession has in the past

seen counseling as the function of the campus counseling
center.

A number of university counseling centers are now

putting increasing emphasis on their outreach function
(Morrill and Banning, 1973), and are sharing their skills

with residence hall staffs.

Still, in this investigator's

opinion, more emphasis must be placed within the student

personnel profession on head of residence and RA training.

Institutional counseling centers do not have the resources
to fill the training gap which presently exists.

And many

of the traditional psychologists who staff campus counseling

centers still do not see outreach training as one of their
functions.

An administrative perspective in the mid-1970s
Despite the considerable evidence, including that

presented above, for the educational impact

ol

residence halls
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and residence hall staff on students'
lives, many university administrators continue to believe
that living and
learning are properly dichotomous in higher
education.
They seem to believe that the education with
which a university ought to be concerned takes place in
classrooms, the
libraries, and at faculty-student conferences
not in residence halls.

—

The growing budgetary restraints in higher
education
in the mid-1970s are forcing universities to examine
their

priorities.

At institutions in which high-level administra-

tors subscribe to the above philosophy, there is a
likelihood
that substantial budget cuts will be made in student support

services

— particularly

in the funds for residence hall assis-

tants.

When this "hotel management" point of view is put
fully into practice, the institution withdraws all funds from
the dormitory system except those absolutely necessary for

physical maintenance.

Thus the residence hall becomes

essentially a hotel, and no considerations are made by
the institution for education or the interpersonal quality
of life therein.

This possibility is naturally causing considerable

distress among residence hall personnel.

There is a renewed

effort to substantiate the positive impact of student support

services in residence halls.

Studies are needed which docu-

ment effective training programs for residence hall assistants.

top-level
The threat is indeed significant that unless

:
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administrators can be convinced of the
merits of student
support staff, their numbers may be
drastically reduced.
Statement of the Problem
The above six propositions provide a
rationale for
developing better training practices for residence
hall
assistants. This dissertation is a case study of
one such
approach a three-credit RA training course taught
in the
Southwest Residential College at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts. The study will
include
the

design, implementation, and evaluation of this training
course.

Some of the specific goals of this investigation are:
1.

To review and critique the student personnel and

counseling literature on the selection and training of
dormitory RAs;
2.

To present the unfolding sequence of the training

course and to evaluate its effectiveness based on stated goals;
3.

To discuss and evaluate the effect and effectiveness

of this investigator's leadership in the course; and
4.

To draw generalizable conclusions and make recom-

mendations concerning the process of such a training course
and appropriate leadership for its facilitation.

Significance of the Study
This investigation is significant for the following

reasons

11
1-

It addresses the problems
of providing training

which is appropriate for the
diverse RA role expectations,
and also effective leadership
for such
2.

training.

This in-

formation could be valuable to heads
of residence and other
professionals who wish to implement such
a training approach;
There is a need to acquaint heads
of residence

and other student personnel staff with
some of the selection
and training options from which they
might get help in
working with their own RAs;
3.

A detailed account of the breadth of
concerns

expressed by RAs in the course of their training
lends
support to the continuation of financial
appropriations
both for the position itself and for better

training; and

4.

The discussion of the difficulties as well as

the successes of this training course provides the
reader

with a concrete sense of some of the complex dynamics
which
may arise in on-going group training with residence hall
assistants.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Historical Evolution of the RA Position

The evolution of the RA position has paralleled the

changing function of the residence hall in American higher
education.

This section will briefly review this evolution

of the residence hall and its staff, beginning with the

'

earliest American colleges of the 17th and 18th centuries.
While the colonial American college followed the

British pattern in many respects, it included a significant

modification with respect to the housing of students.

At

Oxford and Cambridge, the residential houses, or colleges,
were significant educational agencies, both socially and
intellectually.

They were staffed by faculty tutors (dons),

and it was the clear aim of the colleges to bring together
the students and dons, not only for formal individual con-

ferences on their academic work, but also for social and

intellectual discourse (Cowley, 193*0-

The tutors were

relieved of practically all disciplinary responsibilities,
and could proceed with the education ol their students unham-

pered by the necessity of enforcing administrative regulations.
Others, including deans, proctors, and bedels, were charged

with keeping the peace.

13

In the colonial American college, however, the
resident tutors were expected to enforce the often stringent

residence hall regulations.

policy can be suggested:

Two particular reasons for this

firstly, many of the students during

this period entered at the age of 13 or 14, and the college
was naturally expected to take over the unfinished parenting

responsibilities.

Secondly, the early colleges were usually

conceived by their founders and faculty as primarily religious
institutions.

Students had souls to be saved, and the facul-

ties were bent upon saving them, including the curbing of

their destructive "natural” impulses.

Tutors were expected

to pray regularly, morning and evening, with their students.

Thus the American resident tutor became not the

confident but often the enemy of the students in the halls.
The records of most American colleges during the 18th and 19th

centuries contain numerous accounts of student misconduct and

student-faculty friction.

Earnest (1953) tells of two college

presidents in the South who were killed by students.

According

to him, tutors were often barraged with sticks and stones,

and in one case members of the faculty at the University of

Virginia were horsewhipped by students.

Such actions seemed

to persist until the rise, in the late 1800s, of athletic

and other extra-curricular activities which redirected student

energies (Powell, et al , 1969) •

During the late 19th century

there was also a lessening of faculty commitment to regulating
the religious and moral aspects of their students

lives.

14

In summary, the discipline
problems in American residence
halls during the 18th and 19th
centuries drew
ew such energy and
attention from the faculty
a meeting

The twentieth century has witnessed a
new effort oh

many American campuses to build residential
living environments
which might be for learning as well as living.
The residen-

tial college concept has had a significant
impact on the Ivy
League universities, on a number of smaller
experimental colleges,
and at various "colleges" within large public
universities.

With the rapid growth of many public universities in
the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, many dormitories
began to
be staffed, in addition to heads of residence, with
graduate

students and later undergraduates.

Following the colonial

tradition, their role until recently has been primarily adminis-

trative and disciplinary.

The earliest RAs at Michigan State,

hired around the turn of the century, were responsible for

inspecting rooms each morning, maintaining a quiet atmosphere,
and reporting violations of college policies to the faculty

member in charge of the hall (Kuhn, 1955,

p.

207).

As recently

as 1959* RAs at one midwestern university were expected to sit

in the corridors in the evenings to maintain order.

In the past fifteen years there has been a gradual though

significant change in the role expectations for residence asssistant

s
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at most colleges and universities.

and

The emphasis on discipline

dorm life supervision" has been
replaced by a concern that
the RA provide academic, personal, and
environmental counseling.
In a survey of student counselor
utilization at 118 fouryear institutions of higher education in
1963, Brown and Zunker
found that almost 90 per cent were using
undergraduate RAs
in their residence halls. Two functions—
new student orientation and dorm life supervision (discipline?)
were being performed by RAs at a majority of the surveyed institutions.
"

Other functions, in order of their frequency, were
personalsocial counseling, study habit counseling, and subject matter
tutoring.

In a similar survey of administrative utilization of
RAs in residence halls at 107 institutions (Murphy, 1964),
it was reported that the most important RA function at over

one-third of the schools was order and control.

Slightly

fewer institutions expected RA's foremost function to be

personal and educational counseling, while advising residents
about student government was the third priority.

Only one of

the 107 institutions indicated that the development of an

academic atmosphere was a prime concern of the RA.
The student personnel literature of the late I960

'

shows an increasing concern with counseling functions of the
RA.

In reporting the results of a staff and student question-

naire, Schroeder and Dowse (1968) document the inadequacy of
RAs'

"simply providing University information, rules, and regula-

tions" to students.

Instead, according to the survey results,
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the ideal women's RA "gives help with
immediate problems such
as dorm living, study habits, and
social skills in peer relationships," The authors also affirm the
specific value of the
RA to the younger and less able students,
who ask more of her
and value her more highly.

Brown (1969) highlights rather dramatically
the changeover at Alfred State College from an RA system
based on
discipline to one of new emphasis on the RA's role in
student
development:

During this past era, the administration set down
blanket rules and regulations for all residents.
Then resident advisers enforced the administration's rules for dorm living. The resident adviser, was, in fact, a benevolent despot. Although
he occasionally served as an adviser to students,
he most often was an authoritarian involved in
handling disciplinary matters. Because of the
dichotomy in his roles of authoritarian and
adviser, the student body viewed the resident
adviser as a 'policeman' of the administration
rather than an adviser and friend of the student.

Brown goes on to report that in 1968 the college
decided to change this policy, and instead to attempt to
give students a more "total education."

The philosophy of

dormitory rule by authority was abolished, and the concept
of dormitory democracy instituted in its place.

The following

new objectives were formulated for the RA's duties to his/her
fellow students:
a) To help the individual student become a more

effective person in his interpersonal relationships by learning to live with others.
b) To counsel the individuals in the residence
hall toward achieving self-reliance through
the self-governing process.
c) To encourage the student to accept responsibility in his democratic environment.
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In 1968 and 1969, two comprehensive
handbooks were
published to acquaint RAs with the various
functions of their
G‘ob:
The College Student as Counselor (Nickerson
and Harrington)
and The Personnel Assistant in College Residence
Halls
(Powell,

Plyler, Dickson, and McClellan).

Both volumes place considerable

emphasis on the RA's function as a counselor and
community
builder.

They discuss at length the importance of an awareness

of the kinds of problems which students most often have,
of

problem-solving with individuals and floor groups, and of

making referrals to on-campus’ professionals when problems
are greater than the RA can handle.

RAs at some institutions are being given training and

education in such areas as personal counseling and racism, sexism,
and drug knowledge awareness.

They serve as counselor-educators

in the residence halls, and may teach mini-courses, lead on-going

support groups or group discussions, run workshops, and/or

coordinate the bringing in of outside resource persons to the
dormitory.

Wolff (1969) provided some didactic training for RAs,
who then led weekly discussion groups on their corridors dealing

with issues of interpersonal relations and group functioning.
At the University of Massachusetts, undergraduates are trained

in the Peer Sex Education Program to provide education and

assistance to students in matters of sexuality.

They are given
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RA positions in the residence
halls, where they teach
one-credit
human sexuality courses, provide
factual information and
resource
materials, coordinate dorm talks and
lectures, and make referrals
(Slovin- and Southworth, 1973; Headrick,
1974).

Spurrier and Collins (1973) affirm that
"too often the
primary role of the RA has been that of
disciplinarian.

A

shift is necessary to the role of
advisor/counselor/resource
person." Schroeder et al (1973) see the RA
as someone to whom
residents can turn for help:
He should be prepared to accept responsibility
for
the guidance of his group, have an awareness
of
the problems typical of college students, be
able
to promote social interaction on his floor,
and
help each resident achieve an adequate social
adjustment.

Atkinson, Williams, and Garb (1973)

see a trend toward

some agreement concerning the role and function of the
RA:

RAs are felt by many people to play an important
part in creating maximum growth conditions for
college students. They are no longer viewed
strictly as authoritarians who enforce rules
and regulations, but rather as facilitators
who can and should provide an environment
which encourages students to take responsibility
for themselves.
The past decade of student activism and general societal ferment has seen significant changes in the functioning
of residence halls in the lives of many students.

The strict

administrative regulations concerning each student's use of
alcohol, time of return to the dormitory, permission to have

opposite-sex visitors, etc., have largely been abolished, along

with a lowering of the legal age.

The growth and success of

coeducational living arrangements, an almost unheard-of notion
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only a few years ago, is further
evidence of this trend toward
more student autonomy and
self-government in the residence
halls.
At the same time that the RA's
disciplinary function
has withered, there has been growing
interest in the residence
hall as a center for student development
and educational

programming.

The concept of community within the
dormitory
setting seems to be gaining strength(Ebbers et al,

1975, p . iv )

—the idea

that the dormitory is a place where
students might

learn to be more interpersonally competent and
to give support
to each other. The RA is increasingly being
asked to play a
proactive role— to provide leadership, counseling,

information,

referral, and friendship, to promote an awareness of
various

campus and societal issues such as racism, sexism, and drug
abuse, and to teach sensitive interpersonal behavior both
as a model and through facilitation of group interaction in

the residence hall.

Given the expanded functions of the RA, it becomes

increasingly important to develop selection processes which
will delineate the most capable students for the position.
The following section is a review and critique of the RA

selection procedures which are being used at various institutions.

Review of RA Selection Procedures
RA selection typically includes application, interview

with a student personnel staff member, and then selection based
upon the following qualifications:

good academic standing;

upperclass rank; that the student's schedule provide sufficient time for the position; previous experience working with
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students; references; peer
recommendations; and performance
the personal interview, particularly
in the areas of
self-awareness, energy, leadership ability,
and communication
skills. What follows below is a
review of those efforts to
improve upon various aspects of this
selection process.
Kidd (1956) devotes considerable
attention to the
identification of RA candidates with particular
leadership
potential. For him, this identification of the
leaders "is
the most vital step in the entire process of
selection and

m

training.

In the initial stage of his selection
process,

Kidd asks all the students in the dormitory to
identify
other students who would be most effective as RAs, and
also
those who would be least effective. Once candidates
have

been identified and have met together several times, they
are asked, using a sociometric-type status score, to express

confidential preferences among themselves

— to

generate addi-

tional data which Kidd uses in making the final selection.
Some institutions provide a pre-selection training

program in the form of a day-long workshop, a weekend retreat,
or a series of sessions spread over a number of weeks.

Through

discussions, case studies, and problem-solving activities,

applicants can gain a more thorough knowledge of the nature
of the RA position.

These sessions also provide an opportunity,

for those staff members who will make the final selection, to

better observe and evaluate the applicants

'

interactions with

each other and with the staff (Greenleaf et al, 1967).

Brown (1969) describes a six-week long pre-selection
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training program for interested
freshman candidates at a
twoyear college. The sessions are mostly
small-group

discussions

led by current EAs.

The two final sessions consist
of role-

playing, in which the current RAs take
the roles of students
with various problems, and the candidates
role-play counselors.
According to Brown, "The role-playing
sequence separated those
applicants who talked a good game from those
who could not."
Each candidate play-acted five different
situations.
The

evaluation of their performance in the role-plays,
together
with impressions from several one-to-one interviews
with
staff members, were the primary criteria for final
selection.

Nair and Sonders (1%9) report on a similar RA selec-

tion process, in which candidates, in groups of three to five,

role-play in front of a selection committee which consists of
two faculty, a dean of students, dean of women, and a psychologist.

The role-players are rated on: "apparent recognition,

understanding, and acceptance of the role of RA; degree of

authority or permissiveness revealed; general counseling
insight potential; and views of the residential hall as an

educational setting which supplements and coordinates the total

operation of the college."
Carrenti and Cerra (1972) describe a six-week, twelve

session pre-selection training program for aspiring RA
candidates.

Activities during the sessions include small group

discussions, role-playing, and leaderless discussions.

Accor-

ding to the authors, a great deal of data was generated during
the sessions.

The staff relied primarily on this information,

including data from intra-group peer evaluations, in making a
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final selection.

At the conclusion of the six weeks
of training,
participants could then apfcly for an RA
position. Several
chose not to, saying that they had
benefited from the sessions,
but that they were not presently ready
or suited for the job.

Use of Standardized Instruments for Selection
There have been a number of efforts to use
standardized
instruments to identify those personality characteristics

which would predict effectiveness as an RA (Murphy and
Ortenzi,
1966; Hoyt and Davidson, 1967; Bodden and Walsh, 1968;

Schroeder and Dowse, 1968; Wotruba, 1969; Graff et.al,
1970;
Mullozzi and Spees, 1971; Holbrook, 1972; Barnes, 1972;

Atkinson et al, 1973).

Those instruments most commonly used

have been the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Edwards Per-

sonality Preference Schedule, California Personality Inventory,

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, and Personality
Orientation Inventory.
The majority of sources are in agreement that these

standardized instruments have thus far been unable to predict
either who would be selected as an RA, or who would be rated
as competent and helpful by his/her peers (Murphy and Ortenzzi,

1966; Schroeder and Dowse, 1968; Burton, 1968; Wyrick and

Mitchell, 1971; Sharf, 1971 , Barnes, 1972; Carrenti and Cerra,
1972; Atkinson et al, 1973).

Some serious questions can be

raised about those studies which have found some correlation.
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Holbrook, for example, used the Edwards
Personal
Preference Schedule to investigate the
personality characteristics of effective and ineffective student
counselors.
When
he combined all fifteen factors of the EPPS,
they showed

significance (.05).

However, for male counselors only one

factor was significant by itself, and for female
counselors
no factors were significant.

Graff et al (1970) used the Personality Orientation

Inventory (POI) in an attempt to predict the effectiveness
of RAs at Southern Illinois.

Using peer and personnel dean

ratings as criteria, they found four scales of the POI which
were significant:

Inner Directed; Self-Actualizing Value;

Spontaneity; and Acceptance of Aggression.

Mullozzi and

Spees (1971) used three tests, inclusing the POI, in attempting
to predict which RAs would be selected by the personnel deans.

The POI was only marginally effective.

Atkinson et al (1973) used the POI in an attempt to
validate the two above studies.

Their studies failed to

support the use of the POI as an RA selection instrument.
In fact, their results suggest an inverse relationship, if,
indeed, any exists.

Atkinson at al are critical of both of

the earlier POI studies.

They point out that Graff et al

administered the POI after the RAs had been working for some
time.

Leaderless Discussion Groups
consistently
One selection mechanism which has worked
literature, is the
well, according to the student personnel
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leaderless group discussion (LCD)

,

a device popularized by

Bass (1949, 1954).

Banta and McCormick (1969)
describe the
use of the LGD in selecting residence
assistants. The

RA
candidates are placed in groups of five
to ten, and given a
topic to discuss for a specific period
of time.
No leader
IS appointed.
During the discussion, trained observers,

seated apart from the group and not
permitted to participate
ln the ^ ls cussion, rate the participants
on behaviors which
have been judged to be predictive of successful
RA functioning.

Banta and McCormick used a scale which required
the
LGD observers (heads of residence) to give a
or
3,2,

1 point

rating on appearance (3 being highest), and a
5,4, 3,2, or 1
point rating (5 being highest) on each of the following
traits:
ability to communicate with others; self-confidence and emo-

tional control; initiative; maturity of perception and judgment; and ability to motivate others to participate in various

activities.

In addition, an overall assessment of 0 to 25

was included in the ratings so that each rater could summarize
his assessment of each candidate in comparison with all the

others with respect to the six characteristics mentioned above
and others which the rater might consider important.

Bass and

Norton (1951) report that highest observer agreement takes place
with groups of six candidates.

Banta and McCormick (1969) gave

their raters prior training in using the rating scales in practice LGDs.

They used four different topics, and limited dis-

cussions to thirty minutes.

Mullozzi and Spees (1971)
found the LGD to be
particularly effective in predicting
which RA candidates would
be selected by the student
personnel staff. In their
comparison study, the LGD showed
significance (.01), while
neither the P01 (except for one
scale-inner Directed) nor
the Affective Sensitivity
Scale (Kagan, 1 9 67) yielded
significant results. Both Carrenti
and Cerra (1972) and Spurrier
and Collins (1973) report successful
use of the LGD in selecting
RAs.
Banta (1969) used the LGD in selecting
summer orientation
counselors. Further study of the LGD is
necessary to find if
it predicts which RAs will be
.judged effective on-the-job by
staff and fellow students.

In this investigator's opinion, the fact
that the LGD
has been more predictive than standardized
personality instruments of who will be selected as RAs is logical
with respect
to the nature of the RA position.
It requires someone
who

handles himself/herself well in a group situation

—who

listens

well, who reaches out to other students, and who
ideally exudes

energy and self-confidence.

These are also the qualities for which

the raters of a LGD are looking.

Use of Group Interviews and Student Selectors

Riessman (1967), in his discussion of the training of
paraprofessionals, suggest that group interviews can be used

successfully in selecting among applicants.

Aside from the

fact that it is economical in time, he observes that:
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the group process permits the
selector to observe
how the candidates relate to other
people in a
group; who influences whom; who
listens- who i~
sensitive; who is overwhelmed by
who has leadership potential, etc.group pre--ure’

Riessman adds a word of caution, however,
noting that
the danger of the group interview is
that

the applicants may

experience significant anxiety in competing
against each
other for a limited number of jobs. He
observes that

the

competitive aspect of the situation can be reduced
by

establishing an informal, friendly settingcoffee and cake should be supplied from the
beginning, even before the group forms and
begins to talk. A leisurely pace of discussion
can be established by the leader or co-leader.
Everybody should be introduced. Plenty of time
for warming up should be available. The group
should be no larger than ten people, and should
be sitting fairly close together in a circle
or around a table. But the selectors must make
perfectly clear that evaluation is taking place,
and that it will be difficult to assess people
unless they participate and have something to
say.
Otherwise 'quiet ones' will be penalized
by this group selection process. The group
session itself should stress interaction, and
not go around the circle having each person
announce his interests or goals.

Several studies suggest that students and current RAs
be involved in the selection process.

Greenleaf et al (1967)

note that fellow students "are more able to evaluate those

qualities which will bring about best student acceptance."

In every study of selection reviewed by this investigator,
however, it is student personnel deans or heads of residence
who, after the data on each candidate has been gathered, make

the final selection.
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At the University of
Massachusetts, the final
selection
of RAs in most dormitories
is made by a committee
composed almost entirely of fellow
students, usually with a
head of residence or outside resource person
as an advisor 6f the
process.
This procedure aims to give
students significant power
in
the selection of their leaders,
and a sense that they
have
themselves chosen the best possible
candidates. That this

student-centered selection process has been
adopted throughout the large (fifty dorms) University
of Mass,
residence

hall system would seem to provide some
evidence of its success

Review of RA Training Models
RA training at most institutions can be
divided into
four steps: pre-selection; spring training
following

selection;

pre-school fall orientation; and in-service training.

Some

student personnel staffs devote attention to all four
of these

training phases, and provide in-service training in the
form
of courses which carry academic credit.

Others provide only

a few hours of pre-school orientation, and perhaps a bi-weekly

staff meeting during the school year.

Brown and Zunker (1966), in a survey of student counselor

utilization at 118 four-year institutions conducted in the fall
of 1963, found that only ten per cent of small colleges (under

2000 enrollment) and 29 per cent of larger institutions (over
2000 students) provided more than 20 hours of formal training

for RAs.

A similar survey (Dixon, 1970) of 244 private four-year

coeducational colleges (enrollments of 600-2500) conducted four
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years later may indicate greater
attention to RA training.
Dixon found that 43 per cent of the
responding institutions
indicated spending from 16 to
35 hours per term in instructional
sessions with student RAs. Seven per
cent reported spending
from 35 to 55 hours, and four per
cent indicated 76 or
more

hours.

However, only fourteen of the 244
institutions

required an academic course for RAs (usually
in the areas
of psychology, theories of counseling,
and first

aid), and

only eight of these provided academic credit
for such course
work.

Spring and Pre-School Training

Pre-selection training was described in the previous
section on selection procedures.

Following selection, many

institutions offer spring RA training, often in the form of
a weekend workshop or once-a-week sessions.

of this training period is "team-building"

A primary focus

—working

to develop

a feeling of comraderie, group sharing, and group identification

among the RAs who will be working together during the coming

academic year.

At some schools, RAs take a spring course in

psychology or counseling.

Often a reading list is handed out

for use during the summer.

RA training, whether spring, fall orientation, or inservice, usually includes a discussion of some or all of the

following:

residence hall philosophy; rules and regulations;

RA Job description and function; early identification of student problems; referrals

— when,

to whom, how?; administrative
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procedures; counseling skills; crisis
intervention-first aid,
theft, drug busts, emotional trauma,
fights; campus resources;
specific needs of freshmen/women;
racism, sexism, and drug
knowledge awareness; and goals and
objectives of the staff
for the year.

Pre-school RA orientation in the fall is
a typical
procedure on most campuses. Dixon
(1970) reports an RA
orientation at 79 per cent of 244 responding

institutions,

usually lasting form one day to a full week.

RAs are usually

anxious to begin their jobs well, and demand
information as
well as assurance on how to handle the upcoming
onslaught

of students.

Orientation sessions are usually devoted to

team-building, to acquainting the RAs with their specific

responsibilities, to discussions of possible problems which

may arise during the first few days and weeks of school, and
to planning activities for the arriving students.

Riessman (1967) articulates the liabilities of too
long an orientation period for the paraprofessional.

His

comments should be born in mind in preparing such a program:
The preservice period should be short lest anxiety
be built up and the aide become threatened by the'
anticipated job. The learning should be active;
the aide should be doing things, and knowledge
and concepts should be brought in around the
discussion of his activities. . .the really significant training and learning will occur on the
job itself and in carefully planned discussions
about the work they are doing.

Several sources (Greenleaf et al 1967; Pyle and

„

Snyder, 1971; Riessman, 1967) stress the importance of clearly
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defining what is expected of the
paxaprofessional, in the
form of both job descriptions and
discussion of superior
and fellow worker expectations. This
investigator
bas

found this to be important in RA
orientation, particularly
given the wide range of functions which
the RA
may be

expected to perform.

As Riessman (1967) says:

the nonprofessional is probably faced by
far
too much anxiety due to his role ambiguity
Henrp *
every effort should be made to reduce the
anxiety
level.
This can be achieved by phasing of tasks
(,not demanding too much too fast),
defining the
job as carefully as possible, developing group
support, providing specific training and evaluation (positive performance should be commended
as detailed a fashion as are weaknesses),
providing constant supervisory support and
assistance, and holding frank discussions of
program and role difficulties.

m

In-Service Training;
In-service RA training at most institutions takes the
form of a weekly or bi-weekly staff meeting, usually run by
the hall head of residence.

It offers a rich opportunity

for RAs and head of residence to get support from each other,
get information, learn new skills, work on problems which have

been encountered during the previous week, discuss ways to
build the dormitory as a community, and work on outreach

communication of their skills to the other students in the
residence hall.
Too often, however, the weekly staff meeting is taken
up with discussions of bulletins and memos, the previous week's

who's who, and administrative procedures.

In this way the
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opportunity is lost for the RAs to
get skills and support for
handling the problems and situations
which they have encountered
or expect to have in the near future.
This investigator finds it surprising
that the student
personnel literature places so little
emphasis on the potential and practice of on-going in-service
training for RAs as
a forum for working on emerging problems.
There are numerous
references to the importance of in-service RA training,
but

a close reading reveals a bias for "staff meetings"
in which

information, skills, and outside resources are "presented"
to the RAs by their superiors— the head of residence
and other

student personnel staff.
As Greenleaf et al (1967) say, "The hall head resident
and others who hold scheduled meetings with resident assistants

become the teachers of those who work with them at a less

experienced level, (p. 42).

The assumption here is that the

learning is handed out by the staff, rather than emerging
from a dialogical process among the RAs and staff.

(Freire, 1970)

This investigator found only three sources (Nair and
Sonders, 1969; Weinstein, 1969; Meyer, 1971) which describe

an on-going RA training process in which an emphasis is placed
on group problem solving.

Nair and Sonders describe a process

based on role-playing of problem situations.

Both Weinstein

and Meyer use a developmental group approach for training RAs.

Both of these methods will be described below in more detail.
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Training in Counseling Skills
Host of the literature on RA training
reports the results
of intensive, short-term training
courses in counseling skills.
These are usually based on either the
empathy training approach
developed by Truax and Carkhuff
(196?) or Ivey's 1971
(

)

microcounseling model.
Investigations of the use of the Truax and Carkhuff
training approach, or variations thereof, with

RAs and student

counselor volunteers include:

Berenson et al (1966); Bogarth,

(1969); Bishop (1971); Bendy (1971); Mitchell et al

(

1971 );

Gimmestad (1971); Sharf (1971); and Schroeder et al
(1973).
After analyzing a great deal of the research on
counseling and psychotherapy, Truax and Carkhuff concluded
that the primary therapist behaviors contributing to client

benefit are empathetic understanding, unconditional positive
regard, and genuineness.

They developed five point rating

scales to measure a counselor's performance in providing

each of these behaviors.
The usual procedure in their empathy training program
is to audiotape or videotape a role-play of the trainee coun-

seling a client.

The tape is rated on the trainee's level

of accurate empathy.

The trainee is then given a course in

which the technique of empathy is taught and practiced.

Upon

completion of the course, the trainee is again taped in an
interview session, the tape is rated, and the rating is compared
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with the initial rating to judge the
trainee's improvement
in providing empathetic responses.
Most of the experimenters who have trained
RAs in
this empathy training program report that
they were

consistently able to improve their scores on
the five point
rating scales. Yet some questions can be raised,
both about
these studies and the model itself.
Firstly, none of the above studies evaluated whether

the RAs performed better in their jobs, as measured by
peer
or staff evaluations.

Moreover, there are some inherent

difficulties in accepting the claims of the Truax and Carkhuff

training program, as Wideman (1970) has pointed out:
The authors claim significant success in training
effective counselors. But the success is measured
by the rating scales which were used as the major
focus of the training procedures. So, strictly
speaking, all that can be said is that through
training with the rating scales, the students
learned to get high scores on the rating scales, (p. 119)
The second widely-used skills training approach with

RAs is the Ivey microcounseling model (Ivey et al, 1968;
Schilt, 1969; Haase et al, 1970, 1972; Keeley, 1971; Elsenrath, 1972; Perkins and Atkinson, 1973).

The aim of this

approach is to teach the counseling skills of attending

behavior (eye contact, body posture, verbal following),

reflection of feeling, and summarization of feeling.
The microcounseling trainee is videotaped in an initial

role-played counseling situation, and the tape is rated on his/
her use of the above counseling skills.

S/he is then taught

,
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the attending skills, including
videotapes of good attending
behavior and viewing of the initial
videotape with critique
by the trainer. As a post-test, the
trainee is videotaped

re-counseling the same client, and the tape
is rated to judge
his/her improvement in attending skills.
The same questions which were raised
about the Truax
and Carkhuff approach can also be raised
with respect to this

microcounseling model.

Again, most of the above microcounseling

experiments report significant increases in the
trainees
ability to provide attending skills. Yet the studies

have

simply proved that the trainees could learn the
prescribed
behaviors.

Whether they are better counselors or better in

their jobs, as rated by peers or superiors, remains an open
question.

Of interest also are the two microcounseling studies
by Haase et al (1970 and 1972).

In the initial investigation,

the authors found that trainees significantly improved their

attending skills.

But a follow-up one year later found that

five of the six attending behaviors no longer differed signifi-

cantly from the original pretest levels.

This suggests that

some provision must be made for continued environmental rein-

forcement (e.g.

on-going training) if attending skills are

expected to be maintained.

Both the Carkhuff and Ivey approaches emphasize specific

behavioral skills.

Good counseling and interpersonal relating,

in this investigator's opinion, also require

an awareness of

;

other dimensions of human
experience, including the
implies
tiens of how, when, and where
these skills are
used.

It

requires an awareness of internal
as well as external
processes.
Carl Thoreson (1970) has articulated
the nature of
behavioral humanism, which combines
these two aspects of
experience. Greenbaum (1974) describes
a training model
which incorporates these two dimensions:
Some of the areas looked at during this
examination are:
awareness of internal responses to
experiencesawareness of experiences of self-worthinessawareness of other around him/her;
awareness of the capacity to respond in
a
wide range of ways
awareness of the potential for increased
self directness.
Once this theme has been amplified, it is
our
approach to take it and use it as background
and substance for the behavioral dimensions
listed previously. This aids the individual
in deciding the appropriateness, with respect
to their values and intentions, of any of the
skills presented along each behavioral dimension
of interpersonal relating, (p. 29)

’

Thus, in this investigator's opinion, the Carkhuff

and Ivey training models are insufficient as the sole vehicles

for RA training.

They might be usefully included in a more

broadly-conceived training program.

Role-Playing
A number of studies advocate the use of role-playing

in RA and student volunteer counselor training (Stark, 1959

Greenleaf et al, 1967

Mitchell et al, 1971

;

;

Nair and Sonders, 1969
Pyle and Snyder, 1971

Collins, 1975 ; Baldwin, 1975 )*

;

;

Brown, 1969

Spurrier and

Nair and Sonders describe

;

;

an EA training program in which
role-playing is the central
feature. The RA's begin to
become familiar with
role-playing
when it is used during the
selection process. During
a twoday training course before
school begins in the
fall, some

time is spent stressing the
theoretical foundations for
role-playing, or sociodrama, as the
authors refer to it.
The RAs are informed that, ”
sociodrama offers a
method which... aids the individual
to mobilize his personality resources for communication."
During the training,
staff members suggest some specific
role-playing situations,
and others arise naturally during
discussions of aspects
of the EA role. RAs can volunteer to
"go up and take over"
for a participant, to try out a different
solution or

approach.

During the year, the RAs meet weekly and use

sociodram to clarify problems that have arisen
during the
previous week, and to explore workable solutions.

Baldwin (1973) articulates a step-by-step developmental

approach to the use of roleplaying .for paraprofessional
training.

His concern, which this investigator shares, is

that roleplaying procedures can be threatening unless consi-

derable thought is given to the development of a climate of
comfort and mutual trust among participants:

resistance is often the consequence of the use of
.. .roleplaying. . .without provision for prior interpersonal comfort and practice in giving and receiving feedback. Experience has shown that a developmental approach to the use of roleplaying techniques
can provide for the development of group solidarity,
a nonthreatening training atmosphere, and the modification of interpersonal behaviors without creating
withdrawal and resistance among participants.
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This aspect of training-the
importance of building group
trust and comfort-applies as well
to anj; RA training
program

T-Grouo Training
Another model for RA training is
the T-Group or
encounter group (Eppler, 1969; Rand and
Carew, 1970 ;

P^le and Snyder, 1971; Marchard,
1972).

m

RAs are placed

an unstructured group, and over the course
of the group
experience gain insight into themselves, their
impact on

others, others impact on them, the processes
of group
growth, and their effectiveness in assuming
various roles
in the group.

Eppler (1969) used a T-Group to train RAs, and found
that afterward their attitudes toward change, toward needing
people, and toward the ideal self were signigicantly more

positive.

Marchand (1972), in a comparison of T-Group and

practicum approaches to RA training, found that T-Group
members retained their learning over a longer period of
time.

Rand and Carew (1970) compared T-Group and didactic

approached to the training of RAs.

The training took place

three times a week for a school quarter.

The authors used

peer, supervisor, and self ratings to compare the results of

the two models.

They conclude that

experience gained from an encounter or T-Group
is more applicable to the job of RA, or that
they are more perceivable by students on the
floor section than learning resulting from
didactic experiences. This is not a surprising
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effective ways

Videotaped Roleplaying

m

Lamb and Nagy (1972) describe an
RA training process
which roleplayed interviews are
videotaped, and then

feedback is given in discussions with
professional counselors.
The emphasis is on helping the RAs
to develop
their already existing interpersonal
skills.
used an attitude questionnaire in the

The authors

study, which was

given two days prior to training and again
three months
later.
Results showed that after training the RAs

expressed

a greater willingness to be involved in
counseling relation-

ships, felt more comfortable in the counselor
role, and had

stronger feelings of effectiveness and personal satisfaction
in the counselor role than before training.

Of course these

changes might simply have been due to spending three more

months on the job and thereby feeling more at ease!

Developmental Groups

An RA training strategy which is similar to the T-Group
and which seems particularly effective to this investigator
is the process of developmental groups described in articles

by Weinstein (1969) and Meyer (1970).

Meyer emphasizes that

group participation should be voluntary and limited to eight
RAs.

Coed groups are preferable, and sessions should be
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it

planned Tor once a week for one
and a half to two hours.
Ten weeks would seem to he a
minimum for a group to develop
1
Meyer writes, "and many groups want
to continue throughout
the year."

Each developmental group is facilitated
by a trained
counselor. The purpose of the group,
similar
to the goals

of a T-Group, is to help each
individual learn how s/he
affects others and how others affect
him/her. A typical

RA group pattern, Meyer reports, is
movement
from the concerns and problems of resident
assistants to the concerns and problems of
resident
assistants as separate, unique people. Therefore
’
early sessions of a developmental group tend
to
focus on the problems on resident assistants'
floors, staff interactions, relations with the
head resident, campus issues, and conflicts
between being oneself and being an RA. As the
focus begins to switch it becomes more personal
for each resident assistant. . .The group members
often discover they have similar kinds of concerns.

The role of the group leader in a developmental

group is that of facilitating group interaction.

His/her

goal is to help the group help each other, rather than to
do individual counseling within a group setting.

The RAs

learn how to be helpful to each other, which has a direct

carry-over to their helping function on their floors.
Some RAs, after having been in developmental groups,

can handle leading such groups on their floors.

Meyer

describes a training process in which capable RAs were

trained to lead their own groups.

The training program

took ten weeks, and included extensive role-playing of
possible group situations.
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The RAs paired up following
the training, and led
groups of six students on their
floors. The RAs taped
the sessions, and met weekly with
the trainers to go over
the tapes and share experiences
and problems. Meyer's
report of the results of these groups
is highly positive.
.^Pd-ividual Conferences

Both Stark (1959) and Riessman
(196?) suggest
individual conferences with the paraprofessional

as a

source of needed support.

Stark writes that weekly

individual conferences between the RA and his
superior
can include a review of the RA’s specific activities
during the past week, problems s/he may be facing,
accomplishments, and specific goals for the coming week.

Conclusions
This review of the literature has attempted to
give the reader a knowledge of the range of role expectations, of selection procedures,

arid

of training methods

with respect to residence hall assistants.

This investigator

is concerned that RA training, given the broad range of

potential RA functioning, is often too short and too didactic.
As Johnson (1958) has written:

The students' needs seem to cover almost every
area in varying degrees of frequency. Because
of the diversity of needs, a hall counselor
should... be given the necessary training and
information to handle many kinds of situations
and to recognize problem areas.

.
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Too often. the training in how to
handle "many kinds of
situations" focuses on how to react to
specific situations,
rather than on learning a process of how
to approach situations
and problems and life. As Ivey and
Morrill (1970) have pointed
out:

The task becomes one of helping the
students learn
to ask important questions instead of
the traditional
ne of helping them find the right
answers...
learning how to learn^is far more important
than
the learning itself.

They identify how the traditional process operates
in RA and
student personnel staff training:
The typical residence hall program is too frequently
centered on problems which students may face in
the residence hall. An examination of the orientation for head residents or student counselors
generally reveals an emphasis on what one should
do in each anticipated problem situation.
There
is little emphasis on the process of problem solving in which the person encounters all aspects
of himself and others.

This is the focus of this dissertation: the nature and

development of an RA training process which can give the RA
confidence that s/he can appropriately and helpfully respond
to the variety of situations s/he may encounter.

CHAPTER

III

THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction
This chapter will introduce the reader
to the study
and provide an overview of the remainder
of the dissertation.
The following aspects of the study are
included:
1) the

rationale for the choice of the training
model; 2) my 1 assumptions about training and goals for the
course;
3) the course

description and training site; 4) our pre-course
expectations
based on two previous semesters experience with

this training

approach; and 3) an outline of the evaluation process.

In providing a background for this study in the first
two chapters, I have referred to myself as "this investigator."
Throughout the remainder of this dissertation, I shall frequently use the first person to describe my participation in
and conclusions concerning the training course.
I respect the need for objective scholarship and thus
the usual practice of writing in the third person. I believe
this is the proper mode when, as an observer, one is describing a process and making an analysis of events or data.
However, the subject of this dissertation is a course in
which I was deeply involved as a participant. My use of the
lirst person is a more direct as well as more accurate way
for me to report on my engagement in the process.
In keeping with my concern for an honest I-Thou encounter with you, the reader, I shall also address my statements
to the second person "you."
I will of course be drawing objective conclusions in
the final chapters concerning the structuring and leadership
of an RA training course. Yet I would be masquerading the
quality of my participation were I to use the objective third
person throughout the study. Using the first person enables
me to provide a more scholarly precise description and analysis
of the course.
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Ra tipnale^ _for the Choice of t h
e Training

Mft

^i

An informed choice of a training
approach is possible
only when at least two particular
considerations have been
taken into account:
1) the theoretical justification
for

using such a model, based upon:

a) reported experience
and

analysis of its success by oneself, one's
colleagues, or in
the professional literature; and b) its
intrinsic
applica-

bility— what competencies

it aims to provide; and
2) one's

own abilities, experiences, and competence
as a person,
teacher, and facilitator. More simply framed,
a successful
choice of a training approach depends both on
one's belief
in its intrinsic merit for the training situation
and also

one's feeling able and comfortable in doing what it
requires.

With this in mind,

I

wish to share with you the process

by which I decided upon the developmental group design
for

the RA training course.

This decision was based fundamentally

on my previous experiences as a graduate student and head of

residence

— experiences

detail.

The professional literature provided justification

which I will present below in some

for my choice as well as information on the advantages of

other models which might be usefully included within this

broader developmental framework.

This justification, which

evolves throughout Chapter II, is presented below in more

succinct form.

Theoretical justification
1)

The role and function of the RA

•
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In Chapters I and II, I discuss
the evolution of
the EA position, including the
recent increased emphasis
on
the HA's function in facilitating
student development in the
residence hall (pp. 4-6; 14-19). The RA
in increasingly

expected to play a wide variety of roles,
including those
of floor leader, counselor, referral
agent, information
resource, and friend (p. 19).

The developmental group

approach

the most broadly conceived of the training
models
which are reviewed in Chapter II— provides
a forum
for

addressing this variety of expectations,
2)

Appropriateness of possible models

In Chapter II,

I

discussed seven approaches to

inservice training of RAs:

staff meetings, short-term

training in counseling skills, role-playing, T-Group training,
videotaped role-playing, developmental groups, and individual
conferences.

In my introduction to this discussion,

I

made

a case for the value of on-going inservice training, which

offers a rich opportunity for the RAs and dorm head of

residence to gain new skills and provide support for each
other (p. 30 ).
I

— based upon the nature and
position — for on-going inservice

presented a rationale

expectations of the RA

training of RAs which would emphasize group problem-solving.
In reviewing the literature, however, I found only three

studies which met this criterion, one based on role-playing
and the other two on the developmental group approach (p. 31)
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The developmental group was the
more comprehensive
of these two approaches, and could
in fact incorporate
role-playing as well as counseling skill
training and the
personal feedback elements of T-Group
training. As the
most broadly-based model, the developmental
group approach
therefore seemed to be the most applicable
for improving
the diverse competencies expected of the
RA.

Autob iographical considerations
The effectiveness of any training program,
regardless
of its design, description, or structure,
depends fundamentally
upon the abilities and experience of those individuals
involved
in it. The program's success is contingent upon
the choice
of a format which is consistent with the expectations,
compe-

tence and previous experiences of its participants
as well as students.

— leader

A model can be successfully applied to

a new learning situation only to the extent that it "fits"

these criteria or is modified to meet them.
This being the case, I wish to share with you something
of my background and experiences as a learner and counselor,
as well as those of the students involved in the training

course.

In this section I will explore some of my recent

learning experiences in order to make more clear the context
from which I make my assumptions about teaching, my choice
of the training model, and the nature of my participation

in the training course.

three specific arenas:

I

will discuss my background in

1) graduate program in counseling,

School of Education, University of Massachusetts; 2) yk years
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experience as a head of residence;
and 3) personal growth
involvement during the semester of
the training course.

Graduate program in counseling

For the four years prior to the
beginning of the
training course, I had been a graduate
student in the School
of Education.
For the previous 2^ years, my
program
focus

had been on counseling, psychology, and
group process, and
my courses had included a considerable
experiential

dimension.

In courses on Erik Erikson and R.D.
Laing, for example,
the emphasis was as much on experiencing
,
in exercises and

counseling practice with other class members, the
concepts
of polarities (Erikson) and projection (Laing)
as on

a theo-

retical mastery of these formulations.

In other courses I

encountered the work of Alfred Adler, Fritz Peris, and Carl
Jung in much the same manner.
A primary focus of my training has been on group

process, both in laboratory training courses (T-Groups) and
as an integral part of almost all my other courses as well.

After participating in several groups,

I have

more recently

co-led T-groups for both undergraduate and graduate students.
My fellow graduate students and faculty members have

had a profound effect on my personal growth and educational

philosophy and practice.

Fellow graduate students, in parti-

cular, have provided a vital learning community for me.

With

them I have wrestled through numberless questions concerning
counseling, education, and the human search for love, competence,
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and security.

They have supported my growth
in the direction
of building a counseling theory
and practice anchored
in my
own lived experiences of chaos,
struggle, and
joy.

The faculty members with whom I
have worked most
closely have pushed me toward my
potential while being
supportive of my abilities and the directions
1 have taken.
Above all, they have been persons with me,
sharing their own
struggles toward wholeness.

During the semester preceding the RA training
course
and throughout the duration of the course, I
received

particular support from Professor John Wideman and
fellow
doctoral students in his "Teaching of Counseling" seminar.
We played tapes in the seminar from counseling classes
which

we were teaching, and helped each other to clarify
feelings
and understanding situations which puzzled us.

Through these

months together we often found ourselves grappling with similar concerns in our teaching and counseling.

Thus we felt

able to share our "mistakes" as well as our successes, more

secure in our knowledge that others in the group could

understand and accept our not knowing all the answers.
2)

Vk years experience as a head of residence

My experiences working with RAs (hereafter referred to
as "dormitory counselors" or "counselors") and fellow staff

members shaped my philosophy concerning the training of counselors.

Two particular arenas were responsible for my con-

cern with creating new structures for counselor training:
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my involvement on a counselor
affairs committee, in my
residential area, which enacted compulsory
training requirements in racism and sexism awareness
in the spring of 1975;
and b) my experiences both in area
staff meetings
a)

and in the

counselor staff meetings which I conducted
during my first
2)£ years as a head of residence.
a)

Compulsory awareness training
wrote a paper for my doctoral comprehensives

I

in which I detailed my involvement during
1972-73 on the

Southwest Counselor Training Committee and my vigorous
opposition to the enactment of compulsory training
requirements

m

racism and sexism awareness.

from this paper, in which

I

See Appendix A for an excerpt

explore in some depth my concerns

about this legislation.

told the counselors whom I supervise in my

I

dormitory that
training.

I

would not require them to take the mandatory

Instead, we began to explore the possibility of

incorporating some racism and sexism awareness into a training

program which we would design for ourselves.

Out of these

discussions, the idea of a three-credit training course was
born.

During my first

years as a head of residence,

all counselor training for the twenty-five dormitories in our

residential area (involving approximately 190 counselors) had
been conducted on the area level as mini-workshops or one-credit
colloquia.

We initiated our three-credit training course in

the fall of 1973 and continued it the following semester.
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Thus the training course which
is the subject of
this
dissertation is the third semester
edition of that course.
In a later section of this
chapter, I will
outline our progress during the first
two semesters of the
training course and our resulting
expectations for the third
semester.
b)

Staff meeting experiences

During my initial years as a head of
residence,
my experiences in staff meetings with my
own counselors
and

with fellow staff members compelled me to try
to find a
structure which would enable us to talk honestly
with each
other about what was actually happening in our dormitories
and about our feelings concerning problems we encountered
in

our Jobs.

Too often I was frustrated by our spending several

hours discussing administrative issues which I felt could
have been adequately dealt with in one-quarter of the time,
and also with our maintenance of a climate in these meetings

which made it difficult for us to listen to one another.

In

short, I felt that these meetings, which brought together

people who encountered many of the same problems in their
daily work, had a potential for learning and support.

And I

felt that this opportunity was largely being wasted.

In the 11th class of our training course, I

talked about my staff meeting experiences when one of the

counselors asked me how

I felt about the

possibility of our

not continuing the training course during the following

semester.

Here is the transcript of my statement:
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I don t have very much
fondness
meetings. That's another one of for straight efnff
addition to the racism and sexism the battles Tin
fought f°r the past three years, debate^') I'v<=>
other heads of residence that I'm stru^nL Jth the
in a
™
with.
Because I despise staff meetings’
where ttolll
aren’t people for each other. You
can't work on
problems because the people don't have
enough trust
in each other to work on a problem.
One of 'you said
that we could oust have a staff meeting
hot
problems we could talk about them. My and if
experience
?!
h
beenthat unless a group of people are willing
to
commit an amount of time to each other,
get together it s very hard for them to that when thev
do anything^eal.
•

c)

I

Conc urrent personal growth involvement

During the semester of our training course,
was concentrating my energy in other personal
growth

and therapeutic activities as well.

These included:

movement therapy; gestalt therapy; a weekly men's support
group; tape-recording my dreams and keeping a dream
journal;

keeping a journal of my feelings about each day; and
leading a seminar of an "Introduction to Psychotherapy"
course at Hampshire College.

For this course I was doing

considerable reading on the therapeutic practices of Freud,
Jung, Anna Freud, Klein, Homey, Sullivan, Fromm-Reichmann,

Reich, and Angyal.
My emphasis on my own growth undoubtedly affected

not only my choice of a training approach but also the nature
of my participation throughtout the course and my focus on

certain aspects of the counselor role.
these effects in conclusions about

ray

I

will elaborate on

leadership in Chapter VII.

Autobiographical conclusions
I have included the above autobiographical sketch in
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the hope of making more understandable
my choice of an on-going,
problem-solving, group-centered training
approach. For not
only does the professional literature
suggest the potential
worth of such an arrangement, but my own most
potent learning
experiences have been in groups in which our
trust
in and

commitment to each other enabled us to take the
risks to
change unproductive patterns and explore
threatening

aspects

of our own behaviors.
I

feel most comfortable and confident with an on-going

and process-oriented structure.

It also gives me the kind of

deeper personal connections over time that I want with the

people with whom

I

work in a student development position.

In addition, it enables me to be more fully a person rather

than a role, thus providing an opportunity for me to grow
more in the job and encourage others to do so also.
My Assumptions about Teaching Counseling
I

began the training course with the following assump-

tions about how such a course might ideally facilitate our

growth as counselors and co-workers.

My assumptions spring

most directly from my own learning and growth experiences

described on the preceding pages.

These assumptions are

prioritized below in the sequential order in which

I thought

that we might address them in the formation and implementation
of the training course.

The order also moves from structural
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considerations to increasingly
complex process activities:

2)

That ideallv a

,

dnrvn

rnnnool rm

^

^

•

may he set apart and seen as a model by some
students,
and her mistakes may receive special notice.
Secondly
as an upperclass student and counselor, she
may be the*
most mature person on the floor, with needs for
friendsaip and support that are not easily met by the
first
and second year students who comprise most of the
floor;

—

That team building" the building of interpersonal
5)
relationships in the group is necessary for it to be a
support group and for there to be sufficient trust for
the counselors to share problems;

—

That interpersonal self-awareness is a central compo
nent of good counseling. That learning to work through
relationships in the group is an important aspect of
learning how to be helpful to others. That the group
is a laboratory for each counselor and the head of
residence to experience his/her impact on others,
their impact on him/her, and ways to talk about and
work with differences and projections;
6)

That a primary way to help ourselves as counselors
to become more aware of and improve our skills is to
identify our feeling responses to each other in the
group, as we interact and in the role-playing of problem
situations. Said another way, we can learn a great deal
by processing our impact on each other;
7)
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8)
That teaching counseling is be<^t Hrmo
v.
b
Slmpl y
teaching skills. Rather, it is
helnin^
£
T
th
counseling abmties°°o?
tZe tv°^ Zihr °wn
a
os s
a

be a

^^?ed s d

already

^

^?^ d! i r^T ^ ^ dr;
^ °° U*Sel
c

°-

™

t

T. a

^r’

mi

^t

9)
That the process of becoming a better
requires a nurturance of the human thrust counselor
toward
capacity for taking responsibility for
one s actions, for what one wants to
learn, for the
10n °? e S n ’ and f r what one does
w ^h one's
?
?ofT^ nSS about
i what
i
ls S oinS on at any moment in
the
.

e-T>nni
gl/O
up •

My Course Goals
My assumptions about what is important in
organizing

and implementing a training course form the background
out
of which my goals for the course emerged.

began, I asked myself:

counseling class?
I

Before the course

"What are my objectives for our

What do I hope that each of us will gain?"

then wrote down the following areas in which

hoped that growth would be fostered for each of us.

I

As with

my assumptions, these are included sequentially, moving

roughly from initial content to more complex process concerns:
Ideas and support for initiating floor activities,
1)
especially early in the semester, including workshops,
support groups, and classes;

Provide information about Southwest and University
resources and policies;
2)

Integrate our administrative functions, sharing and
supporting each other, and learning new things in a helpful and creative way;
3)

Knowledge of what we already know as individuals about
good counseling and supportive relationships;
4)

;
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5)
Discovery of what it is that
we want to learn
about ourselves and about
counseling

7)
6)

The ability to take more
responsibility for what
we want to learn and for using
the class to learn some
of this;

Giving effective feedback, and
environment where this is possible building an
in which we can
,
be both critical and also ask
for and give support to
each other;

—

8)
Increased self-awareness of who we arp wv, fi+
need, of our impact on others, and
?hlir i^ac? on
.

us;

Work on our weaknesses— so that
9)
"listeners" win
better learn how to share their feelings
share responsibility, and "talkers" will and ideas and
learn how ll
better share the space and listen;

^

Confidence:
in ourselves as valuable persons;
in
1
7 -^ 0 F eat:Lve:!-y and adequately respond to the
vsSiftv ^^
f
tU £
t:L ° n
whlch we may encounter in the dorm;
in
l^Tn2 able
Q
?
f
n being
to interrupt
the process when it's not
° UP
e dS; in tryin S out new styles and
behaviors
v? ? m&y
WhlCh
helpful in res Ponding to various
situations
;

^

^

The Sit e and Announced Course Description
The training course was offered for the undergraduate

counselors in John Quincy Adams-Lower dormitory (JQA-Lower)
in the Southwest Residential College at the University of

Massachusetts during the fall semester of 1974.

Southwest

is a residential area housing 6,000 students in twenty-five

closely-clustered dormitories, including thirteen "low-rise"
buildings and five 22-story towers.
The course carried three semester hours of credit and
.

was entitled "Introduction to Counseling."

It was one of the

regular course offerings of Southwest's Instructional Center,
in whose fall catalog it was announced as follows:
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S?als in this
course.
First
knowledge acquisition, and
1 and
* h e. areas of
first aid, drug counseling, application^i^tH
one-to-™!! it
1 "® °® stalt )
counseling, academic counseling,
racism^’ sev^
ex ^ sm ’ and
the services offered by
various cam™!
the Counseling Center,'
Room-to-Move, Ind^ent a? ’

HeaUhf

A
S
support function^for the
Residence/Resident Directors. The course
° °£ f r
instruction and dialogue about some
of the fn^s en
?
al
concepts and constructs of coun

S^fVdY f %
SL ”^ t

U

^™e

fulth
6

d0rmltory

evaluation!

and a lcohol°counseling;^raci
S m-

!

academic counseling; and self-

Heads of residence in at least three
Southwest
dormitories offered an "Introduction to
Counseling" section
for their own counselors in the fall of
1974 . The above
course description was intended as an umbrella
statement

which would include the various directions that
the course
might take, depending on the needs of the particular

counselors,

head of residence, and dormitory.
The Role of a JQA— Lower Counselor

JQA-Lower includes the first six residential floors
(2nd,

3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th) of one of Southwest's

22-story tower dormitories.

It is an all-womens' dorm with

19? students, almost half of whom are in their first year at
the University.

Each floor is composed of two long corridors,

connected by the common bathroom and a small lounge area.
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Thirty-two women live on each floor— all
but four of them in
double occupancy rooms.
Like other Southwest dormitories, JQA-Lower
is staffed
by seven undergraduate counselors and a head
of residence,

who lives on the lounge floor (5th) which
separates the two
halves of the dorm. One counselor has responsibility

for each

of the six floors, and the seventh position is held
by an

undergraduate peer sex educator (PSE educator), who is trained
by the Health Services' Division of Community Health Education.
The PSE educator provides education and assistance to students
in matters of sexuality.

This may include teaching a one— credit

human sexuality course, providing factual information and
resource materials, coordinating dorm talks and lectures,
and making referrals.

The Southwest "Student Counselor Job Description"

provides an extensive list of functions which may be
expected of a floor counselor.

In practice, the job require-

ments are usually based on an agreement on expectations among
the counselors, students, and head of residence.

In general,

a counselor's duties include administration, inter-floor

communication, counseling and referral, orientation of new
students, providing resource information about Southwest
and the University, and leadership on the floor.

In return,

she is provided with a single room, a waiver of resident

tuition ($500 per year) and a salary ($400 per year).
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The Selection of the Counsel

fr^g

This section will describe the process
by which
counselors are selected in JQA-Lower,
including the actual

selection of those who are involved in this
study.
Counselors in JQA-Lower are selected by a
committee
of peers, usually consisting of two women from
each floor,

plus the head of residence.

One of the two floor representa-

tives is often the current counselor; the other is
usually
a volunteer from the floor.

takes place in March.

Selection of floor counselors

Afterward, with the advice of the

out-going counselors, the new counselors choose the floor
on which they will live and work in the fall.

The demands of the floor counselor position on a

student's time and energy are extensive

— few

counselors in

my experience choose to do the job a second year.

In March,

1974, two of the current counselors, Sherry and Sue, chose
to try the job again in the fall.

Sue, however, had just

begun working in January, after her floor's previous counselor
had left school.

Rather than put Sherry and Sue through the entire
selection process again, we used a ballotting procedure on
their respective floors to determine whether the students

wanted them again as counselors.

This ballot read as follows:

The following is a ballot to determine whether your
counselor will automatically be rehired for next
year or whether the counselor position on your floor
will be open to new applicants.
Next year are you: Staying on the floor? ( )
Leaving the floor?
(
)
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To Think About:
s y° ur counselor friendly
and personable’
I
S
‘
??® y ? ur counselor care enough about the'
floor to do an effective job?
3. Is your counselor a person
who can easilv
be approached with counseling
problems 9
4 - Does she willingly offer
her time to help
you with practical living problems
key , maintenance, academic problems,-Master
etc 9
5- Is your counselor objective
when dealing
with people on the floor?

b

your^loor?

preSent counsel °r be rehired for
Yes
No

(

)

(

)

Comments: (Use reverse side of paper if
necessary)
If a counselor receives less than a
3/4 majority in her

favor, then I will hold a meeting with the
entire floor and/or
suggest that she go through the selection process
again.
If

selected, she would then live on a different floor.

Both Sue

and Sherry, however, received unanimous or near-unanimous

votes of confidence from their floors, and were rehired on
that
evidence.

The selection committee then sought applicants for the

four vacant positions.

The application deadline was publicized

throughout the dorm, and applicants were asked to turn in a
statement to me which included the answers to the following
three questions:

1)

What other possible commitments do you

have for next year?; 2) Why do you want to become a counselor?;
and 3) What experiences have you had which you feel have pre-

pared you for the job?

Applicants were informed that a three-

credit training course would be required of counselors in the
fall.
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Thirteen applications were received.

We then circulated

recommendation forms on all the floors, so
that other students
who had been living with the applicants
could offer their
evaluations as data for the selection committee.
The
recom-

mendation form included the following questions:
5)
1)

Does she understand and accept people different
from herself? (different interests, ages, social
patterns, etc?)
2) Is she actively involved in what goes on on
floor? If so, in what way? Is she capable
of initiating floor activities?
Is she easy to talk to friendly, approachable?
4; Does she care about the people on your floor?
How does she show this?
5) Do you feel that she would be available enough
on the floor to be effective as a counselor?
6) Would you feel comfortable sharing personal
concerns with her?
7) Please comment on other qualities which would,
in your opinion, aid or limit this person's
performance as a counselor.
.

.

—

The selection committee, consisting of six counselors,
six students-at-large , and myself met approximately ten days

prior to the selection night.

At this time we outlined the

following plan:
1)

One-to-one meetings .

Each member of the selection

committee chose one of the candidates, whom s/he didn't know,
to meet with informally before the selection night.

The

purpose of these meetings was to try to put each candidate
more at ease regarding the selection process by giving her
a chance to know someone else on the committee and answering

any questions she might have about the process itself.
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2)

£B nstions
-

°f a

counse lor an d qu alities we
would TnnV

for.

We talked about our expectations
of counselors, and
brainstormed the following qualities as
important for fulfilling counselor functions: 1) listens
well; 2) has rapport
in a group, interacts easily;
3) enthusiastic, energetic,
sincere, confident; 4) humble— -not looking
for a position
for power's sake; 5) a good organizer;
6) committed to her
floor; 7) concerned for her fellow students;
8) wants to build
a community; 9) non- judgmental and accepting
of others who
are different from her; 10) open-minded; and
11) centered.

Selection ni ght process .

We decided to divide

ourselves and the candidates into four groups of
three to four
persons each. The four candidate groups would be in
four

different rooms, and the four committee groups would each
spend
15-20 minutes with a candidate group and then rotate.

Thus

all the committee members would get to see all the candidates,

and in small enough discussion settings to evaluate each

candidate's participation.

Each of the committee groups decided upon a general
topic for its questioning.

The four topics were: Surviving

at UMass; Relationships; Apathy /Responsibility

Relating.

;

and Loneliness/

Then each committee group spent time together brain-

stohming questions in its general topic area.

Each committee

group would aim primarily to keep a discussion going amongst
the members of the candidate group, and to watch how well each
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candidate displayed the qualities
for which we were looking.
On the night of the selection,
the committee groups
met together briefly to finalize
their plans. Then the
candidates arrived, and in the next two
hours they participated
in the four discussion sessions. Coffee
and cookies were
available during the breaks between each
discussion. When the
discussions were finished, we asked each of
the candidates
to

write down her reactions to both the one-to-one
and group parts
of the selection process.

After the candidates had departed, the committee
sought
to arrive at some decisions using its five
sources of

informa-

tion:

peer recommendations; one-to-one meetings, group
discus-

sions, end-of-process candidate observations; and
personal

impressions of candidates during the past year(s).

By consensus

we gradually eliminated candidates down to six, and then used
the Australian ballot to select a final four.

Selection Conclusions
In their end-of-process comments, the thirteen candidates
almost all felt that they had been fairly treated and that the

process had been a good and enjoyable educational experience.
I felt

positive about the entire process except for two reac-

tions during our final deliberations:

1)

I questioned the

impartiality of one of the at-large members, who seemed to me
to have a particular "ax" to grind; and 2) committee members

occasionally "dragged up" an instance when a certain candidate
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acted in a negative way, as evidence
for her having a
certain trait.
thus made two personal resolutions
regarding future
selections:
1) I would push for elections of
committee members on each floor, rather than simply
taking volunteers;
and 2) I would emphasize during the final
decision-making
that we try to find words for our general and
feeling responses
to each candidate, rather than looking for
isolated instances
in the past when a candidate said or did something
which
I

invited criticism.

As we find words for our feeling responses,

consensus usually begins to emerge as others realize the
similarity of their reactions to individual candidates.

Biographical Sketches of the Counselors

Included below are brief sketches of the eight
counselors in the course, including four who were newly selected
and four who had been in the training course the previous
semester.

These sketches are intended both to introduce you

to the members of the course and also to begin to acquaint

you with their individual differences on a variety of levels:
maturity; class rank; old or new counselor; personal interest
in counseling or not; and expectations about the nature of
the course experience.

You will undoubtedly form more distinct

impressions of each of them and of their varying impact on and
investment in the course from the transcripts which will be

included in succeeding portions of this dissertation?
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M ary Beth

:

sophomore; new counselor; bio-chemistry

major; second floor;
Laura:

junior; new counselor;

peer sex educator

(not a floor counselor); Bachelor's Degree
in Individual

Concentration (BDIC) major in human sexuality;
third floor;
Jody:

senior; new counselor; member of counselor's

class last semester in her position then as dorm
crafts

counselor; art major; third floor;
Sue:

junior; second semester as a counselor; member

of counselors' class last semester; psychology major; fourth

floor;

Sherry

:

junior; second year as a counselor; member

of counselors' class for two previous semesters; art major;

sixth floor;

Sharyn

:

Joanne

:

junior; new counselor; education major; seventh

floor;
senior; not a counselor (had been a counselor

for three previous semesters); member of counselors' class

for two previous semesters; psychology major; taking the course

again out of personal interest; seventh floor;
Donna:

senior; new counselor; human development major;

eighth floor.

Expectations for the Course
Crucial to understanding the dynamics of the training
course is some familiarity with its progress and function
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during its initial two semesters.

These two courses particu-

larly shaped the expectations of the
majority of us who had
participated in either one or both of
them.

Joanne, Sherry,

Sue, Jody, and I had been involved
the previous semester;
Joanne, Sherry, and I had been members
of both previous courses.

Of particular concern to me in planning
for the third
semester of the course was developing a structure
which would
enable us to increase our knowledge and skills,
work on current
problems, and also attend to the necessary
administrative

aspects of our jobs.

This was one of my course goals

included above (p. 53):

that we would learn to "integrate

our administrative functions, sharing and supporting each
other, and learning new things in a helpful and creative way."

In the following paragraphs

I

will briefly outline

the first two semesters of the course with respect to content

and structure and our resulting expectations for the structuring
of the third semester.

The first semester of the course was fairly structured,

with classes on first aid, drug awareness, alcoholism, first
aid for drug emergencies, racism, and sexism.

I

selected

and handed out readings for most of the classes, assigned

several papers, and made comments on these papers.

Student

evaluations at the end of the semester were all highly favorable toward the course.

During the second semester, we proceeded with a much
less structured class.

Few readings and no papers were
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assigned, and instead the course was
oriented toward
working on whatever problems had emerged
for the counselors
during the previous week. In May, as part
of the final

evaluation of the class,

I asked:

"Has our open format

been a good learning environment for you?

(How do you com-

pare it with your learning last semester, if you were
in
the class then?)

What do you gain from an open format?

What do you lose?

Four of the seven counselors expressed some reserva-

tions about the open format, with written or implied

recommendations for the fall semester.

Here are their

perceptions:
The open structure was good, but I didn't get
involved enough. With structure, I could have prepared
myself more; I could have taken more responsibility
for the class.
Jody:

Joni (graduated in May): The open format was a good
learning environment for me, some of the time. I really
liked the freedom to flow with whatever happened, to
share personal problems, and to just learn from each
other.
At times, though, I felt things really dragged.
There were moments when I was bored and not really
stimulated in terms of new learning experiences. I
lost some of the anticipation I used to have on Monday
nights. I think I felt lost with the complete lack
I would have liked some in-between
of structure.
expression some structure with that freedom to let
what happened happen.

—

I find myself frustrated in an open format.
Joanne:
A lot of time is wasted with a lot of silences. Open
formats provide gain when there is a pressing problem
or issue with someone that has to be discussed. Other
times, especially when enthusiasm is low, I feel like
I look forward to coming to
the night was a waste.
the class, and I want a feeling of accomplishment. When
I don't feel like I've done anything for three hours,
I lose a lot of energy and concern.
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I also

wrote an evaluation of the course, and answered

the open format question as follows:
I like being able to act based on the
present— on who
has problems today and wishes some help with them.
Yet maybe people have to be very mature to act when
little form is provided. I wonder how to create a
which promotes our learning and yet doesn’t stifle form
our
acting on present needs. Does this mean that we
should
have more of a form and stress our freedom to break
out
of that form? Do I as a leader need to take more
risks
show the ways" that I'm suggesting that we work? How
much content material should we have in the course?
Should we have suggested readings to talk about, and then
feel free to move from there into "where we are" today?
How do we promote a climate where everyone takes responsibility for what happens?

Three months later, in August, I re-read my own and
the counselors

'

evaluations of the spring

terra

course as

preparation for setting my goals for the fall semester.
I decided upon the following personal goals for myself as

a facilitator and member of the class.

These are in addition

to my course goals, which were included above on pages 53-54.

The first five of these personal goals, which are
in roughly the order in which we might approach them in
the class, speak specifically to the issues of structure

and of who takes responsibility for initiating in the classes.

The final six statements, focusing on process, express how
I

believe

I

might be more helpful to myself and to other

class members:

;
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1

T ° push myself and the class
to be
2objectives on what we want to learn; clear on m,r

—

5)
2)

To share and introduce team-building
ideac; whinh
can also be used by the counselors on
their floors;

To push for some structure when it feels
necessarv
a so stressl he our freedom to choose
to
i
of the form or agenda which we’ve previously break^t
designed in
favor of present pressing needs;
To find a balance between structure and
responsiveness
venebo
F
to present needs;
To share responsibility, and to learn better
5)
how to
promote a climate in which we all take responsibility
J
for what happens;

Not to feel so responsible to "make things happen"6)
to instead be willing to sit back and stay with what's’
fr^PP®^i^8 to instead work to make what happens productive" (fellow doctoral student Peggy Sablove);
^

To be a resource for the class in whatever ways I can
7)
be helpful;
To be more personal (as opposed to directive). To
8)
be willing to use the class for my own needs and problems;

To help facilitate an environment where we all feel
9)
more free to ask for help and for what we need, rather
than always placing others' needs above our own;
10) To share my confusions with the class, both about my
life and about what s happening in the class
'

11) To be willing to interrupt the process when I feel
so moved.

In Chapter V I will elaborate on our progress during the

course in evolving a structure which would be "responsive to

present needs."
the class

'

This will include a sequential analysis of

emerging structures and conclusions about what

we learned during this process.

.
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Evaluation of the Study
This section will present an overview of the
evaluation

process for the training course.

Three distinct sources of

data are included in the dissertation:

l)

edited transcripts

of conversations in the classes; 2) peer evaluations of
the

counselors' performance on their floors; and

3)

my summaries

of the counselors' final evaluations of the course.

This data

will be presented and analyzed as follows:
1)

The edited class transcripts comprise the major

portion of Chapter IV.

I include this

rather extensive

section in the hope of providing you, the reader, with

sufficient information to enable you to draw your own

conclusions about what happened during the course and be able
to compare them with those conclusions which

I

will make in

Chapters V and VII.
2)

Each counselor conducted a peer evaluation on her
The results of these six -floor evaluations (only

own floor.

six of the counselors were floor counselors) will be presented
in Chapter VI, along with the counselors' and my conclusions

about the results.
3)

I

designed a course evaluation form which the

counselors filled out in the middle and again at the end
of the semester.

My summaries of their responses to each

included
of the questions in the final evaluation will be

conclusions about the
in Chapter VI, along with my general

results
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The Evaluation Process

The primary intent of the whole evaluation
process is

1)

to assess the extent to which the course
met our goals for:

developing our competence and confidence as counselors;

and

2)

helping us to function more effectively in our jobs.

The counselors' own mid-semester and final course
evaluations

address themselves to the former concern.

The evaluations

by their peers on the floors comprise the data for attempting
to assess the latter.

Each of the components of the counseling course-selection, goal-setting, training, and evaluation
to both increase the counselors'

— is

intended

learning and also provide

the dormitory with a more effective staff.

What follows

below is an outline of the ways in which each of these components build upon and complement each other:
1)

The selection committee discussed its expectations

of floor counselors--what functions the dormitory expects them
to fulfill.

We then brainstormed the qualities which we

thought necessary for fulfilling a counselor's functions, (p.60).
2)

In the actual selection, we were concerned with,

and sought to choose, those candidates who best displayed the

qualities for which we were looking.
3)

I

began the course with certain assumptions (pp. 52-53

cultivate
about the design of a training course which would
counselors.
those qualities for which we had selected the
I

set course goals (p.53

)

an ^ personal goals (p.67) whxch were

)
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were based on these assumptions, which
themselves grew out
of my own experiences as a learner.
4) At the outset of the course,
a copy of the

I

gave each counselor

Southwest Counselor Job Description,

which includes the functions she may be expected to fulfill
We discussed during the early weeks of the semester--and again
1

at times during the course--my expectations of myself and of
them, and their expectations of themselves, each other, and me.
5)

I

asked each counselor, using the job description

as a reference of functions, to write down her goals for her-

self in the class and on her floor.

We spend part of the first

class sharing some of our goals with each other.

Counselors Peer Evaluation Process

1)

I

explained at the beginning of the semester that

each counselor would be asked to design her own floor evaluation form, based on the goals she set for herself.

I

also

said that a portion of the course evaluation form would ask

whether it was meeting or had met her goals.
2)

Several of the counselors, in meetings with their

floors early in the semester, made clear their goals for

themselves.

Thus their peers knew what to expect, and also

had an opportunity to articulate what other expectations they
might have of their floor counselor.
keep an account
3) I suggested that the counselors might
semester.
of additional goals which emerged for them during the
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4) Early in October, I designed
and handed out copies

of a sample floor evaluation form
to the counselors (See

Appendix B).

The eight functions which I listed
were simply
examples, and I suggested that each
counselor, in designing
her evaluation form, could insert those
functions which she
expected of herself, based on her goals. 1
also handed out
a list of adjective continuums which I
thought
might be

useful to the counselors in some form (Appendix
B).
5)

Each counselor then designed her own evaluation

and distributed the forms to the residents of her
floor.

To

encourage as many students as possible to return the
forms,
and also to explain to them the process which the evaluation

involved, I sent a letter to all the students in the dormitory

(Appendix B).
We did not conduct a second floor evaluation in

December, as I had said in the letter that we would.

It was

my sense, as the semester was ending, that few students would
be willing to spend time doing another evaluation, that the

counselors had gotten considerable impressions of their
floors' opinions of them in the first evaluation, and that

the counselors wouldn't feel another evaluation was worth

the effort it would require.

When I presented these thoughts,

the counselors concurred.

After each counselor and

I

had read the returned

evaluation forms, I talked individually with her and asked
the following questions:

1)

Would you use the same process

)

:
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apain?

2) What did

you learn about the evaluation
process
itself?; J) What did you find out
about your floor's perceptions of your performance? 4) How
have you changed your
behavior as a result of the evaluation?
;
5 ) Was your confidence
boosted by the evaluation?; and 6) How do
you account
;

;

for the

un-returned evaluations?

Chapter VI will include each coun-

selor's answers to these questions as well
as the results of
the peer evaluations and my summaries of
this
data.

Counselors
I

'

Course Evaluations

designed a course evaluation form to reflect the

extent to which the following had occurred:

1)

each counselor

had made progress toward meeting her own goals;
2) she had
made progress toward meeting the class goals which

I

had set

53-54); and 3) her progress had been influenced by her

(PP-

own and others' actions in the class.

The evaluation form

reads
(In considering the effect of the class, consider also
your outside-of-class contact with other counselors
which may have been facilitated by your being in the
course together.
I.
Please discuss your progress in the class toward
meeting the goals which you set for yourself in early
September, and also goals that may have emerged for
you during the semester.

II. What in particular did you do that helped and hindered
you in your experience of the class?

III. What in particular did others do to help and hinder
your experience of the class?
IV. The following questions incorporate the goals which
I set for myself, as a facilitator, for what I hoped our
class would be. When you can, please refer to specific
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class situations or dynamics
trate your response.

thnt* infi,
lnflueTlc ed,

or illus-

1. Did the class help you
to feel more able to
andle
the variety of situations that
you
v
mie-ht encounter
Pn
on
your floor?

rnL

belp you to feel more
n
different behaviors in floor situations?able to "try °on"

^

ft

3. Did the class provide support
for you as a person?
As a floor counselor?

As a result of the class, have you
become in your
view
a better helper and listener in
7)
one-to-one
situations"
situations'
In group situations?
4.

8)
? res ult of the class, do you feel more of a
5)
sense
choice
and responsibility for what you want
9)
to learn?

6) Did the clas s provide you with adequate
information
about

Southwest and University resources, referrals,
and policies?

How did your conception of who you are and what
you
need change as a result of the class?
Did the class help you to gain confidence in
yourself,’

to like yourself better?

'

As a result of the class, do you feel more aware of
your impact on others, and their impact on you?

What did I do that helped or hindered you in your
experience of the class? What of mv actions were
particularly helpful or unhelpful?

V.

I

handed out this evaluation form in the middle and

again at the end of the semester.

Chapter VI will include

my summaries of the counselor's responses to each of these

questions in the final evaluation, including some of their
specific statements, and also my conclusions concerning their
evaluations.
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Conclusion

Having given you an overview of the
remainder of the
dissertation, I will now proceed to an
account of the progression
of the training course, as rendered
primarily in transcripts
from the class sessions.

CHAPTER

IV

AN ACCOUNT OF THE COURSE'S PROGRESSION

Introduction
This chapter will outline the week-by-week progress
of the training course during the fall semester of 1974.

Included will be a record of some of the significant events
in each class, with transcripts of conversations which

highlight the nature and flavor of our roleplaying and
discussions.

Chapter V will discuss in more detail the deve-

loping character of several of the major themes of the course.

In a traditional dissertation, much of the material
in this fourth chapter would be included instead in an

Appendix.

I have

included this data here, however, for

the following reasons:
1) in order to share with you a sense of the variety

of activities and issues with which we dealt during the course.
Also, I believe this is data which supports the importance
of the counselor position;
2) in order to provide you with as full an account

of the course as possible, so that you might compare your

conclusions and insights about my leadership and the success
of the course with those which I will make in Chapters V and VII.

This chapter constitutes the principal "results” of
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the training course (in addition to the
evaluation results),
and ray intent here is not to summarize
individual classes

or draw conclusions.

The exception to this will be some
preliminary conclusions which I will draw about my
leadership, following the pre-school workshop and
the seventh

class.

These conclusions will be elaborated upon in Chapter

VII, where I will re-include some of the transcripts
from

this chapter to support them.

Yet these transcripts belong

here also, as integral to the progression of the course;
3) in order to share with you a sense of my own strug-

gles in the course with leadership and participation

— an

aspect of every training effort which the professional litera-

ture usually fails to acknowledge.

My intent, however, is

not to focus on my foibles, for this is neither a novel nor
an autobiography, but again to provide you with the data with

which to contrast your conclusions about the effects of

ray

leadership with those which I will draw in Chapter VII.

You will note that there were many structured learning
activities and role-plays during the first half of the semester, while the latter half of the course revolved much more

around interpersonal issues in the group.

I

have included

only those transcripts which were particularly insightful or
shed light upon significant issues of counseling, the coun-

selor's role in the dormitory, or the conduct of the course
itself.

Thus there are several classes for which no tran-

scripts are included.

7?

handed our readings for many of the
classes,
particularly during the first half of the course.
We usually
spent a portion of the class discussing our
reaction to these
I

readings, either as they related to structured
activities or
to current issues in our lives and/or in our
jobs.
I suggest that you pay particular attention
to Sherry's

participation in the classes.

My relationship with her may

account for some significant interpersonal dynamics in the
classes.

Some aspects of this include:

1) I had a closer personal relationship with Sherry

outside class than with any of the other counselors.

We

had known each other well for several years, and I had taught
or co-taught four previous courses in which she was involved,

including the two previous semesters of the training course;
2) In being conscious that others might feel excluded

by our relationship, I overcompensated, particularly during
the first half of the course, and often failed to recognize
and reinforce Sherry's contributions in the class sessions.

Thus she may have had to be particularly outspoken at times
to be recognized by me in the classes in the ways that she

was used to being recognized by me outside class;
3) In a sense, I masked our relationship by not being

more open in the class about it.

It could have been useful

and clarifying to talk not only about how our relationship
was perceived in the class and whether others ever felt

excluded, but also about other personal alliances in the
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class, such as those between Laura
and Jody and between Donna
and Sue.
4) My relationship with Sherry is a
part of the perhaps

more significant issue of my being a male
leader in an otherwise all-female group. I will discuss
this further in Chapter
VII, and particularly in conclusion
#17.

What follow below are outlines of:

1) our initial

meetings in the spring following the selection;
2) my utilization of journals and reaction sheets; and
3) a fall pre-school
workshop. The remainder of the chapter is the
description
of the weekly classes.

Spring Meetings
We had two meetings in the spring, primarily to begin
to get to know each other, to share our expectations, and to
do some planning for the fall.

Both sessions were complicated

by the fact that I had planned for them with the fellow doc-

toral student with whom I had been doing the course during
the spring semester, and at the last minute she cancelled out
of each one.

Subsequently

I

decided to facilitate the course

alone.
At our initial meeting, we cooked dinner together in

my apartment, and afterward I suggested two activities.

First,

drawing on a poetry exercise, I suggested that we write down,
and then share as we wished, some of our feelings about being
in this group for the first time.

A second activity was talking
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with each other about why we decided to
become counselors:
in my experience of growing up, my experience
in my
family, etc., urged me to go in this direction?"
At a second
brief meeting a week later, I passed out a summer
reading
’’What

list.

We agreed on a date to return to school in September,

several days before the other students would arrive.

Journals and Reaction Sheets

Early in September, before the course began, I asked
the counselors to begin keeping journals of their reactions
to their jobs on their floors and of their impressions of

the weekly classes.

I wanted to read and make comments

in the journals, and thus maintain a continuing dialogue

with each counselor.
Both Sherry and Joanne missed the meeting in which

explained why I wanted the journals, and what

would include.

I

I hoped they

In the 2nd class, Sherry expressed reserva-

tions about my reading her journal, and also asked that I
be specific about what questions I wanted answered.

During the following week

I

decided that instead of

journals I would ask the class for reaction sheets each

Sunday night, which I would read, make comments on, and

return before class the following night.

The counselors could

continue, of course, to keep journals for themselves.

At

.the beginning of the 3rd class, I introduced this plan, and

suggested that the reaction sheets might be addressed to
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the following questions:
A) Reactions to class: 1
1) What was
If so, why?

mood before class?
If not, why not?

ray

Did it change?

2) Was I prepared for class?
Did it excite me?
how do I feel about my participation? If

I was

bored or uncomfortable, what did I do?

5) What did I enjoy most about class tonight?

Least?

4) Did I bring counseling concerns with me, or
some arise during class, which we did not deal did
with?
5) Was class

productive for me?

B) The past week on the floor

:

1) What has been satisfying for me on the floor
during the week? What has been difficult?

2) What particular concerns do I have about
individuals or groups on the floor that I d like
'

to share with Phil?

Several of the counselors continued to give me their journals
each week, in which they included their reactions to the
classes and their floors.
The reaction sheets helped me to stay in touch with

each counselor's experience of her floor and the course.

On

occasion I raised issues in the class which were brough to
my attention by a reaction sheet.

In the 10th class, having

realized my uncertainty about the privacy of their written
material, I asked how the group felt about my bringing up

concerns which they raised in their reaction sheets.

After

some discussion, it was resolved that they would make a note

beside anything which they wished me to keep private.
^Adapted from a design developed by Sherry Edmonds for
"Self Worth and Being a Woman.
her Southwest 390 course:
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Fall Pre-School Workshop

Friday evening:
I outlined what we

We ate dinner together, and afterward

needed to do before the students arrived

in two days and what I hoped we might accomplish
during

Saturday

'

s

workshop.

We completed a number of administrative

tasks such as room assignments, writing down mailbox combinations, etc.

Saturday morning

:

I led the group in several exercises:

1) "Motion-mirror dyads" (Pfeiffer and Jones,
1969, Vol. I, p.

110); "Team machine" (each group nonverbally acts out a machine

and the other group trys to guess what it is); 3) "Yes and No"
(dyads act out nonverbally various ways to ask and answer);
4) "Rosebud Identification fantasy (Stevens, 1971, pp. 38-39).

Then we shared, in triads, "What have

I learned about

myself this summer?," and in the whole group, "What are two
personal goals that I have for myself this year?"

This led

to a discussion of growing old and dying, and to the suggestion

that we spend some time on these issues in the class.

In the last twenty minutes of the morning session,

Laura said that she had felt uncomfortable with my non-verbal
suggestion to hold hands around the table for a moment of
silence when we had sat down to dinner the previous evening.
She said, "I'd rather have had a toast."
agreed.

Several of the others

Then several of the counselors said that they hadn't

felt comfortable with some of the mornings

's

exercises.

Sue

remarked, "I'd rather choose what my fantasy is," and Jody
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added, "I just don't get into things
like that." Sue said
that she wanted to feel free not to
participate in something
if she felt this way.

Upon hearing these feelings,
the group that I had failed:

I realized and said to

1) to make clear that each

person is free to not engage in an activity;

2) to sufficiently

describe each activity so that people could choose
whether to
participate; and 3) to make clear what were the
purposes of
the exercises-r-what I hoped they would help us
accomplish.

Several of the counselors made resolves to speak up when
they didn't want to do something.

Several said that it was

difficult to question my leadership and that they were expecting to learn something from me.

I felt at this time that

my leadership was being confronted and that the extent of each

member's control over her own participation
act on her feelings in the group

Saturday afternoon

:

I

— was

— her

freedom to

being tested.

suggested that the counselors

might write down their fantasies of how they would each like

their floors to feel, function, etc., and then share this in
pairs or triads.

Jody said that she'd rather talk about it

than write it down.

Sherry said that she'd prefer to stay

in the large group.

So we talked about our floor fantasies,

which led to a discussion about the functions of the dorm
government and how it might be vitalized

—which

took up most

of the rest of the afternoon.
I

had been depressed at the close of the morning session,

and continued to have these feelings following the afternoon
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portion of the workshop— though I knew
intellectually that
the day had gone well, that we'd had
productive

discussions,
that there were good feelings about the
group, and that we
had worked through some important leadership
issues.
I slowly

realized how much my depression stemmed from

my having put a lot of time and energy into
planning the
sessions, and then having gotten the message that

some of

the counselors were uncomfortable with my leadership.

I

had

felt unappreciated and yet had been afraid to voice this
for

fear that the counselors would feel that it was difficult
to disagree with my suggestions.

Out of my concern both with my dissertation and with

wanting to do a good

<iob,

I

had invested far too much ego in

the particular things that I had planned.

This prevented me,

on Friday evening after dinner, from opening up the whole ques-

tion of what we would do with our time during Saturday's sessions.
Though

I

wanted the class to be one of shared respon-

sibility, I had convinced myself that

initial workshop design by myself.

I

needed to develop the

In doing so, I had set

myself up to feel disappointed and had forced the group to
struggle with me for control.

Workshop conclusions
Some Gestalt therapists pay particular attention to a

client's initial verbal or non-verbal gesture, and often suggest that s/he focus on this.

Implicit in this practice is

the belief that the gambit may be a guide to the client's exis-

tential situation.

In a similar sense,

I

think that our group

s
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first full day together in early
September contained the
leadership and expectation tensions which
were to reappear
throughout the course.
The Weekly Glasses

Beginning the first week of classes in September,
we met on Monday nights in the 5th floor lounge
of JQA from
7:00 til 10:00 p.m. I audio-taped each class,
and during

the following week listened to the tape and made
notes for

myself about what had happened.

Sherry listened to most

tapes with me, and was very helpful in calling my

attention to some of the group's dynamics and to the effects
of some of my behavior.
1st Class:
We brainstormed the following topics for possible

classes during the semester:

1) how to notice possible

psychological problems that people might be having, and how to
handle such situations; 2) counseling skills, listening,
communication; 5) sharing of some things that mean a lot to
us personally
5) racism,

— poetry,

songs, etc.; 4) drugs, first aid;

sexism; 6) a class on awareness; 7) death, grieving;

8) "things we like about ourselves"; 9) "ourselves as women";

10) "bring in a campus professional to help with counseling skills."
1

the class.

suggested that we share our goals for ourselves in
As preparation for this class, I had asked the

counselors to write down their goals.
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—Intense discussion about being women, the need
for more self-confidence as women, and the need to learn

how to value oneself.

I was feeling separate, though not

distant, from this discussion until Laura made space for me,

asking how I as a man related to what they were saying.

Donna explained how she had carefully set forth,
at a floor meeting, what she as a counselor was prepared to
do.

Discussion about contracting with one's floor about your

and their expectations, and about finding ways to feel that
one is important to floor members.

Discussion about trying to counsel someone else

when one is having a difficult day or week:

"that a coun-

selor ought to pay attention to and try to deal with her/
his own problems rather than avoid them, if that is what s/he
is suggesting to others to do.

2nd Class

Reading:

"Communication:
I put

goals:

:

Satir, Virginia. Peoplemaking . Chapter 4,

Talking and Listening," pp. 50-58.
newsprint on the wall, listing the following

1) to describe the essential attitudes necessary to

the helping relationship:

empathy, genuineness, and positive

regard; 2) to work on some skills for implementing these

attitudes, including paraphrasing and reflecting feelings;
we already have, and
3) to build on the helping skills that

effective
to increase our confidence in our ability to be
support each
helpers; and 4) to further develop our ability to

attitudes.
other through the use of helping skills and
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I encouraged participation in
upcoming Southwest

and University workshops in drug awareness,
first aid, crisis
intervention, and rape awareness.

Donna shared some of her reactions to Heim
Ginott's
statements on communication in his Between Parent
and Child
.

Laura brought up her concern about other's
possible
inferences of sexism in her use of the word "chick”,
both in
the class and at her PSE presentation on each of the
floors.

We helped her explore her concern and shared our reactions.
1 led us in the following exercise^ as a
way for us

to be more aware of what we already know about good counseling:
1) Describe for us the feelings of someone on your floor whom

you feel may be having a difficult time; 2) What are other
common feelings of inadequacy that women in this dormitory
have?

(Someone writes these down as first one counselor,

and then the whole group, describe and brainstorm.) 3) Now,

what could you do to not be helpful to people who are having
some of these feelings?
be helpful?

;

and 4) What could you do that would

(Brainstorm these, rather than evaluating each idea.)

Discussion of the risks involved in showing concern
for someone, of the obligation a counselor may feel to spend

time with and be concerned about a person who responds to
the counselor's initial reaching out.
3rd Class

:

Reading: Carl Rogers.
I

On Becoming a Person .

"How Can

Create a Helping Relationship," pp. 50-55*
1

Adapted from "The Helping Relationship: A Manual in
Skill Training in Counseling for Nurses," by Janet Bailey.
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—Donna

suggested, as a way of making
contact, that
we respond to the question: "If you
could receive a telegram
from anyone right now, what would you
like it to say and who
would it be from?"

Laura and Jody talked about the rape
two days earlier
of a woman from their floor.
We had a long discussion
about

whether to tell the woman that the counselors,
with the help and
advice of a counselor from the Southwest Womens'
Center and

myself, had informed the floor of what had
happened.

They had

done this in the hope of dispelling rumors which
had begun, of
creating a more supportive environment for the woman,
and of

helping the other women on the floor to deal with their
own
feelings about rape.
the midst of this heated discussion, I suggested

that a couple of the counselors who felt strongly that the

woman should be told might role-play how they would approach
her and what they would say.

Sherry agreed to role-play the

counselor, and we spent a long time afterward processing it.

An officer from the UMass police department burst
into the class and angrily confronted us for having violated
the raped woman's confidentiality by telling the floor.

We

talked with her for at least a half hour, explaining the rationale
for our decision, and also our understanding of her position,
as a member of the police department, in favor of confidentiality.

4th Class

:

Reading: 1) Ivey and Gluckstern. Basic Attending Skills .

"Attending Behavior," pp. 9-10.; 2) Gordon, Thomas.

Parent
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E ffectiveness Training .

"A Catalog of Effects of
the Typi-

cal Ways Parents Respond to Children,"
pp. 321-327.
3) Notes
on essential attitudes in helping from
Dr. John Wideman's dissertation:
Growth and Development in Counselor
Education .
Sue suggested we start by sharing:
"What has happened to you recently, or has someone said to
you, that has
raised your self-esteem?"
.

Discussion of counselors' problems with people not
taking organizational initiative on the floors, and
of the
counselors unwillingness to be pushed into the role of
1

"social directors,"

Discussion of the problem of being put into a
"counselor role" by floor members,
Jody talked about her problem of having a student

continually in her room who would not take strong hints to
leave.

Sherry suggested that we role-play the situation.

Sherry then role-played the student, and Jody tried a different
approach.
I

Then Mary Beth role-played the counselor, and then

tried the counselor role.

Afterward, we processed the three

role-plays and discussed what responses could be helpful to Jody.
Jody asked:

"What does a counselor do when she

doesn't like someone who's coming to her for counseling?"

We

discussed giving feedback that is specific in terms of a person's behavior rather than a general personality criticism.

Discussion of the importance of finding out the
expectations of a student who comes for help or counseling.

.
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I^ura

s&id.:

I

don't know

myself in a counseling situation."

"how

much to talk about

We discussed when, in

a counseling situation, one might share one's
personal

reactions and/or experience.

Laura asked: "Is it breaking confidentiality to
share a specific problem that was brought to me, so long as
I don't give the

person's name?"

The class agreed that it

was not, so Laura talked about a recent problem that had been

brought to her.

Then Laura role-played the student, and Sue

tried the role of counselor.
Long discussion about a counselor's being unable
to be sensitive and responsive to feelings and emotions in
a client that she refuses to acknowledge or deal with in herself.

5th Class

:

Sharon suggested we start by sharing: "If you could
be anywhere in the world, where would you be, and why?"

Sue shared what she had learned from recently reading
an article on the distinctions between professional and para-

professional counseling, with respect to the problem brought up
in the last class of how much a counselor ought to share her/his

personal reactions with a client.

Donna suggested that we try to be clear about when
we are asking the class for help, when we are simply asking
taking
for support, and when, on the other hand, we are oust

•up class time:

think that we should share things if we need help. .
because
A lot of times you'll bring up something not
you've
If
you need help, but just need support.
I
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ade a

cision then you feel better if
That was a good decision to make." the crroar
When vou
do decide to share something with
the class makp
sure you need to share it, that you'?e
bringing something out for gossip, or not ius?
for the sake
somethin g that’s happened on your
floor
Probably be a good personal experience
to make
decisions and learn to be supportive of
yourself.
o
sjays,

1

in the

..mS

’

articulated my hope that we would do more "flagging"

class— more pointing out

of "counseling skills" that

we’d been displaying in the role-plays and in
class interactions
Phil: I think that the problem. . .was that we
didn't
point out when we did things, and I didn’t,— when
pick up on non-verbals, when we did encourage or we did
rage communication. I want to try to "flag" thosediscouthings that we do here, so that we have more of a
sense
of the specific things that we're doing which are"
counselor things" to do. We don't have to specifically practice
all those things, if we're aware of when we're doing
them, in such a way that when we're in counseling situations, or situations with other people, that we have a
Sense of what some of the things are that a counselor
does, and if the conversation isn't going well, we might
know what would be some other things to try...
.

Sherry: I can think of two examples that happened in our
last class, between me and Joanne. Remember when I was
talking about wanting us to talk about our goals as
counselors, and all of you were saying, "We've already
done that." I didn't feel like you really wanted to
talk about it. Then Joanne said, "Sherry', what are
your goals as a counselor?" And I s aid . " Thanks!"
Joanne did what a counselor should do, in class. She
said, "Wait a minute, what do you really want?" That's
one way a counselor could handle a situation. It was
good; it was supportive; I appreciated it.
It's what
I needed.
Then there was another time at the very beginning
of the class, when everyone was sitting around talking,
and Joanne said, "How are we going to make contact?"
She took the initiative to get us started. I said, "Joanne
that's a really good question!" I supported Joanne's
suggestion, and said I was ready to do it, too. That's
another thing a counselor does: supports other people's
good ideas. Those are two cases of flagging.
Donna: Are you going to point out these things when
they happen, or a week later, or....
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Phil:... if i don't feel that
it
that it will add to the process. will interrupt the process,
Donna: Can I point out when
we're not using our
skills?
Sherry: Yeh, that's just as good
-j n
Tn
"
1
” eek ’
Everyone's ignoring Mary Beth,
thing we could do, even though ’would^ave'^Wr,
6 best
it s °savV^
t-^
ying ^hat
not doing its job...
the group's

^

fh^

'

^

~

S
h
n
0t
s
e a looking
tSey'?e not "?nto
lnt ° ?t” ’ Catl
can you say something
to that
person?
:

Hk;

^

’

Sherry: Oh yeh, that would be great.
M.B.

Laura, you look unhappy,
how you were looking.
:

I just felt bad seeing

suggested a role-play 1which would
emphasize possible
counselor responses that encourage, discourage,
or stop command
I

cation.

Donna volunteered for the client role:

You are a freshman who likes to study and
has a
heavy class schedule this semester.
You're from out-ofstate and don't have many friends here.
music bother you, and it's hard for you toSmoking and loud
study when
these^ are going on
your room.
Your roommate doesn't seem to need to study
much, and has lots of friends up here from home very
who are
coming over to your room a lot, and making
a lot of
noise.
You approach your floor counselor about
what to do,

m

The other eight of us each took one of the
following counselor roles:

You try to divert her feelings by making a ioke.
or changing the subject.
2) Reassuring, sympathizing, consoling, supporting.
You try to reassure her by saying, "Don't worry, you'll
feel better, it's not so bad as you think."
3) Advising, giving solutions: "What I would do is
",
'It would be best for you if...."
h) Judging, criticizing, disagreeing, blaming.
"You are
acting foolishly," etc.
1)

^Adapted from "The Helping Relationship: A Manual in Skill
Training in Counseling for Nurses," by Janet Bailey.

:

:

F’’
comm & nd: n Si threatening:
"You
had°better
"
don
"
7
You
mus
y
°“
have to!®
Int ® r P^ting, analyzing, diagnosing:
"What you need
is
You re G^st trying to get attention
"
Who oS
wrong with you is...," "YoS're
problem
is *”’
1S
You
don't really mean that,” etc.
7) You try to respond to what the
person is
’ "
"
Y ° U re Ieelin « 1°™
!"
ignored? "etc!
8) Persuading with, logic, lecturing::
"He-rp io ,.,vvn7
are wrong," "The fact! are...," "dI
you realize hlv,
f es ?" en feel 3 “st like you do?,"
"That is not
”iS^ ? etc.
rigiit
j-

^

v

i>

.

.

,

'

"

^

Donna explained her problem, and we responded
to
her in our various roles. Afterward we processed
the roleplay, and discussed our own behavior in counseling
situations

which may not be helpful.
6th Class
Reading:

Carl Rogers.

On Becoming: a Person , pp. 73-106.

Discussion of our freedom to choose when we will
share ourselves in the class:
Donna:

Something struck me about the Carl Rogers artiYou know last week when Joanne made me say something I liked about myself? I was so mad I said it....
I felt really stupid.
I thought about it all week....
When I did it alone, I was really sorry later.
cle.

Sherry:
Maybe we should have followed through and not
put you on the spot unless we were going to reciprocate.
Jody:

We should have all done it....

M.B.

I felt

:

bad about your having to do it by yourself.

Phil:
I started to say something, but then decided that
you were given a choice. You could have said I'd rather
not do that unless we're all going to do it.
M.B.

Donna:

I

think you felt kind of trapped.
I did.

I

didn't feel like I had a choice.
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Laura:

1

But you shouldn't feel trapped.

be true - At the time I kept
savin*
don't want to answer that."

Sherry: And everyone kept saying,
"Aw, come on."
1

on^

l

K

e

rea??y

uke^hI?!

Ple

™

Sa

"

Come

Sherry: She was pretty pressured.
Jody: We were all just sitting there
waiting.

Phil: I remember times when that's happened
to me
in groups, when people have said, "Do you
want to do
it.
And afterward I have said to myself, "I reallv
didn t want to do that. What did I do it
for?"
And
I ve gotten angry at myself.

Sharon:
I did it in my "Education of the Self"
class
last week. We had to say two things we liked about
ourselves. I couldn't think of which two things to say
Jody: What did you say?

Sharon: I didn't know which ones to say.

I said...

Sherry: Do you have a choice? (laughter)

Discussion of a number of issues which the Carl
Rogers article raised for some of us, including:

accepting

one's resentment toward people whom you also love; whether
love is naturally binding and jealous; what is 'boundless'
love, in relation to being a therapist and being in relation-

ships; whether man is basically evil.

Jody brought up her fear that she was stifling her

younger sister, who lives on the same floor with her.

We

helped her explore this fear, and suggested ways that she might
try being less "motherly" toward her sister.
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7th Class

:

For our 7th class, we planned to have
dinner together
and then each share something— poem,
a
song, etc.— that was
important for us. However, the dinner considerably
shortened
the usual class time. And before we began
the
sharing,

several of the counselors brought up problems
they were having
on their floors. I was reluctant to spend much time
on

these concerns.

My expectations were centered on the planned

agenda, and I felt anxious echoes of earlier classes when

discomfort had been expressed about our not doing the decidedupon activities.
Sue and Donna talked about a woman who had had

problems in Sue's floor and who was now moving to Mary Beth's
floor:
M.B.

:

Maybe this new start on a new floor will help...

Donna: Would it help getting her directed into some
type of activity? Giving her some sort of responsibility?
Sue: I definitely think it would.
idea.

That's a very good

Sharyn: Maybe she'd be interested in being on dorm
government?
Donna: It would give her something to talk about! When
She's
I met her that night, she had all this energy.
got it to put into depression, and I think probably it
can be used in a very positive way. I think she needs
If she can establish a friendship,
a little direction.
even if it's with you, M.B. , to the extent that you'll
be able to be honest enough with her, so when she does
get obnoxious, you can say so. I have a friend like
that, who will talk and talk and talk and say absolutely
nothing. She's got to be told to stop it. I only do
Some people evenit because I care, not to hurt her.
people need someone
some
but
that,
need
won't
ever
tually

—

"
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t° b e biuiit enough with them, but
somebody who's blunt
and who cares— there's a difference.
.. .Saybe you can
clue her new roommate into the
fact that she hac all
ive h ° r r °°™*te an awareness?
£*?;,
and
S 1 think she
11 S
be much more willing to help
p’
rather than resent her.

VS’

M.B.

I think she might already know.
A
hers xs friends with the woman's present friend of
roommate.
Donna;
It depends upon what perspective she
Kot it
from.
There s a difference between saying. "This
girl s a pain in the ass," and saying, "This
got a problem and she needs someone who'll putgirl’s
a l-ittio
effort into helping her.
:

Almost all of the counselors afterward felt
positively
about this class.

I alone was upset, though I intellectually

realized, as I had after our September workshop, that the
class had been productive. Again, my expectations and the

responsibility

I

put on myself kept me from appreciating the

class.

On the Friday night following this class,

I

had the

following dream:
Somebody approaches me about having our counselors class do some "sex roles" activities. I say,
"Okay." I get to the class late that night, and see
a dozen or fifteen new faces.
They've already started
doing exercises. The guy who is leading them says,
"I oust feel now like lying down and meditating."
I'm realizing that I'm having a hard time being there,
because I know that we agreed to do evaluations, and
now I've gotten us into doing something else.
I see Joanne leave the room and walk by me and
smile as if everything is okay, but I don't believe
her.
Some of the counselors don't seem to be there
only seem to be three or four of them there, as if
three or four must have come and then left.
One guy came in, and the leader asked him to
make some kind of statement, which he refused to make.
I hear Sherry say, "Yeh, he didn't feel like he had to
play that game. He could just be himself."
I'm feeling badly, and looking at the clock, and
thinking, "We promised ourselves to spend some time on

%
evaluations.

Maybe we can end this by nine
o'clock
l0Ck already SeeL

*

r^e!«Uss?

^ 9?&

"

think this dream points to a number
of my leadership
conflicts, both at this particular time
and throughout the
course. In the dream, I think I am both
myself and also the
new leader. I was surprised at the time by
those dream elements which suggest ambivalences about which I
was only dimly
aware.
I

Some of the dream's messages to me include:

1) an

emphasis on my being a male leader in an otherwise
all-womens'

group ("sex role activities"); 2) my uneasiness with the
action's of this new leader, such as his wanting to lie down
and meditate.

I am

ambivalent about having giving him control.

There is also a sense here of my fears of the differences

between my own and the counselors' interests;

3) my feeling

responsible for our not doing the evaluations as we had

previously agreed; 4) my fear that the counselors will be so
disgruntled with this leader that half of them will leave
the class; and 5) my sensitivity to Sherry's admiration for
the male student who resists this leader's authority and can

"just be himself."

8th Class

:

Reading: Naranjo, Claudio.

"I and Thou; Here and Now:

Contributions of Gestalt Therapy," Esalen, 1966.
Discussion about what to do about roommates

'

who continually "sleep over" and bother the roommates.

boyfriends

I
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-Discussion of the need to share more of
our personal
reactions to each other in the class:
Sharyn: Last week, Sherry, I thought sompfh-imr'c
4
B
ter with Sherry, ’when yoi were sitting
there I „anLr
something, like, "Is something the
matter?" I
eel ny su PP°rt when I was giving my
thing—
didn't f
know ?
how you felt, inside, if you liked it
I
•
3
was kmda let down in a way.
•

.

I,m r lly S lad that you said that...
I wish you
9f that
could have said
then.
If somebody had been really
straight with me then but it had to be really

—

straight.

Donna: Philip, can we bring up what we talked
about now’
It seems appropriate.
Phil came and talked to me after’
class last week. We were both kinda feeling
that we
weren t kmda relating to each other as individuals
or as a group. You rarely get the opportunity
in a
small group to learn about yourselves or about
other
people. We have that opportunity and I don't
think
we ve been taking advantage of it. Sharyn. should
have
been able to say to you, Sherry, "You're bothering me—
l don t think you're interested in what
I'm saying.
But we haven't even established that rapport with
each
other that we can say it. Sharyn, you upset me last
week when I asked you about the brunch, and I was
positive that you were upset with me, that I'd done
something to irritate you. But I would never have said
that to you.
I haven't even established the rapport
with you to say, "Sharyn, did I do something wrong?
Did I irritate you?" We haven't done any of that with
each other ? and I think that's really important. I think
we're missing out on a lot by not establishing that rapport
with each other. I'm not saying it doesn't hurt, but
I'd rather be hurt and have somebody be honest with me.

—

Sue: I think Phil mentioned this a few weeks ago something
like, "We're too nice to each other." I think we've
just slid right over it, and it connects a lot with what
you're saying.

Sherry: I really agree with what you're saying, Donna,
and wrote a lot about it in my evaluation of the class.
We don't respond to people one-to-one very often...
I was wondering if we could tie in what we're doing now
with, Phil, you're wanting to ask everyone for feedback,
so, Phil, you could do that and we could do that, and it
would be kinda doing what you're talking about?

—
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I asked for and got some feedback
from the group on

how they'd been experiencing me in the class.

During this

discussion, I cut Sharyn off:
Sharyn: The thing that sticks in the back of my
mind ’
and maybe this is in everyone else's, is that
I'm
getting three credits for this, and we're getting
graded.
Grades have always been a motivation for me.
If I take a pass-fail course, I don't put in
half
the work. As a matter of fact, we did this
experiment
my class, and

m

Phil: Sharyn, I'm sorry, I want to cut you off,
because
you all are giving yourselves your own grade, and
I
really want to stay with what are the things that I
do that give you all this feeling.

Several people said they resented what I'd done to
Sharyn.

Then Sherry said:

You know what I feel sometimes, kind of? When something's happening between two people in the group,
we don't feel free to let that happen, but we try
to get everybody included.
Everybody's kind of
selfish about wanting to be included in things.
I feel like if I wanted to have a conversation with
Donna that was gonna last ten minutes, I wouldn't
be able to do it.
Or if Sharyn and Phil get mad at
each other like right now, Sharyn, if I were you
I'd be so mad at Philip, or I'd want to do something,
but we feel like we need to go on with the group...
we don't have time to interact one-to-one. Maybe
Donna was saying that earlier, but it was kinda
couched in all this other stuff. How do we provide
space for that and not put somebody on the spot
but not brush over them, either?

—

A moment later, Sharyn, crying, left the room.
left to look for her.

Sherry

When Sharyn returned, about fifteen

minutes later, the following conversation took place:
Sharyn: I was uncomfortable with Phil's asking people
No one likes
to say things they don't like about him.
to get criticism...
I feel like I'm being put down for what I say rather
than how I say it. I wasn't in a space tonight to hear it.
Joanne: We were trying to reach a decision, while you
were gone, about the question: "Should anyone feel the
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again
f6r soraebody some reaction
about
themselves, do we want this to be that
kind of a class?"

^

Sharyn: You mean everybody about everybody?
Joanne: Yes.
Say, I felt some way toward you
If I
really think what I want to say is to help
you ’ would
you mind if I say it, in a constructive way?
Jody: If it bothers us, and you're going
to keep doincr
it, we might as well tell you when you
do it the first
v 1.1110 •

Donna: I think you're right,
We were sitting here
things that Phil does... it's much better to say it listing
when
it happens.
Jody: If I was Phil, sitting there and having
people tell
me that, I'd be sort of angry at them for waiting until
right then to tell me.
1

Phil: I'm not angry, though, because I don't think we've
learned how to deal with each other on that level, so
that lot s of stuff's been built up, which makes it
necessary for me to say, "What are the things that have
built up, that I've been doing over the past seven weeks?"

Sherry: Maybe that's not a good thing to say. Maybe that's
what we learned. Maybe we should oust make' a statement
like: "I feel like all this communication hasn't been
taking place. There's not rapport in the group for
communicating personally and for letting out our emotions."
So whenever something happens in class the next time, when
we see something going on, let's all be aware of it,
instead of having a topic where we all give each other
feedback. A general awareness, a raised consciousness,
that from now on we want to be more careful about one-toone interactions and emotions not that we want to spend
the whole class sitting here talking to each other when
it doesn't relate to a specific situation.
Maybe we
just learned that, right now.

—

Jody: I agree with you. Sherry.
Now that we think we've
learned what we've done wrong...

Laura: I don't know.
If we
closer to each other, there
can make a starting point.
and I'll forget what you've

decide that we want to become
ought to be some way that we
Next week I'll come in here
just said.

Sherry: Do you have any ideas about how we can do that,
Laura?

—

—

"
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Joann e: Yeh, a rite of passage. If we're
make a new transition, make it something going to
very constructive and obvious# ••all pierce our ears
or
peirce our nose and put a ring through!

Throughout this episode, I felt that supportive
communication between Sharyn and I was difficult and
might
continue to be so. However, after the class she
and

I spent

a half-hour talking, and began to hear each other
as I felt

we never had previously.

We parted with tears in our eyes,

Overcome with emotion, I wrote the following poem:

Soul-guided search
Whisper of light
Fullness.
Precious gift given up
Bathed in stunned silence.
"That we might have life.
And have it more abundantly.
Tonight we began.
We, like a sleepy rumbling giant
Haltingly forward.
Giant power of love we possess
Beneath our walls and roles.
Did we sense our power tonight?
Why do my tears rise again mixture of
Agony and joy.
God, can we learn to See each other,
Can we learn to call out from those enclosures
We create for our protection?
Yes, tonight I am alive as alive as I've ever felt.
Have we heard each other a little more clearly?
Can we really believe the strengths we could offer
to each other?
That we could give each of us back to ourselves
Blessed, cradled, loved.

—

—

These were some of my feelings at that moment
about a newly-felt potential in the group.

The following

morning, as I sat on the Concourse level of the Campus Center,

waiting for a friend, I again felt the tears welling in my
eyes and then falling onto my coat.

from me.
cliff:

A second poem flowed out

The image in my mind was of climbers on a precarious
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Structures we create
Tear them down we must
Rock by rock, stone by stone,
structures to hold onto,
g J ve us our hearings in the void.
n°
4
Catch
our footing, toe on a ledge,
Able to take a moment to look around.
Slowly feel our strength,
Catch the foot of someone above as I slin
Begin to believe s/he'll be there if I
slip again.
So we must break free
No longer needing structures which may
cramp us in
1 want to learn about what s here
around me
Every moment.
Maybe I can begin to see.
Maybe it's not quite so scary to look at you.
’
And me.
-

'

*

9th Class:
Reading:

Psyche:

Janet Adler Boettiger.

"Integrity of Body and

Some Notes on Work in Progress," unpublished paper.

Donna suggested that we share:

"Something that's

important to you, or something about yourself that you just

wouldn't be yourself without, that's crucial to you."

In the

midst of this activity, the following conversation took place:
Donna:
I want to say something.
I don't know if this
is going to cut people's trains of thought, but Sharyn
had a good point about how sometimes we all feel
compelled to say something, and we force one another to
say something.
If you don't want to say something, I
don't think you should be forced to.
Jody:
And maybe if someone doesn't want to say something,
they should say so, so we won't wait for them, and have
the pressure of silence of them, so that they feel that
they have to say something.

Jody and Laura began the sharing we had decided at
the close of the last class to do as a group.

They explained

how they saw themselves, and then how they thought others

might experience them.

Then the group gave them feedback,

from our experience of the,, on the accuracy of their percep-

tions about others.

:
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10th Class

Donna read from Gibran's The Prophet .
on "SelfKnowledge," to begin the class.
Joanne explained and handed out the
"Interpersonal
Communication Inventory," by Millard J.
Bienvenu.

We all

answered the forty questions, and then
discussed what we had
learned from the exercise.

Donna brought up her conflict between being

a counselor

and simply being another person on the floor:
Donna: I'm one of the girls.
But then I'm expected to
switch into the role as a counselor. The two are
supposed to be separate. I got in the middle of this
thing on Thursday night I was emotionally involved in
it rather than being the 'outside' counselor trying
to
solve the problem. I was right in the middle of it.
I was really angry at myself for even getting in that
position.
I wasn't being objective, but emotional.

—

Discussion of the different perspectives of those of
us who have been doing our jobs for awhile, and of the new

counselors:
Sue: A friend of mine says that when she takes a nap in
the afternoon, she always leaves her 'At Home, Just Knock'
sign on the door. I said, "Why?" She said, "Got to see
my visitors when they come!" I said, "Boy, I don't."
Because when people come to visit me, they don't come to
visit me . There's the difference. They come to me as a
counselor, not as a person.

Donna: Nobody forced you to take that on!
Sue: But nobody forced you to take it for 24 hours a day,
Donna.

Donna: No?
Sue: No.

Donna: I consider it a 24-hour-a-day job, I guess.
Phil: Is it a problem that each of us sees our jobs differently? I guess I'm hearing that each of us is defining
our job in a different way.

I
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Phil: No, It didn't bother me for
three
3?ee and a half years,
Sue: You reach a point where all
of a sudden you can't
take it anymore.
Phil: You're saying for yourself?

Joanne: Or else, who's gonna counsel me?

11th Class

:

Laura expressed her anger at Sherry, and her hurt at
not having been told that Sherry wasn't coming to
class
two

weeks ago, when she herself had given up something
important
in order to come to the class.

Discussion of people's differing expectations of the
course, as a partial cause of some of the current dissatisfaction:
Jody: A lot of us put importance on different things...
don't know if I'm really learning.
M.B.
.whether we should be learning skills and things
like that, that are tangible, as opposed to talking about
ourselves and getting to know one another, at least to
be able to grasp the things that were actually taught...

Jody: See, learning is different.
Interacting with people
is what we're doing.
To us that isn't learning, 'cause
school has always been being taught something. I think
it was good that we tried this.**
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Jody: You know what it might be, for me at
least.
didn't really come up here with any needs that I
wanted fulfilled so if you don't come up here with
anything that you want fulfilled, you're not asking
for anything, so it isn't really the class's fault.
It s really my fault.
I didn’t come up here to get
more support as a counselor or get more support as
a person.
I didn't expect anything out of it, so^
maybe that's why I'm not getting anything out’ of it.
I

—

Sharyn I wrote down some goals, in the beginning.
But I never thought about them since, and thought*
if they were really being achieved, so when I come
week-to-week, I don't really carry any specific
needs.
:

Joanne: I'm relating back to when I was a counselor.
It seems funny to have a three-credit course to teach
you how to pass out keys, take inventories. That's
the whole frustration with me. I enjoy personally
learning these things counseling skills 'cause I
plan on applying them someday, because I'm going into
that.
If someone isn't, I'd find that really
frustrating. That s my whole frustration with the
job, and why I'm not one this semester.
It didn't
fulfill me, at all. It gave me a good salary.
That's the only thing I miss, though. I don't miss
the status on the floor, if there is one. I don't
miss the responsibilities that people lay on you.

—

—

'

Discussion about whether to have the counselors'
class again next semester.

12th Class

:

Reading: 1) Beisser, Arnold R. "The Paradoxical Theory
of Change," in Gestalt Therapy Now , pp. 77-80; and 2) Passons,

William R. "Gestalt Therapy interventions for Group Counseling,"

Personnel and Guidance Journal, Vol. 51* No.

3,

November, 1972-

This was our last class before Thanksgiving. Four
of the counselors were absent.
I was feeling sad and depressed about last week's class,

better understanding
and wanted to talk about it in the hope of

what had happened.

our (the class's)
I was admonished to "not take
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problems personally.
than everyone's."

They are not any more your problems

Donna added:

We re a group of very different kinds of
personalities
The people who aren’t interested in having
this kind
of group experience aren't going to do
it?.. They 're
not into a total group experience, in
communication
or counseling.

Colby Smith led us in Gestalt awareness
exercises
for most of the class.

These included:

1)

self as an object or a color in the room.

"Introduce your-

Talk as if you

were that thing, or that color."; and 2) the "Here
and

Now exercise: "Right now I'm feeling
I

",

’’And

the way

experience that is...."
Colby helped us use the exercises to get more in

touch with and grounded in our present experience.

We also

discussed how Gestalt awareness could apply to the counselors'

work in the dorm.
15th Class

:

Joanne, who is finishing school this semester and

getting married in two months, asked for time from the group.
We spent a good portion of the class helping her explore her

feelings and fears about getting married, and her desire to
also have children, have a career, get support from her
family, and continue to develop intellectually outside of school.
I

again expressed my confusion about what had happened

during the last few weeks of the course, and was told that
was taking too much responsibility for this:
Donna: You are still taking it personally that this
class hasn't worked out in a particular way, and I
don't think you should do that to yourself. You
put yourself on the defensive with everybody by

I

-

:
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s

somehow things have gone wrong
that
^t and
even know

ir.

v--»

r

we taiked about your bem^ the
teacher and the leader
’
r
to give up part of that role,
do^?°^ £ y u have ’ or y° u wouldn't feel sobut I
badly
2
about this.
So
the class didn't work out as well as
I would have personally liked,
but I don't personally
feel guilt about it, and you do, or at
least I see
you doing that, all right? I think you’re
bein*
unfair to yourself. I think we've tried to
point that
out to you before.
It's nothing you've done and nothing
you haven t done— it just happened. Maybe
it's personalities, maybe we've all got our heads other
places
maybe we've all got something else to do, and
we're
doing this because it's been expected, because
it
was decided that we would have a counselors' course.

Joanne: One thing I disagree with that you (Phil)
said,
if I heard you right, is that you don't think it
makes
that much of a difference that there are all these
different types of people here. I think it makes a
big difference.
I think in order to be a group, to
define itself as a group, it has to be a little bit
more than the fact that we're all counselors. I think
there are a lot of personality conflicts here. Just
in terms of you and myself. You work a lot on yourself I don't do that. You're concerned with being
alone with yourself. Sometimes it's almost an envy,
because I don't allow myself that kind of time.
Right there, it's a conflict, a big difference

—

M.B.
In the beginning of the class, everything seemed
to be going along so well. But then as we started to
get to know each other, we started finding out that
everyone wanted a lot of different things.

Joanne:
I think you should spend time at the beginning
of next semester agreeing on some common goals.
Donna: I personally don't feel any conflicts with anybody
here.
Just different interests. It's not like a bad
feelingi--it s just reality.
It's not resentment.
'

14th Class:
We had a potluck dinner together, and a short final
class.

Exam-time exhaustion, the fact that one counselor was

absent, and the feeling that we had sufficiently discussed our

10 ?

feelings and conclusions about the
course all contributed,
I felt, to a relatively
uneventful final session. Also,

most of us would be continuing to work
together the next
semester, so that concluding the class
did not have the

finality of usual course endings.

Conclusion
It was my intention in this chapter to present to

you a detailed account of the progression of the course.
I

will use some of this data in succeeding chapters in

drawing conclusions about my leadership and about the course.
In the next chapter I will continue to present an account

of the course, this time in the form of three significant

themes as

I

saw them develop during the classes.

CHAPTER

V

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THREE THEMES IN
THE COURSE
A Role-Playing Process

This chapter will present the sequential
development
of three major themes in the course:
1) the evolution of a

role-playing process; 2) our progress in developing
a flexible
structure; and 3) the implication of the roles
a
dorm counse-

lor is expected to play for the design and content
of a training course. I will use transcripts from the classes
together
with my own analyses to record the weekly development
of these
themes.

Ihis section will explain how we refined the process
of role-playing as a method for working on problems which
coun-

selors brought to the class.

We devised a step-by-step stra-

In order to increase our learning from each role-play and
to make it as helpful as possible for the presenter of the problem.

What follows is a record of two of the role-plays and

processing thereof in the third and fourth classes, and then
a description of the new framework which Sherry and I presented
at the fifth class.

In the 3rd class, Laura and Jody talked about the rape
of a woman on their floor, and their wondering whether to tell

her that the floor had been informed about this.

We role-played

this encounter, with Sherry as the counselor and Laura as the
woman.

Afterward, the following processing took place:
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Sherry: That's the first time I've done
role-nl nvi n,
D+
didn t f eel like it was a genuine interchange'.
I knew
it was hard for you to be in her
position.
I realW
fpi+&
like I could have done it if I vaS
withthe real pe£sonf
it s really hard to role-play this
because...

^

.

Phil: It's so real.!

Sherry: It's so real.
I would have stayed with you for
as long as it took to finish talking, and if you
had
talked more about your feelings,, I would have listened
for as long as you wanted to talk about them. I was
hoping you'd ask me questions like...

Laura: Sherry, what would you have said...
Phil:

Why don't you try it? (go back into the role-play)

They went back into the role-play for several more
minutes.

Then Laura wanted to stop:

Laura: Can we stop hers for a second? I agree. Everything
you said was really good. But won't she think that now
peoples support is fake?
'

Donna: Sherry, I don't think you're dealing enough with
her feelings.

Sherry: I don't know what her feelings are.
Laura: We don't know what her feelings are! She doesn't
tell us.

Sherry: I think that's a really good point. Maybe I'd
just tell her some of my feelings, how I felt when I
heard the story. But I don't know if I could do that
without having a relationship with her, what she looks
like, or anything.
I still feel like I'm talking to
Laura.
Donna: Even if the feelings are hidden, that doesn't
mean they're not there. If she can't define them,
we've got to try to help her...

Sherry: State some feelings...
Donna: just state some feelings!
Jody: We don't know her that well, and we're not trained
I don't think that we should help her
in counseling.
try to find her feelings. She hasn't really discussed
anything with us since this happened. She has not
chosen to talk about this. You're asking a real lot of

—
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questions. You were asking her to talk about
things
she does not choose to talk about to
either Laura or me.
Donna: I don't think questions, necessarily.
you re right. She'd back away from questions I think
thrown
at her.
Maybe not questions, but...
Jody: She never told people how she was feeling
before
bhe never cared what they thought of her before...

Sherry: Then her answers ought to have been different
from Laura's, because Laura put a lot of attention
on
the fact that new everybody knows.
Laura: I think she would feel it.
Jody: I don't think she'd think about the specific
people, but of the whole group looking at her.
Dhil* I just want us to be aware that you've put yourself
in a vulnerable position. Sherry, to try to figure out
what to do and I don't want to get your doing that
confused with trying to figure out how, in fact, she
would feel.

—

Sherry: Could you leave it up to Jan (the Womens' Center
counselor)? Seems like you've both put your trust in
this woman to handle things to some degree, by letting
her run your floor meeting, hoping that she would have
a counseling relationship with this woman.
Maybe since
you've put so much faith in her already, you should
continue, and follow through, and call and ask her.
You've found a direction for your problem, and you
might as well follow through. She s helped you this far
she must have some sense of what she s doing.
I felt
in my experience of doing this that I had so much
catching up to do to just involve myself in the situaI really heard Phil's point
tion.
what I want to
deal with is how I feel, 'cause I don't know the woman
Maybe we should role-play how we all
or your floor.
feel about it... Maybe it's two separate things. You
and Jody and Phil and Jan have this thing, and we in
this class just have our feelings about how we feel
about the situation. Maybe we can listen to you,
but we can't help you, 'cause you've given that role to
someone else. We should be figuring out how we all feel.
'

'

—

Joanne: Was that good for you, to role-play?

—

Sherry: It helped a little it just wasn't real. It
disturbed me, 'cause I really get excited, and I love
I really knew
to role-play this was really too real.
Laura was trying, making this amazing effort to be
somebody else, and it kept getting in the way. Some

—

Ill
things you said I thought were really
true— but most things
"
X WOnder what she wouia
feel’"
h
f ® e askin
8
e anything really
concreL^ Tf
concrete.
If I d been talking to a real
person...
Phil: It's something I remember happening
in class i««?t
year
Maybe I'll remember it thistime.® When
we t^
to role-play a real-life situation, a
lot of our
energy goes into trying to imagine how those
wouid react, rather than reacting as we would people
and then only, as a second thought, thinking react—
much does this apply to the real situation. about how
’

?Vw

M.B.

:

V^-°

That's the way it should be done?

Phil: I think we can get more out of it.
Clearly, we
all have individual reactions to rape. Those have been
all coming out in this conversation, as we've been
giving advice and trying to help each other.

4th Class

:

Jody talked about her problem of having a student

continually in her room who would not take strong hints to
leave.

Sherry suggested that we role-play the situation.

Sherry then role-played the student, and Jody tried a different
approach.

Then Mary Beth role-played the counselor, and

then I tried the counselor role.
In the processing that followed, we were almost all

talking at once.

We spent very little time talking about

the role-play itself, before we were trying to decide how
it applied to the real-life situation.

with Jody's feelings about her problem

And we didn't stay

— everyone

was interested

in each other's views of the best way to handle the situation.

In talking about this with Sherry while we were listening
to the class tape several days later, we realized that the

class was missing a lot of the learning possibilities inherent
in the role-plays by focusing so much of our energy on trying
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to solve the presented problem.

So together Sherry and I

tried to design a role-playing process which
would give
the counselor presenting the problem more
inititative in
saying how she wanted to get help, and would
put more
emphasis on the feelings and emotions which the
role-play
itself engendered.
We outlined the following process and made copies
which
we handed out to the whole class the next week:

Role-Playing

—a

suggested approach by Sherry and Phil

The goals of role-playing as we see them are two-fold:
1)

That we be more helpful as a group by:
a) offering the initiator the time she
needs to deal with her own feelings;
b) allowing her to direct how she gets help;
c) being specialized observers who give the
initiator specific information about what
we see happening.

2) That as initiators we experience ourselves, rather
than 'talk about' a situation by:
a) playing me
dealing with my own feelings;
b) responding personally in/to the situation;
c) being aware of what stops me from movement

—

into more effective responses/counseling
actions in my daily life.

Here are some steps in a process for carrying out these goals

Step #1: The Role-Play
Players be themselves and experience their own
emotions in response to being in the situation
and in response to what the other person says;
:

Group half of the class focus on one player and
Focus on what specifically
one half on the other.
did they do it in
what
did each person do, and
response to (each member might be responsible for
looking for a specific action non-verbals, eye
contact, reflecting feelings, paraphrasing, etc.).
:

—
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Step #2: Processing

Each of the role-players relate the
emotions
they were feeling and what aroused them.
How is each player feeling now?
Step

Initiator Process
Where did you feel the most emotional attachment?
yourself, to what was happening)
Is that a familiar feeling for you?
Would you like to try to get past that point?
(If so, we might encourage you to try again)
Would it help you if someone else tried it?

Step $4: Group Process

Sharing of specific observation information.
Where was the energy?
Who had the power in the situation?
Step #5: Group Personal Process
What feelings were aroused in us? by what?
How do we feel now?
Step #6: Application
What have you gained that can help you in the
situation?

Oddly enough, we didn't do any more role-playing during
the remainder of the semester, so we didn't get the chance to
test the effectiveness of this model.
In Search of a Flexible Structure

—

Form bothers the contemporary mind which knows
that unless the sonnet, the five-act play, or a convention of behavior carries a significance above and beyond
its content, whether it be love by the waterfall or
serving tea, its rules are an arbitrary hindrance that
deforms the direct data of experience.
On the other hand, where a formal objective is lacking,
the mind finds it difficult to make itself move and almost
impossible to move coherently; it becomes subject to the
drift and chaos of sensation. Form squeezes thought out
of shape, but rescues it from shapelessness.
1
Harold Rosenberg, introduction to Five Years by Paul
Goodman (New York: Brussel and Brussel, 1966).
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This has been a constant issue in
my experience of
counseling courses: how to bridge the
dichotomy between
rigid structure and lived experience.
The danger of structure,
in any enterprise, is that it may
"squeeze thought
out of

shape," and produce a lifelessness, a
distortion of experience,
and perhaps a decision— if I am in a counseling

class—

that my current problems have no place within
the structure.

On the other hand, as Rosenberg argues, "the mind
finds
difficult to move in a situation where no structure
or
initiative is provided.

An unstructured counseling class

(in the sense that there is no assigned reading or
planned

topic for interaction) may fall victim to inertia, to a lack
of energy on any particular night, to a shared feeling that

one's problems aren't really important enough to bring up,
and above all

— among

traditionally educated students

— to

the fear and frustration and belief that nothing is really

being learned.
The dichotomy between rigid structure and lived experi-

ence is compounded, in any work group situation, by the necessity of somehow managing the administrative aspects of the job

while at the same time making time in which substantive learning
might take place.

With respect to a class for dormitory counselors, this
means providing time during the class for making decisions
and answering questions concerning each counselor's diverse

administrative functions:

master keys, room inventories,

mailbox combinations, undelivered mail, broken or missing
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furniture, security of the building, responses
to emergencies such as fires and bomb scares, setting
up selection
committees, opening and closing the dormitory at
vacations,

janitorial problems, pets, heat, elevator problems,
thefts,
etc.

In Chapter III (pp. 64-66) I outlined the evolution
of a class structure during the first two semesters of

the course (fall '73 and spring ’74), including some of

our expectations for a structure for the fall semester of
1974.
I set

Also included in that chapter are the personal goals

with respect to structure and responsibility in the

classes (p. 67).

With regard to content, our expectation

was that the course would continue to be a training potpourri,

covering such diverse areas as first aid, racism, and

counseling (p. 84).
This section will describe our week by week progress
in the course in evolving a structure which would enable us
to work on present problems, acquire new learnings, and also

accomplish necessary administrative tasks.
In the first class, we brainstormed topics for future
classes (p. 84) and decided that we would each take responsi-

bility for one or two classes, on one of the topics that was
important to us.

We decided to begin the course with coun-

seling skills, and I volunteered to take responsibility for
the next class and for handing out an article.

We agreed

that anyone who found a good article on communication should
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make copies or notes about it to share with
us at the next
class.
Jody asked, "How can I take responsibility
between
now and the next class? Last semester sometimes
I

didn't."

In planning for the 2nd class, I realized that I
wanted
to be responsible for perhaps the next two classes,
in which

we might work through a sequence of activities in
counseling
skills.

This would introduce us, I thought, to some of the

particulars of counseling, which we might then refer to
during the remainder of the course.
I

outlined the following sequence of topics: 1

1) What

do I already know about counseling?; 2) the essential atti-

tudes of the helping relationship:

empathy, genuineness,

and positive regard; 3) establishing rapport:

what helping

is not; non-verbal cues; responses which encourage/discourage

communication; and 4) encouraging communication:

open and

closed questions; paraphrasing; reflecting and summarizing
feelings.
I found or re-designed exercises in these areas, and

made copies of relevant articles to hand out to the counselors.
I put the above outline, with brief identifications of the

exercises, on newsprint, and posted this on the wall of our

meeting room at the beginning of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes.
I thought that each week we would spend time on concerns which

the counselors brought to the class, and then work through as

many of the exercises and discussion of the articles as we had
time for.

^Adapted from "The Helping Relationship: A Manual in
Skill Training in Counseling for Nurses, by Janet Bailey.

—

:
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In fact, we did one exercise
in the 2nd class, and
then
the entire 3rd class was taken
up with the rape situation.
At the beginning of the 4th
class, I said, "I would be
willing
to spend at least a half hour on
floor situations or

problems.
We then proceeded to spend almost
the entire class on the
counselors’ current concerns. With about
twenty minutes left,
Joanne brought up her frustration that
we were again not

going to have time to do any of the activities
which I had
planned
Joanne: We're never gonna be able to do anv of
these things (in the class)!
Jody: Hasn t that happened to us every single
week?
We never finish what's up there (on the newsprint)^

Laura: Last week (the rape problem) was an exception,
Phil: I'm feeling somewhat torn between the agenda and
what we've been doing— but I'm also feeling that this
working off of real problems makes perfect sense to me.

Sharyn: Seems to be working!
Phil: Yeh, exactly.
So I don't know what to do about it.
Maybe we should meet for six hours (instead of three)!

Several days later, while listening to the tape of this
class, a way to share responsibility for the agenda occurred
to Sherry and me.

Instead of the person who was responsible

for the class coming in with a pre-set agenda, the whole group
could brainstorm the agenda at the beginning of the class

each person expressing her/his current counseling concerns

— and

the group would then decide the order in which we would deal

with them.

The person responsible for that class would be the
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director or initiator of the
brainstorming, and would have
particular responsibility for
suggesting themes for discussion from any articles s/he
may have distributed
beforehand.
Sherry introduced this agenda
idea at the beginning of
the next (5th) class, and the
group brainstormed and
prioritized
a long list of concerns.
The agenda idea seemed to make

sense
to the group, yet there was still
confusion about the initial

problem presented in this chapter: how
to have a plan for
the class and also work on people's
current
problems:

Sherry: Remember how I said that the person
directing
the agenda would probably be the person
in charge of
e
ass
time, and they would have in mind
+^
the £i
themes and main points from the articles, for all
themselves, and Phil would also know what the
sheets had said, so that there would be a lot reaction
of
starting information that would be a directing
force,
so that the planned thing wouldn't be
separate from
the agenda, but would have a way of focusing
in on
the agenda.
Did I make that clear? Could someone
help me make that clear? I was thinking that the
person making the agenda would have a lot of fairly
concrete ideas in mind about content of the class,
and that by throwing out those ideas to us when we
were making the agenda, we could focus our floor
problems into the theme that the person had in mind.
’

Sue: What if your floor problem doesn't fit the theme?

Sherry: Then that gets written down, too.

Sharyn: Maybe a big thing will come up, like an emergency,
so there's no way you're going to know.

—

Sherry: I keep thinking though remember when we spent
the whole time on rape that though we were talking
about a really important issue, that we hadn't planned
on talking about in class, that a lot of the kinds of
things that we read about in the articles were happening,
even while we were talking about rape. So that one
didn't disclude the other. Connections can still be
made.
Even if we have a big emergency issue, the planning won't be for naught, because then we'll have a
context to fit the emergency into. Does that make any
more sense?

—
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Donna: Why don't we use a specific
examnle
fiav
T
X W Gk t0
lk ab ° Ut sexism Are
you
saying
?
that if we
w h
have a big problem, that
rk sexism into it if it relates, we'll try to
we gonna work my planned thing into naturally? Are
the probiem into my planned thing? the problem or
Which way?
t0 b * sked to Prepare something, it
would bother me if~ it never got discussed.

^
—

For the next several weeks we continued to brainstorm
and prioritize the agenda as a group at the beginning of each
class.

In the 8th class we discussed the process by which

the decisions on class topics were being made:
Sherry: My concern is that I don't want topics to be
way off the flow of classes as they're going. Like
if next week we decided to talk about drugs, I'd
feel really disturbed. I feel like there's a lot
of energy for me in things like us as a group, listening, and evaluations I'd feel really zapped out
of context if we talked about something like first
aid next week. Even if it's a great topic, I oust
wouldn't be ready for it.

—

Sharyn: You're suggesting a person to get us started?

Sherry: Not to be so topic oriented
about it.

— to

be more flowing

Jody: I don't see how a leader could plan...

Phil: Let me make a suggestion: that we spend the last
ten to fifteen minutes of class talking about where
we are, and giving some suggestions to the person who's
going to take responsibility for the next class about
where our heads are.

Sharyn: And if they're kind of no place, then leave it
up to that person to get a hand-out to us.
Sherry: That sounds good... Let's not spend time thinking
about what we might be discussing two weeks from now,
but just pick the person, and trust them.
Jody: I'd sort of like to know what the person has in mind.

Sharyn: I think Sherry is saying that something may come
up related to what's been our concern, something spontaneous; that if Sherry is doing the class, we 11 trust
her judgment.
1
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Hereafter, we spent time at the end of
each class discussing
who would be in charge for the next
week and suggesting what
we would like to do.

Near the end of class the following week,
Laura had
been saying how she saw herself, and we were
giving her
feedback on our perceptions of her. This led us
into a

discussion of how to coordinate "business"— the
administrative
aspects of our
lems.

j

obs--with class topics and working on prob-

As they are not floor counselors, both Joanne and

Laura had often been bored during "business" discussions:
Phil (to Laura): Sometimes it’s hard for me to
appreciate your inwardness.
Laura: What do you mean?
Phil: That I experience you a lot as down here (head
bent, eyes down).

Laura: I'm listening.
Phil: Lots of times I don't know how much you're in
the class whether it is making sense to you.

—

Laura: You can usually tell, if you're on "business,"
it isn't making any sense to me.

Joanne: I was wondering, in terms of business, too, if
next time there's going to be a long time on business,
if I, and Laura too, could opt not to be here?
Jody: The business things do have to be done.

Joanne: If that's gonna happen, fine.
know so I don't have to be here.

Donna: That's fair.
to be here.

I'd just like to

I don't think you two should have

Joanne: Because I see it as part of the counselor's job,
and I'm not designated as a counselor. I'm just taking
this class.... Why not post the newsprint ahead of time?

Sharyn: Traditionally we've done business first.
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Phil: Maybe we could do business last?
Jody: We could keep on talking forever, though,
about
what we've planned...,

Sharyn: Even about business, too!
Jody: Unless we say, "Business will start at 9:30."
We'll oust get our business done faster.

Donna: (to Laura and Joanne)
later or leave at the end.

Would you rather come

Both: I'd rather leave at the end.

Phil: Yeh. I think it's tough making that
from business to being "with" each other.
see how we were going to do it tonight, if
hadn't made that suggestion that we switch

transition
I didn't
you (Joanne)
rooms.

Donna: So you think it would be easier to make the
transition at the end of the night into business?
Phil: Yeh.
What if we leave the last fifteen minutes
or half-hour for business then you two can leave?

—

Laura and Joanne: That's fine.
Sharyn: Maybe
the newspring
so then we'll
and maybe how

when we come in, we'll write down on
on the wall what we need to get done,
know how much business we have to cover,
much time we need to leave.

Hereafter, we did not discuss administrative affairs

until the last half hour or so of class, at which point both

Laura and Joanne could leave.

Also, we gradually moved away

from taking time to brainstorm the agenda.

Instead, I brought

in newsprint with my own administrative and other concerns

already written down, and then the counselors could add their
issues before the class began.

Conclusions
I think that we learned a good deal, during the course

of the semester, about how to manage our time.

included:

These learnings

class
l) to have someone in charge of each

the
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"initiator" or "director" —whose responsibility
it is to
focus the group's energy and to initiate
the agenda as well
as movement from one topic of discussion
to another; 2) to

brainstorm and prioritize each class' agenda as a
group at
the beginning of the class; 3) to save administrative
business
for the last half-hour of class; and 4) to spend time
toward
the end of each class choosing the following week's director
and giving him/her suggestions for that class' direction.

Perceived Roles of a Counselor:

Implications for Training

In Chapter II, I discussed the development of the RA

position from someone primarily responsible for discipline
and administration toward a more recent emphasis that the

RA be concerned with student development.
of the former

,job

Yet the vestiges

definition still remain in many cases,

with respect both to peer perceptions and to the host of
administrative functions usually expected of an RA (pp. 114115)-

The Ra's role as both chief administrator and final

arbiter of floor disputes may subvert her/his potential as
a confidante and personal counselor.

In this section I will include some of our class interac-

tions which elucidate this clash in roles.

The implications

of this role conflict for a counselor training course are at

least twofold:

l) that the course include some strategies

for community development and support for the counselor in

her role as community leader; and 2) that the class not build
false hopes for her functioning as a "counselor" when in fact
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her peers may expect an entirely different
role.
In our 4th class, several counselors expressed
their

frustration at being put in the role of social director:
Sherry: I'm' finding an interesting thing happening
on my floor.
I'm putting so much energy into
teaching my course, so many hours a week, that
I don't feel much energy to organize pot luck
suppers and stuff. But I still feel like I'm
doing my job. I'm delegating a lot of that
responsibility to other people. I don't know if
that will work.

Mary Beth: Not very many people on my floor want to
take much initiative to do anything. They want me
to lead them by the hand.
Jody: That's what my floor's like, and I refuse to
do it.
I just don't think it's my responsibility
to be the social director.
Sue: I said that' at my floor meeting, the last one I
had.
I just wanted to say what my goals were, what
I wanted to be as a counselor.
One of the things
I don't want to be is a social director.
Everybody
acted like, "Wow, how are we going to have a party,"
like they didn't know what to do.
I said, "Look,
I'll tell you what to do and I'll help you. I'm more
than willing, but I don't want to do it all by myself,"
is the point I was trying to get across.
Nobody has
come to me since.
I know they didn't understand that.
I felt bad, but I just couldn't' get the point across.

Phil: Sherry, are there specific things you're doing
to share the responsibility?

Sherry: In my first floor meeting I passed around a
sheet asking everybody to write down what they were
good at, what lecture classes they were in, etc.
Because of that information, I've been able to link
Also, two women in my
up some people on the floor.
course wrote things they'd like to see happen in
the dorm, so I told them who the dorm government
representatives were on the floor, and suggested
that they go see them. So just really specific
things like referring people to other people.
Jody: I think at my floor meeting tonight, when people
suggest things, and if people decide they want to do
it, then I'm going to say: "Alright, will you be in
charge of it?" If someone suggests it, then maybe
they are really gung-ho about it.

"
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The following week, Mary Beth again brought
up her

frustration at feeling too much responsibility for
initiating
activities on her floor. Again I encouraged someone
who

said that social leadership was being shared on
her floor to

articulate how that was happening:
Mary Beth: How do we get people to initiate things,
so that we don't have to play mother and lead them
along by the hand?.. Am I the only one with problems
like this?
Sue: No. I think you always have those problems.

Donna: My floor is really responsible.
problems with that.

I don't have

Phil: Do you have any sense of what it is about your
floor, or what you've done, Donna, that's encouraged that?

Donna: I don't think it's me. A lot of it is because
there s a group of girls on my floor who are very into
the floor doing things as a group. They bring up ideas
and initiate things.
If my floor wasn't like that,
I'dsay fine, they don't want to do something, that's
their decision, too. I wouldn't take it upon myself
to think there was something the matter with me that
something wasn't getting done. If they don't pursue
ideas, I don't think you should feel bad about it,
or that it's your responsibility. You can't make
people do things they don't want to do. Make your
attempt.
But if they don't meet you halfway, then
don't lead them by the hand.
'

Laura: You could put up a floor suggestion box.

Mary Beth: Okay.

That's a good idea.

Phil: Sometimes "whole floor" things are not where a
certain floor is, in terms of peoples' interest on
that floor. It might be important to just see if there
are other kinds of units on the floor maybe it's
corridors, maybe just groups of people. That you
don't consider the criterion of whether you're a
successful counselor on whether your whole floor is
able to get together and do things. Like Donna says,
"That may not be where the energy is." Try to pick
up on where the energy is in terms of people who do
want to do things, and find ways to support them:
VI think that's a good idea. I heard someone else say
they wanted to do that, and maybe you all can get

—

together.
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A controversy erupted both on her floor
and throughout

the dormitory when Sherry decided, for a
two week trial period,
to charge ten cents to anyone who locked
herself out and

needed Sherry's master key.

Most students felt that part of

Sherry's job was to hand out the master key anytime it
was
needed.

Several of the other counselors also disagreed with

Sherry's action, and said so in class:
Sherry: Most people think I'm being unjust and unfair
and that I'm a dictator, and that I'm not the counselor,
but a dictator.
Donna: I know how you feel about getting tired of giving
out the key.
But if I was on the other side, my argument
would be that you're getting paid to do that.

Sherry: But I don't think the people on my floor make the
terms of ray job. My job is to have the master key
and hand it out when it needs to be used.
It doesn't
say I'm at the total mercy of neglectful people.

Donna: Do you think they're purposely neglectful?
Sherry: No, but that doesn't make it any less neglectful.
The effect is still the same.... I think it's my job
to give out the master key, but I don't think it's my
job to be used by people.

Donna: How have you been used?
Sherry: People come into my room to get the key when
I'm not there and leave the door open. People wake
me up when my sign says "Sleeping," when their own
roommate is asleep in their room. They wake me up
instead of waking up their roommate. People don't
bring the master key back. People just come into
my room and use the master key and walk out without
acknowledging me as a person.

Here was a situation, it seemed to me, in which a counselor'

administrative responsibility (for handing out the master key)
was interfering with her being able to perform a counseling

function on the floor.
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The counselors' sense that their peers did not expect

them to play a counseling role culminated in a long discussion
in the 11th class about whether they needed a counseling

course at all:

(Joanne's opening statement is repeated from

Chapter IV.)
Joanne: I'm relating back to when I was a counselor.
It seems funny to have a three-credit course to teach
you how to pass out keys, take inventories. That's
the whole frustration with me.
I enjoy personally
learning these things counseling skills
'cause I
plan on applying them someday, because I'm going into
that.
If someone isn't, I'd find that really frustrating. That's my whole frustration with the job,
and why I'm not one this semester. It didn't fulfill
me, at all.
It gave me a good salary.
That's the
only thing I miss, though.
I don't miss the status
on the floor, if there is one. I don't miss the
responsibilities that people lay on you.

—

—

Jody: So in other words, you sort- of think the job
of a counselor is really just giving out the master
key, getting the inventory done, getting all the
administrative things done.

Joanne: Right.
I always lied to myself and said there
was something more. In fact, there were a few times
when there was something more. But if you were going
to put it on a percentage basis...
Jody: It's mostly that.

I agree

with you.

Donna: It took me a long time to decide whether to be
I have never thought being a
a counselor or not.
I never thought it was
deal.
big
counselor was any
think
it is. giving out
this holy figure. I really
the keys.
Jody: Actually, our job doesn't involve that much,
'cause very few people really do come to us with
problems. ..If we all took a vacation and went away
for two weeks, I don't think we'd be missed that
much.

Donna: No, I don't think so either...
Jody: Except for our friends...

Sharyn: And our master keys!
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Jody: Now that we've undermined our .jobs...

Donna: Maybe we've been placing too much
importance
n t m*
1 never thought it was important before,
4??
S
+
mt then when I got in here and we had a class, then
Now I'm back down again,
f thought it was important.
to where I was in the beginning.
-

Joanne: It took me three semesters to figure out that
it wasn t an important job.
But for me to say I got
nothing out of being a counselor is wrong. I got a
lot of self-confidence, by being able to handle
certain floor problems that I've had that were really
stressful for me; being able to take authority;
getting feedback through evaluations from people,
which I think had a basis to them. So it helped me.
Donna: I think anytime you're interacting with people
you learn from it.
Sue: Yeh, it's discouraging, but I really think I've
learned a lot: about people's expectations of other
people; about groups.
Some of it's discouraging,
but I think it's important to learn it, and use it
to your advantage, or not let it get you down, later on.
...I guess I don't view the job as everybody else
does.
Last semester I had a problem floor. So I
don't see it as being just a key. Although definitely
that is the main part of it. That's just the everyday
part of it. But I think those other things are just
as important, and maybe more so.
I wouldn't want
something like that to happen every day. I hope that's
not what you guys mean. I don't think you could handle
it happening very often.
It's time consuming enough
when it do©s happen that it makes up for all those

weeks when you didn't have to.
Donna: Maybe the experience of being a counselor is
very positive in some ways and very negative in others.
Maybe we need to go through that. But maybe we don't
need this class. Maybe the experience itself is enough,
and having a staff meeting would be sufficient.

In my understanding, this conversation is as much a state-

ment about the dynamics in the class on that particular night
as a comment on a course for dorm counselors.

This class had

begun with Laura's confronting Sherry for having not been told
that Sherry wasn't coming to class two weeks earlier, when
to the
Laura had herself given up something important to come

—
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class.
I

Laura also said, in effect, "I’ve had it with this
class.
felt implicated in Laura's anger, for I had known that

Sherry might miss the class, and also because
Laura insisted
that Sherry had "special privileges" in the class
(listening
to the tapes instead of doing a journal; using
a different

format for her floor evaluations).

I realized that I had

negotiated these alternatives when Sherry had asked for them,
without making it clear to the other counselors that they also

had these options.
We failed to resolve this initial conflict in the class

Sherry sat silently for a long time

— and

in my mind the atmos-

phere was tense and ripe for a general airing of frustration

with the class.

I

realized during this conversation, and said

so, that we had made a crucial mistake the previous spring in

making the counseling course a requirement for those hired for
the job.

The previous year's counselors had decided, as a

group, to have the course.

We simply assumed that the new

group of counselors would also want the course.
The above conversation also hints at the difference
in individual counselor's personal orientations to the job.
Sue, who wants to do personal counseling, has found there is

more than enough to do (See Chapter IV, 10th Class).

Jody,

who wishes primarily to play an organizational and leadership
role on her floor, has found that people do not often come
to her with personal problems.

Both Jody and Laura, who live

on the same floor and are close friends, said during this

class that they were not really interested in learning about

s
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counseling.

Neither would have taken the counseling course,

I expect, had it been offered on a
voluntary basis.
I

believe there is a further issue here: the use

of the term "dorm counselor" throughout the
University of

Massachusetts residence hall system.

In most universities

the title is "resident hall assistant," "personnel assistant,"
or

dorm advisor ——all of which have a more administrative

connotation.

Perhaps the term "counselor" creates false

expectations on the part of both superiors (like myself)
and the person in the position.

Were s/he simply known

as the resident assistant, the same options for doing

personal counseling would exist without this being such an
expectation.

Having realized that we made a mistake in requiring
the course of all the counselors, we discussed possible

class or staff meeting alternatives for the following
semester:
Sue: Phil, how do you feel about our ending this
course, for next semester?

Phil: I don't have very much fondness for straight
staff meetings. That's another one of the battles
I've fought for the past three years, with the other
Heads of Residence that I'm in a staff meeting with.
Because I despise staff meetings where people aren't
people for each other... you can't work on problems
because the people don't have enough trust in each
other to work on a problem. One of you said that
we could just have a staff meeting and if we have
problems we could talk about them. My experience
has been that unless a group of people are willing
to commit an amount of time to each other, that
very hard for them to
when they get together it
do anything real.
'

Sue: I'd like to know what options are open to us.
Is it necessary that we all meet as a group? If one
or two people don't want to, that we can still meet?
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Phil: It seems to me that one option, if
we want to
have a counseling class, is that we could do
it for
those of us who are interested, and have the
last
or y five minutes or half— hour for the staff
meeting,
in which case those people who don't want
to have
the class could come in for the staff meeting
part.

Sharyn: Or at the beginning of the meeting?
Phil: Or at the beginning.
We could bring in outside
people and still do as much counseling as we wanted.

Donna: That way people who aren't happy about being
here don't have to be here except for the staff meeting.

This was essentially the plan which we decided upon
for the next semester.

We would have a counseling class

for those who were interested in counseling, and only
the staff meeting portion would be required.

I would also

suggest that we spend some class time on strategies for

community leadership and development, as this is clearly
one of the expectations which students have of their counselors.

Conclusion
This chapter has presented the development of three

themes in the training course.

In the next chapter, I will

outline the evaluation results of the study, including

both the counselors' peer and course evaluations.

CHAPTER

VI

EVALUATION RESULTS
Counselors

1

Peer Evaluations

In Chapter III, I outlined the process by which each

counselor would design and implement her own peer evaluation.
What follows below are the results of the evaluations received
by the six floor counselors, together with their conclusions
about the process they used and my conclusions about the data.

Given the broadly conceived goals of the course, it is
extremely difficult to isolate its effect on each counselor's

performance on her floor, as measured by the peer evaluations.
This would be true even if we had done the evaluations in a
pre-test, post-test manner.

(Explanation for the lack of a

post-test was included on page 71) •

A host of other variables

could account for a floor counselor's improvement in her job,

including the confidence gained from doing the job, from

becoming a respected floor leader, and from getting the support
of floor members

— as

well as the maturing effects of her outside

the dorm experiences in classes and relationships.

Caution is encouraged in interpreting the results of the

peer evaluations ,, as the median return rate for the live counselors who used numbered continuums was only 55 P er cent.

And

students who did take
it can be hypothesized that many of those
inclined toward the counselo
the time to respond might be favorably
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The value of the floor evaluation for each counselor

was in her learnings about how to get effective feedback and
in the extent to which it helped her get a fuller picture of

her effect on the floor and how she might improve.

For you

the reader, the objective value of this evaluation is in:
1) evidence of what each counselor felt was important to be

evaluated for in her job; 2) the general sense it gives of
each counselor's effectiveness; and 3) what can be learned,
from each counselor's observations, about how to conduct an

evaluation in this setting which can be of maximum benefit
to the participants.

Mary Beth
Mary Beth received 16 returned evaluations. (There are

approximately 30 women on each floor.

Below are the functions

)

which she included, and the mean scores from the 16 evaluations
Functions I expect
Extent to which I do this
of myself
Not at all, somewhat, very much
2

1

1) Availability

3

Mean= 3.8

2) Easy to talk to

ii

4.1

3) Approachable

it

4.3

ii

3.9

n

4.4

ii

3.9

ti

4.1

ii

4.4

4) Supportive of

floor endeavors
3) Keeps open channel

of communication
6) Facilitator of

floor activities
7) Shows genuine inte-

rest in floor
8) Resource person

~

4

6

Importance of
this function
Unimp. . .Impor

12

3

Mean= 2.8
n

2.8

n

2.9

ii

2.8

ii

2.7

ii

2.5

ti

2.9

ti

2.7
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9) Willing to give time

and effort to floor

Mean= 3.9

10 ) Floor awareness (knows
what's going on)
"

Mean= 2.7

3.8

"

2.8

Mary Beth also asked: 1 ) What do you expect
of me as
a counselor (friend, social leader, etc.)?;
2) Do you feel
that the floor has a sense of community?

Why or why not?;

and 3 ) Are there more activities you would like
to see the

floor doing?

Mary Beth made the following observations about

her evaluation process:
The floor activities situation perplexes me; I wanted
more suggestions, wanted them to be more articulate
about what they want; Next time I want people to sign
the forms!; After the evaluation, I had a serious talk
at a floor meeting about what they want the floor to be
and what's wrong with what I've been doing.
The floor's principal concerns seemed to be the desire

for more floor activities and the wish to get to know more
of the people on the opposite corridor.

Mary Beth had talked

in class several times (pp. 123-124) about the lack of initia-

tive on her floor, and her own reluctance to play the role of
"social director."

Otherwise, those who responded to her

questionnaire seemed satisfied with her performance

—a

tribute

to her maturity as a first semester sophomore.

Jody

In addition to nine rated continuums, Jody included
nine adjective continuums (See Appendix B) and asked the

following questions:

1) What do

you feel is the primary role

of the floor counselor (social chairman, floor mediator,

referral agent, friend to talk to, etc.)?; 2) Can you suggest
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anything that would improve our floor?; and
3) What other things

would you like to be doing on our floor?

Here are the mean

scores for the rated continuums from the 15 returned
evaluations

which Jody received:
Functions I expect
of myself

Extent to which I do this
\

Not at all, somewhat, very much
1
1)

2

Someone to talk to

2) Approachable when

5

Mean= 3.8

12

3

Mean= 2.8

you

have a concern
3)

4

3_

Importance of
thi S function
Unimp. . . Impor.

Floor mediator

t!

4.4

11

2.9

II

4.4

11

2.9

II

3.6

11

2.3

tl

4.3

It

2.8

II

4.4

11

2.6

II

4.2

11

2.7

It

4.2

11

2.8

II

4.2

11

2.8

4) Helps to facilitate com-

munication to and among
floor members
5) Helps to promote floor

unity and organization
6) Coordinator and facilitator of floor functions

and activities
7) Resource person
8) Person to depend on
in a crisis
9) Available when you need me

Jody had the following to say about her evaluation process:
The numbered responses were not very helpful. I'd rather
have people write down their feelings than pick numbers;
Next time I would ask people to sign their names and I'd
explain why; I learned that most people were satisfied.
The evaluation reinforced my feelings about doing a good job.
I

tion.

thought that Jody received an excellent overall evaluaAt least a half dozen students termed her a "good" or

"great" counselor.

Others mentioned "good floor meetings,"

and that Jody "made the freshmen feel at home."
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Sue
Sue received 21 returned evaluations— the highest
number

among the counselors.

Here are the mean scores for her ten

rated continuums:
Functions I expect
of ra yself

Extent to which

I do this

Importance of
this function
Not at all, somewhat, very much Unimp. . .Important
2

1
1) In floor situations am I fair and
openminded?

4

^

12

5

Mean= 4.5

2) Someone to talk to

3

Mean= 5.0

’

4.6

"

3.0

'

4.7

"

3.0

4.6

11

2.7

4.4

11

2.8

4.5

11

2.7

4.6

tt

2.7

crisis

4.4

11

2.6

Did I help to orient new
students to the residence hall
and university (answer if approp)

4.3

11

2.8

Help promote an atmosphere
where responsible alternate life
styles and individual differences
are accepted and respected

4.2

It

2.8

3) Approachable when
you have a question

4) Available when you

need me

1
1

5) To be acquainted with individual needs and problems that
relate to the floor

6 ) Information Resource
10)
7) Supportive of floor

activities and functions
8 ) Person to depend on in a

9)

Sue and Donna collaborated in developing the questionnaire

which they both used.
l)

They asked the following other questions:

Other functions you would like me to perform;

2)

I

want to

be helpful when needed, but I do not want to interfere.

Do you

feel I have done this? Please explain; 3) How do you feel floor
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meetings have gone? Do you have any suggestions to
improve them?
Sue and Donna included a section in their evaluation
form

on the responsibilities of floor members, in the
hope, I believe,
of making floor members more aware of their
responsibility to

help create a healthy community on the floor, and also to
initiate
dialogue with them about this concern.

section read:

The questions in this

4) The following are what I see as being the

responsibilities of a floor member .

How do you feel about

these: a) to be friendly and approachable; b) taking a share
of the responsibility of planning and organizing some of the

floor activities which are of interest to you;

c)

Acceptance

(not necessarily approval) of others unlike yourself. 5) What
do you think the responsibilities of a floor member are?

Sue's thoughts on her evaluation process were:
If people put less than a "5% I would like to know
why.
What did I do to give that particular impression?
The evaluations were not helpful without specifics.
Next time I will ask people to sign their names. If
I know who is writing the evaluation, then perhaps
I can remember when I did do something to give that
particular person a bad impression, and will be able
to see her point.

Sue's overall evaluation was one of the most outstanding
I have seen in

ray

four years as a Head of Residence.

A number

of students mentioned particularly her ability to listen and

be confidential with their problems.

One said, "When someone

talks to you, you act like there is nothing more important than
the attention and time you're giving to the person."

Donna

Donna received 18 returned evaluations.

mean scores for her ten rated continuums:

Here are the
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Functions I expect
Extent to which I do this
of myself
Not at all, somewhat, very much

I
1) In floor situations am I fair and
openminded?

S_

i

4

5

Mean= 4.6

2) Someone to talk to

11

Importance of
this function
Unimp. . .Important
2

1

3

Mean= 3.0

4.7

"

2.9

"

4.7

"

2.9

"

4.2

"

2.4

"

4.6

"

2.8

6) Information Resource

"

4.3

"

2.7

Supportive of floor
activities and functions

"

4.7

"

2.7

"

4.5

"

2.8

3) Approachable when
you have a question

4) Available when you

need me
3) To be

acquainted with
individual needs and problems
that relate to the floor

7)
10)

8) Person to depend on in

a crisis

Did I help to orient new
students to the residence hall
and university (ans. if approp)"

4.4

Help promote an atmosphere
where responsible alternate life
styles and individual differences
"
are accepted and respected

4.4

9)

C\J

• o-

”2.7

Donna made these observations on her evaluation process:

—

wouldn't do it again with a scale a "1” rating without
It's too vague. This was
any comment is not helpful.
I want to find
to me.
helpful
not
but
easy to fill out,
People don't
answers.
short
get
a more concise way to
unnecessary.
was
this
of
lot
and
a
like filling them out,
I want
haven't.
I
and
where
I know where I've failed
ask.
I'll
time
Next
an evaluation to get suggestions
criticism
take
to
difficult
them to sign their names it s
that is not explained. I can deal better with criticism
I was glad to find that most
in a personal one-to-one way.
people think I'm doing a good job.

I

—

!

.

I

•
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Donna, like Sue, received an impressive overall
evaluation.

Students wrote that she listens well, conducts good
floor
meetings, and has done an excellent job.
"perfect counselor."

Two termed her a

In response to the question, "What

other functions would you like me to perform," several said:
"I don't think we can ask anymore from you than you are already

doing for us."

Sharyn
Sharyn's evaluation form included 12 numbered continuums
(see p. 139 ), 15 adjective continuums, and the following other

questions: 1) Have I measured up to your conception of what a

counselor should be? Am I meeting your needs? Why or why not?;
2) What do

you want the floor to be like (atmosphere, personality,

etc.)?; 3) Other functions you would like me to perform?

Sharyn had the following to say about her evaluation:
learn anything. Over half of the
students on my floor are freshmen, and they don't
know what to expect of a counselor. Mostly they want
floor activities. Next time I will make personal
appointments with people instead of doing a paper
evaluation. It's more personal, and I'll be giving
them something from me at the same time. If the goal
also want to show
is to help me do a better job....
I'm really interested in what people think.
I didn't really

Sharyn's evaluation form was the longest of the six,

which may have contributed to the low return (13)

Also, most

of the students on her floor are freshmen, who perhaps were

not convinced of the possible value of filling out the forms.

Here are the mean scores from the 13 returned forms on

Sharyn's 12 numbered continuums:
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Functions I expect
of myself

Extent to which I do this

Not at all, somewhat, very much
1

2

5)
1)

Someone to talk to

2)

Approachable when you have

5

Mean= 4.2

a question or concern

4) Floor awareness of
7)
what
going on
s

•

5

2.8

"

"3.9

6)

12

Mean= 2.9

4.4

"

Floor mediator (fair,
open-minded)

'

4

3

Importance of
this function
Unimpo. . .Important

"2.8

qy

0
cl •

11

1

8)
9)

Promotes an atmosphere
of compatibility that allows
for
9) various life styles

.3

Facilitator of communication on the floor

>.6

Helps to promote floor
unity

11

2.

11

OJ •

"2.5

"4.5

Coordinator and facilitator
of floor activities and
4.1

"

2.5

functions

"

Supportive of floor
endeavors

"4.5

"2.8

"

4.3

"

2.8

"

5.9

"

2.3

ii

n

"

2.8

10) Resource person
11) Works closely with Dorm
Gov't to relate information

and ideas for general support
12) Person to depend on in
a crisis
•

•

n

Sherry
evaluation.
Sherry did not use numbered continuums in her

member of the
She wrote a letter, and made a copy for each
floor.

Here is her letter:

Dear
some

October 16,

1974-

we can have
am writing you this letter so that
directly.
rsonal contact and share our opinions
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This exchange is to provide an opportunity for us to
discover our perceptions of:
1) What do you feel is the role of the floor
counselor?
Does Sherry meet your conception of what a
counselor should be?
How can Sherry be a more effective counselor
for the 6th floor?
2) What do

you want the floor to be like?
What are our resources as a floor?
How can I (as a floor member) contribute
to a better floor atmosphere?
Please answer this letter, by next Wednesday, as
constructively and honestly as possible. Try to be
specific in offering criticisms and suggestions.
If you have any questions about this letter, come see me.
I would like to share my idea of who I am and
what I think I am capable of doing in my job as
floor counselor.

believe that
I am warm and open.
I am a good listener.
I am trustworthy.
I am a keen observer of what's going on,
and because I have a floor awareness, I have an
ability to respond instinctively to situations.
I have some counseling skills.

I

I

hope that
You feel that you are able to come talk to me.
You could come to me for one-to-one counseling.
You use me as a resource person.
You use me as a floor mediator.
You could depend on me in a crisis.

I

need to know to what extent
Do I exhibit the qualities of, and
Do you agree with my self appraisal,
And,

How pertinent to your needs and
How relevant to my job/to floor needs
Are the beliefs and hopes that I have stated.
I would like you to answer these questions so that
I can get a picture of what the floor is like for you:

1) What do

you like about the floor? Dislike?

Support?
2) Who do you go to on the floor for help?

Information?
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3) Who are your friends on the floor and where do
you congregate?

4) What do you think we should he doing as a floor
that we aren't doing now?

—

The "Self-worth Being a Woman" course has been
a main focus of my energy.
I believe that one of the
ways I can best function as a dorm counselor is as
an educator:

Do you feel that the floor atmosphere is effected
by having a 3 credit course for floor members?
If you are not in the class have you been affected
indirectly by the course or seen any effects of the course
on class members (your roommate, maybe?) or the floor
as a whole?

—

—

I am looking forward to receiving a letter back
from you and benefiting by it! I promise you an
answer in response.
Thank You!
Sherry

Sherry had the following to say about her evaluation
process:

Twelve women responded to my evaluation letter. I do
not feel that any new learning took place for me. I
did enjoy the correspondence. Many of my letters (they
were on colored paper) are now dimming the hallways
by being translucent rainbows in the light fixture
covers.
The amount of effort I put into the endeavor
was not replenished.
I don't think a questionnaire is valid unless it's
These
a group of people who really know each other.
people don't really know me, don't know what to say.
If I were a social organizer, I would have gotten more
responses.
Next time I will have personal interviews, maybe
I will
minutes
for each, or an open floor meeting.
15
state my goals out loud, and ask whether people agree.

Sherry wrote letters back to the 12 women who responded
to her letter.

The letters she received, in my reading of them,

agreed with her self-evaluation.

Many of them seemed to be

asking her to be more of a floor organizer.

Most of the floor

”
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members,

I

surmise, felt that they did not know Sherry well

enough and/or did not want to take the time
to write a
letter. Yet I think that Sherry's evaluation
procedure of
clearly and personally stating her goals and
perceptions of
herself, and her desire for personal feedback from
people,

has considerable merit

— perhaps

in a situation in which

people are more mature or know each other better.
Joanne, who was not a counselor, of course did not
do an evaluation.

Laura, the peer sex educator, confined her

evaluation to the students in the one-credit human sexuality
colloquium which she taught in the dormitory.

Peer Evaluation Conclusions
I

draw the following conclusions from the counselors

1

evaluation experiences, many of them related to a central
theme:

the need for the evaluations to be more personal if

they are to help the counselors to do better jobs:
1) That in general the evaluations provided positive

reinforcement to the counselors about how they were being

perceived in their jobs.
2) That the numbered continuums were of no help, of

themselves, in giving the counselors useful feedback.

Donna said, "A

'1'

As

rating without any comment is not helpful."

However, one advantage of the numbered questions is that

they can be quickly answered.

As Sue remarked, "Without the

numbers, maybe they wouldn't take time to fill out the evalua-

tions at all.
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3)

That the return rate might be increased if the

counselor called a floor meeting in which each floor
member

would fill out the rating checklist.

Then, in small groups,

the students might explain to each other their
rationales

for their ratings in order to get ideas for filling out the
"comments, examples, suggestions" sections which are the

most helpful to the counselor.
4) That signed evaluations would be much more helpful

to the counselors, particularly when they contain criticisms.

With information on the source of a complaint, a counselor
may be able to remember when she upset that person and/or
sit down and talk with the person about her concern.
5) That

personal interviews would be preferable to

written evaluations for demonstrating to floor members a
counselor's sincere desire for feedback, for resolving problems which may have arisen, and for generating ideas and

suggestions about floor improvements.
6) That the numbered ratings were of little help to me,

either, in assessing the quality of each counselor's perfor-

mance on her floor.

Of considerable more use were statements

which peers made on the evaluation forms, as well as exchanges
with each counselor in and outside of class about her counseling concerns.
out,
7) That when evaluations take a longer time to fill

such as Sharyn's and Sherry's, fewer will probably be returned.
Donna's,
8) That evaluation forms, such as Sue's and

which call each floor member's attention to her responsibilities,
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may yield fairer and more thoughtful responses.
9) That almost all of the counselors received excellent

overall evaluations from their peers who responded.

I

believe

this can be attributed in considerable measure to the
following:
a)

the nature and quality of a selection process

in which the peer selectors have arrived at certain criteria

for success in the job and then chosen the counselors based

both on these criteria and on evaluations

frorn

each applicant

1

s

fellow floor residents;
b) the counselors'

being able in the training

course to get help and support for problems they encountered
on their floors; and
c) the

building of supportive relationships

with each other in the class which carried over to relying
upon one another during the rest of the week for support and
collaboration.

Empirical evidence of this is the excellent

evaluation process which Sue and Donna jointly designed, and

which itself contributed to the high quality of the evaluation
which each received.
Counselor's Course Evaluations

In Chapter III,

evaluation form.

I

included the fourteen items on my course

What follows below is my summary of the

counselors' responses to each of these, including some ol their
statements.
I have not

statement.

These responses were not shared in the group, so

identified the particular counselor who made each
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Please discuss your progress in the class toward meeting
the goals which you set for yourself in early September, and
al so goals that may have emerged for you during the semester

I.

.

:

Most of the counselors felt they had made some progress,
but that the dynamics of the group had thwarted this to quite

an extent.

Perceptions of what was missing included:

We should have learned more practical things,
like counseling skills;
Too many times we got into personal hassles
with each other;
I didn't know exactly what it was that I wanted.

Some of the goals toward which progress was made included:
I learned some counseling skills, learned to
recognize my good and bad points in counseling. I'm
more able to say what I want but am afraid to say.
I learned to stop and think about what I'm
being asked to do, and decide what is best for me
and what I'll learn the most from. .. showing more
independence, rather than being a follower.

II. What in particular did you do that helped and hindered
you in the experience of the class ?

Most of the counselors felt that they helped themselves

when they participated and expressed their needs:
I expressed my needs and said things when I felt
This was helpful.
it was necessary to do so.
I tried my hardest to speak what I felt and that
helped me.

They felt that they hindered themselves when they did
not or did not feel able to fully participate:
I hindered personal relationships sometimes by
not being open enough at times to express conflicts
I was having with my feelings and reactions in some
of "til© cl3»SS6S«
I hindered myself when I did not participate.

Joanne, who was not a floor counselor, felt hindered by:

my lack of connection with the other counselors,
what
and also that I had already been through a lot of
classes with
we did. The presence of past counselors
considered
new counselors is something that should be
in scheduling and planning the classes.

m

14-6

III. Wh at in particular did others do to help and hinder
your experience of the class ?

Some of the ways that counselors' felt helped by
others in the class included:

Times when they encourage me to improve myself
or offer support for my past experiences;
The class accepted my opinions, and I felt I
could criticize when I felt it necessary;
Seeing everyone else say whatever they wanted
helped me feel better able to do this.

What hindered them included:

Times when people put their energies in only
non-support ive behavior, by voicing disapproval of how
a. counselor handles a floor situation or even openly
disagreeing with another's approach. This happened all
too often;
We were all so very different. So many different
types, and I feel that was a hindrance;
Others' expectations hindered, at times, my
involvement. At times we spent too much time talking
about what the class should be like instead of letting
things happen naturally!
Fighting that went on between two or three people
just didn't let the class progress and it wasted time...
some people would bring the same complaints to the
class about the class, but never did anything about them.
IV. 1. Did the class help you to feel more able to handle
the variety of situations that you might encounter on your floor V

Almost all of the counselors agreed that the class had

been helpful in this area.

One remarked, "I became able to

give out responsibility instead of doing it all myself.

1

"
Did the class help you to feel more able to "try on
different behaviors in floor situations.'’

2.

Reactions to this question were mixed:
However, by accepting others'
Not specifically.
feelings in the class, one feels more able to be herself
and try different things with little hesitation^
Yes. Once at a floor meeting I started out very
calm, but everyone was so unwilling to put forth efiort
that I blew up, which I usually wouldn't do. I don t
know if it really helped, but in a way I felt better^
I'm just me,
I do not 'try on' different behaviors.
and that can be a variety of persons.
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Pid the class provide support for you as a person?
d
K
As a floor counselor?
Most of the counselors said "Yes" to this question.
Some of their reactions included:
Yes, I always knew that if I had any problem
could count on the class for support;
Some individuals in the class provided
support for me (when I saw them) outside the class;
I found my support elsewhere, and applied it
to our gathering. .. it was exercising my capacity
rather than getting nourishment.
I

4. As a result of the class, have you become in your

view a better helper and listener in one-to-one
situations ?
~~
In group situations ?
Almost all of the counselors agreed that the class had

been helpful in these respects:
In group situations I feel I am a much better
listener and helper as a direct result of this class;
Yes, I believe I've become much more aware of the
dynamics of listening;
Yes, the role-playing and articles were most helpful;
I especially enjoyed the class where each person
took a role as a counselor. I began to realize some of
the ways a person could be a bad counselor. I recognized the damaging effects as part of my style. I
try to avoid them now.
5. As a result of the class, do you feel more of a sense of
choice and responsibility for what you want to learn ?

Again, almost all of the counselors said "Yes" to this

question.

Two of the responses were:

Yes, I am gradually learning to ask myself what.
I want to learn and what the best ways are for learning
this.... I do realize though that there is a choice for
I never thought this way before;
me.
I wish I had learned this years ago instead
Yes.
of always conforming.

Did the class provide you with adequate information. about
Southwest and University resources, referrals , and policies j_

6.

Most of the counselors felt that the class had been adequate

:
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in this respect.

However, they agreed that the class spent time

on this information, and that it had been covered
in South-

west announcements or outside classes and workshops.

How did your conception of who you are and what y ou need
change as a result of the class?

7_.

Most of the counselors did not feel that this was

affected by the class.

However, two made the following

statements
I didn't really change, but found support for me
being me. I found everyone liked and respected my
opinion more than I do myself at times;
I don't think my conception of what I need
changed, but, I think I'm more able to give myself
what I need.

—

Did the class help you to gain confidence in yourself
to like yourself better ?

8.

.

The class was almost evenly divided as to whether or

not the course had helped them to gain confidence.

One person,

who felt that she had, found it difficult to separate the

class from her other experiences during the semester:

"I

don't know where the confidence came from, but it is

obviously a result of all these things.”
As a result of the class, do you feel more aware of
your impact on others, and their impact on you ?
9.

Again, the class was almost evenly divided on this

question.

Two of the responses were:

Through the class I have felt that I am able to
make a strong impact on people. I feel that when I
speak, people listen and appreciate what I have to say;
As far as feeling my impact and confidence. . .it is
very hard to measure outwardly, and maybe to others of
I acted on those qualities and am aware of my power,
us.
and when, and to what purpose I use it most of the time.

—

—
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v.

will discuss the counselors' reactions
to my participation in Chapter VII.
I

Cours e Evaluation Conclusions
Most of the counselors felt that the course
had been

valuable in helping them gain some counseling skills
and
enabling them to do better jobs on their floors.

However,

half the class, or more, responded in the negative to
those

questions concerned with "personal growth" from the course:
self-image, confidence, and impact on others.

On the other

hand, two of the counselors responded in the affirmative to

almost all of the questions.

In the next and final chapter, I will amplify further
on my understanding of the dynamics of the course and of my

leadership which contributed to the substance of these
evaluations.

CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this investigation was to document the

implementation and evaluation of a developmental group training
course for undergraduate dormitory counselors.

This objective

was pursued through the development and analysis of a three-credit

course for eight dorm counselors in John Quincy Adams-Lower

dormitory at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
In pursuing this investigation, I presented a background
for the study and a statement of the problem (Chapter I) and

reviewed the relevant literature (Chapter II).

Chapter III is

an overview of the study and includes: 1) the overall focus;
2) the

rationale for the choice of the training model;

assumptions about training and goals for the course;

4-)

5)

my

the

course description and training site; 5) our pre-course expectations; and 6) an outline of the evaluation process.

Chapter IV presents a detailed account of the weekly

progression of the course, including transcripts of significant
in-class conversations.

Chapter V discusses the development

of three major themes of the course: the use of role-playing,
counthe structuring of class time, and the implication ol the

selor role for a training course.
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Evaluation data were collected from the counselors and
from their peers on the floors. Each counselor
designed
and

implemented a peer evaluation based on her counseling
goals.
I

constructed a class evaluation form based on my own and
the

counselors' goals.

They filled this out in the middle and again

at the conclusion of the semester.

Chapter VI presents the

data from these two evaluations, including the counselors'

statements about their learning from the evaluation process
and my summaries of their self-reports in the final class evaluations.

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Courses
Chapters IV, V, and VI have principally presented

results of the training course, with some preliminary conclusions.

In this final chapter I will be concerned with analyzing

and interpreting this data

— with

speculating upon what was

successful or problematic in the course and why.
I will express these conclusions as assumptions which
I have derived about a

group-centered RA training course, and

will substantiate these statements with references to events
in the course, including some of the transcripts from Chapter
IV, and with documentation from the professional literature

in Chapter II.

Sherry's final evaluation, in particular, was

helpful to me in drawing or emphasizing several of these conclusions.

The sequence of the conclusions is from those which are

principally concerned with content, including course organization,
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goal setting, and the teaching
of skills, to more processoriented concerns such as the
effect of leadership in such
a training course.

This analysis must, of necessity,
be limited, not only
terms of space but more significantly
with respect to my
own involvement as a learner. For I
choose to analyze those
issues which are of primary concern to
me at this point

m

in my

own development

— the

issues which emerge into "figure” for me

out of the limitless background of
potential learnings which

exist in the experience and results of the
training course.

There are many other questions I could have raised
to

analyze the data, and I fully expect that in the future
some
of these other issues will emerge for me.

My address to you,

the reader, is to compare and contrast the conclusions
which

you have drawn from the results which have been presented above

with those conclusions which I will make.

I would be delighted

to dialogue with you concerning the differing and concurring

analyses which you may make!
I submit the following conclusions:
1) That an on-going (as opposed to workshop) in-service

training course can provide dormitory counselors within a single
living unit with both a needed opportunity to get help on
current problems and also a support system which can continue
to function every day .

Meyer (1970) substantiates the need for an extended training course in her analysis of developmental groups with dormitory
RAs.

She writes, "Ten weeks would seem to be a minimum for a
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group to develop, and many groups want
to continue throughout
the year."
In the final evaluation, almost all the
counselors

agreed that the class had helped them "to
feel more able to
handle the variety of situations" that they
might encounter
on their floors." Most of them also responded
in the affirmative
to the evaluation question of whether the class
had provided

personal and gob support.
2)

That the voluntary choice to enroll in a training

course and to pa rticipate in specific training activities

within the course increases the likelihood of high motivation .
Obligatory enrollment and participation invites resentment of
authority, counter-dependence, ambivalent attendance and

participation, and lowered motivation on the part of the
counselor.

The exception to this is training for competencies

which are understood and accepted by each counselor to be
necessary for adequate nob functioning. (See also Conclusion $10)
The counselors from the previous year and I, in

planning the gob description for the new group of counselors,
made a significant mistake in requiring the training course for
all of the new counselors.

I finally realized this in the 11th

class, talked about it, and said that the course would not be

required during the next semester.

Meyer (1970) emphasizes that

"participation in developmental groups should be voluntary."
I find it ironic that I agreed to require the training

course after arguing so insistently against mandatory courses
in racism and sexism (See Appendix A).

My personal investment

•
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m

our course blinded me to even my own larger
perspective.

I also

(P-52):

neglected to fully apply one of my own assumptions
"That learning will take place most fully when

counselors perceive the application of the class material
and process to their own needs, to their lives, and to their
Gobs."
1

To "application of the class material and process"

would now add "and of the course itself."

With respect to "participation in specific training
activities," I learned during the pre-schooi workshop (p.82)
that l needed to make clear people's freedom to choose

whether to engage in particular exercises, or else encourage
resentment and contravene my belief in counselor input into
the training process.
3)

That role-playing can be an effective method for

working on problems brought to the class .
Nair and Sonders (1969) describe an RA training model
in which role-playing is the central feature.

In their program,

the RA's meet weekly and use role-playing (sociodraraa) to

clarify problems that have arisen during the previous week, and
to explore workable solutions.
I believe that a role-play can be very useful when close

attention is paid to the emotions and reactions of the

participants and the presenter of the problem.

We developed

a step-by-step process for focusing on this material (p. 112-115)
4) That a training group can profit by periodically

evaluating its progress .
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In Sherry's words, "Periodically the group could chart
its accomplishments and experiences together to come to a

sense of closure and direction."

We did not pay sufficient

attention, as the weeks went by, to whether our goals were

being met and whether we were satisfied with what we were
learning.

As Sharyn remarked in one class (p. 104):

wrote down some goals, in the beginning. But I
never thought about them since, and thought if
they were really being achieved, so when I come
week-by-week, I don't really carry any specific needs.
I

5) That "content and process observers can be helpful ."

(Sherry).

We could have benefited by appointing "process"

and "content" observers at the beginning of each class.

We

would have then provided time at the close of the class for
them to summarize what happened.

This would have given

us another opportunity to reflect on the extent to which we

were satisfied with our learning process in the class, as

well as being a valuable experience for the observers.
6) That a training course is more likely to be

successful, and to result in a sense of accomplishment

among the counselors, if goals are limited to those for

which a structure can be articulated.

(See also Conclusion

/f 7.) »

My course and personal goals (pp. 53-54; 67) now convey to me more a sense of what one might work toward in plan-

ning a comprehensive learning environment than in designing
a three-credit course.

My goals, particularly those concerned

with helping the participants to achieve more self-awareness
pedagogical
and self-confidence, were far more complex than my
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structure, and progress toward these goals was
exceedingly

^-^icult to experience and to measure.
As a result, there arose a feeling during the
latter,

more unstructured phase of the course of wondering what
we

were accomplishing.

As Jody remarked in her evaluation of the

spring, 1974, course which had been fairly unstructured:

"What's in a book about counseling?

I would like to find out

if there are any rights or wrongs about counseling."

I think

she reiterated this theme near the end of our course (p. 103
),

in saying, "Learning is different.
is what we're doing.

Interacting with people

To us that isn't learning, because

school has always been being taught something."
In one important sense, I believe Jody is right.

A

good paraprofessional counseling course should provide her

with feedback about what she is doing or can do that is helpful, so that ideally she can consciously call upon these

resources in herself when she needs them.
7) That a course designed around some behavioral

objectives is more likely, in a climate in which they experi ence caring, to give paraprofessional counselors a concrete

sense of acquiring competencies.

Through its focus on concrete behaviors in specific
situations, such a course will hopefully demystify the

helping process and clarify the steps and judgments involved
in helping, with respect to the counselor's overall repertoire,

personality, and intentions.
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believe that having more behavioral objectives
when

we began our training course would have
helped us focus our
energy toward this clarification and
demystification. It

would have required me to be more clear about what

I

hoped

to accomplish with the activities and exercises I
would

introduce, for example, in the pre-school workshop
(p. 81).

In addition, we could have concentrated on improving those

abilities which the counselors hoped to display and be

evaluated for on their floors.
8) That if the group develops the goals for the

course collectively, there will be mutual expectations for
the process and content of the course .
I

emphasized individual goal-setting and neglected

a contracting process whereby we might have reached a more

mutual understanding of and agreement on our goals.

As

Sherry wrote:
It could be helpful to do some contracting early after
formation rather than have each member an isolated
individual as far as goals and expectations are
concerned. I don't think stating goals is sufficient.
I believe there has to be an acceptance and an agreement
within the group of each other's goals.

—

9) That the significant motivation for gaining counseling

skills derives not from stated goals but rather from the human

drives for competence and interpersonal recognition and acceptance .
A primary rationale for a counselor's desire to gain

demonstrable skills can be derived from Angyal

'

s

(1965) analy-

sis of the two primary components of human motivation:

drives for competence and interpersonal acceptance.

the

As a counselor
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is more able to experience and demonstrate
counseling competence,

s/he is more able to give and receive belongingness,
or inter-

personal acceptance.

Thus the motives toward competence and

interpersonal recognition/acceptance are synergist ically

related

— in

learning to counsel, in particular, one builds

upon the other.

A course design which specifiej/the behaviors

which can be acquired, given a trusting environment in the
class, can capitalize on these two powerful motivations.
1°) That breaking down the components of the dorm coun -

selor role into optional modules or mini-courses would allow
for voluntary counselor enrollment and also participation by

other students who might eventually try out for the position .

Given a number of factors, including the variety of our
role and personal expectations and the group’s relative inex-

perience in counseling, I believe that we tried to accomplish
too much in the training course.

(See also Conclusion #6 above).

In particular, several of the counselors felt that our

counseling focus was inappropriate for their current interests
and to their own and their peers' conception of their role.
As an alternative to our ambitious approach, I believe

that a dorm counselor training course might successfully include
the following components:

1)

a required weekly staff meeting,

which would be concerned with inter-floor communication and
administrative business and would include attention to the

unavoidable dimensions of the counselor job such as leadership,
crisis intervention, resources and referrals, awareness

oi

new

student needs, and consultation and mediation skills for working
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with cliques, roommate problems, and
floor meetings; 2) an
optional six-to-eight week personal
growth module which would
be concerned with each individual's
awareness
of self, of

his/her impact on others, and their impact
on him/her; and
5) an optional six-to-eight week counseling
skills module.

This might be based on role-playing, on the
microcounseling
model of practicing open and closed questions,
paraphrasing,
attention to non-verbals, and reflecting and summarizing
feelings, or on another skills approach.

These two modules might be offered at different times

during a semester and could include space for non-counselors
who might be interested either simply for their own growth
or also because they intend to try out for a counselor position.

My rationale for suggesting a modular approach is that

teaching two full-semester courses, in addition to the weekly
staff meeting, would require considerable energy from a

head of residence or outside trainer.

Of course, if several

teachers are available, then there is no reason not to offer
full semester courses rather than modules.

Requiring attendance at a weekly staff meeting may
seem to contradict Conclusion #2 above.

The distinction which

I make, however, is that a dormitory counselor is being paid

to do a particular job, for which certain competencies, the

ability to play various roles, and the knowledge of certain

information are necessary.

In accepting the position s/he

accepts responsibility for competence in these areas and roles,

—
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and also the obligation to undertake such training as
will

better assure this competence.
For other roles and competencies which have not been

understood to be necessary for the job, and the knowledge of

which has not been sufficiently proven to the counselors
and residents to be crucial to effective performance, voluntary

training is more desireable.

(See Appendix A for a further

clarification of this distinction with respect to compulsory
racism and sexism training for dorm counselors.

In reviewing the historical evolution of the dorm
counselor role in Chapter II, I outlined the extent to

which s/he has for decades been expected to principally
provide discipline and leadership on the floor or corridor.

Though the counselor role in student development has been
increasingly emphasized in recent years, the vestiges of
the more traditional role remain in the minds of students
and professional staff.

Of perhaps more significance in this respect is the

nature of the entire organization of the university

dichotomization of "living" and "learning."

— its

There is an

institutional expectation that one "learns" in the classroom
or library, "lives" somewhere on the periphery of the campus

often in a dormitory,

— and

if one has problems coping with

living then one should consult a campus mental health

professional in his/her office.

Institutional support ior

intervention within a student's living environment, to help

—
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him/her cope with it or to improve that environment
itself,
is minimal, relative to the commitment
to the traditional
dichotomy.

This is becoming even more true as institutions,

with new budget constraints, cut student support services
before trimming traditional programs.
Thus I have taken issue with the use of the term
"dorm counselor" (p. 129), both because it belies the

university's intent as well as creates false expectations
on the part of the staff supervisor (like myself) and the

person in the position.

A term such as "resident assistant"

allows the same options for doing personal counseling and

being concerned with student development without this being
the expectation.
In Chapter V (pp. 122-127) I discussed the expectations

which the counselors felt from their peers that they be
administrators and social directors as well as leaders
and floor mediators.

I included several of our conversations

which describe frustration with these aspects of the job
and also concern about how best to exercise leadership on
the floor.

As Sherry remarked in her mid-semester evaluation

Sometimes I feel the need for support for parts
of floor counseling that we seem to ignore
the need for an authority on the floor and the
need for social leadership on the floor.

Dorm counselors could benefit from a knowledge of some
community development theory, such as the Hersey and

Blanchard (1972) work on the kinds of leadership which are
appropriate, given the particular maturity of the members of
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an organization.

These expectations for a floor authority and social

director are of course reflected in what peer selectors
are looking for in the selection of counselors,
as well as

in what the applicants expect the job to be.

It is with

all of this in mind that I suggest a modularization of

the training program, in order to better address the

variety of expectations for which the counselors are hired
by their peers and which they themselves expect to fulfill.
11) That a counseling skills module could incorporate

both the learning and practice of skills.

Participants could

practice these skills by working on current floor problems
and/or personal concerns .

Dorm counselors who have or are given the expectations
that they will be doing personal counseling are often disap-

pointed if their peers do not seek them out for this purpose
(pp.

126-127).

As Sherry remarked in her mid-semester

evaluation:
...the false expectations I have about being a
counselor how little one-to-one counseling I do
and how much of my job revolves around meaningless
maintenance and social organizing.

—

A counseling skills module can provide one solution
to this problem by devoting considerable time to fellow class

member counseling, either in the class through role-playing
and practicing skills or in dyads/triads in or outside of
class.

Both Professor Susan Campbell and doctoral student

—
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Janet Bailey have used considerable fellow student coun-

seling in teaching graduate counseling courses at the
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Campbell and Bailey use a structure which provides
some time for the instructor or volunteering students to

demonstrate particular counseling skills, followed by time
in which the rest of the class can practice these skills

often using them to work on personal concerns.

Such a

format bridges that dichotomy between rigid structure and

current experience which I wrote about in Chapter V.

It

provides a structure which in fact facilitates working on
present problems.
from the leader

However, it requires strong initiative

— something

which I did not sufficiently

provide in our training course.

This initiative includes

a structuring of time in the class so that the various

activities can be accomplished.
Campbell outlines her teaching approach as follows:

1

The 'training group' is structured as a combination
therapy-demonstration and peer counseling group and
Each session
is based on Gestalt Therapy principles.
'learning
as
such
task
or
theme
a
has
hours
of
to listen to oneself' (awareness), 'learning to see
the other' (contact), or 'learning to express to the
other how one is experiencing him/her' (confrontation) , in which each person has the opportunity to
use what he/she already knows about the day's theme.
Warm-ups are generally done in pairs, followed
by a period of sharing with one s partner how one
has experienced him/her in terms of the theme of the
This takes approximately 30 minutes.
day.
'

X

Susan Campbell, "Gestalt Therapy Modularized,
unpublished paper.

—

'
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someone who feels he/she wants to go
iurther than the warm-up period allowed elects
to work with me.
In this work we may go well
beyond the day's theme, yet we agree to focus
back
on this from time to time for didactic
purposes,
fhe individual work may take anywhere from
ten to
forty minutes.
Following this , we spend from ten to thirty
minutes discussing the work, stating observations,
asking questions, attempting to link what we saw in
the demonstration with what each person found about
his/her own strengths, limitations, feelings, and
patterns during the warm-up activity. General guideare often drawn as are 'things to pay special
attention to.
This is done in groups of four to six
or sometimes, if the total group is under twelve,
the total group.
When the discussion is finished, the peer
counseling sessions occur. Here, counselorcounselee pairs work independently or in the
presence of the total group or one or more observers
the exact group structure depends on the stage in the
group's life together, the complexity of the day’s
issue, and the members' preference at the time.’
We usually meet as a total group for the first
two or three sessions in the group's life, after which
members are better equipped to function as resources
to one another so that my presence at all times
becomes less central. During the peer counseling
sessions I act as a roving observer, intervening or
giving feedback only when asked. Toward the end of
the 2$ hour group session, we come back together
as a total group to hear my observations and to
share reactions and learnings with one another.
'

m

In addition, Campbell has her students form triads which
meet once a week outside of class for further counseling
practice.

Bailey uses a similar approach, including the therapy-

demonstration and peer counseling in each class, and work
in triads outside of class.

She introduces Carl Rogers

client-centered practice to demonstrate a non-directive

counseling approach.

This is the major focus for the first
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half of her course, which includes
demonstration and practice of such raicrocounseling
skills as paraphrasing,

reflecting and summarizing feelings,
and attention to
non-verbals. The second half of her
course is devoted to
the demonstration and practice of
Gestalt therapy
skills,

a more directive counseling
approach.

This may include work

on such themes as awareness, projection,
polarities, and dreams.
Gestalt may be a too advanced approach to use
in

training paraprofessionals who do not yet have
a sufficient
base in theory and experience to enable them to
effectively
use such a directive practice.

An approach such as micro-

counseling which emphasizes "staying with" the client may
be more appropriate

— though

this will of course depend on

the abilities and experience of the leader.
12) That a leader must choose an approach to teaching

counseling which is consistent both with the maturity of
the group (See Conclusion # 15) and with his own abilities

and experience .
I

began the training course with the assumptions

"that teaching counseling is best done not by simply teaching
skills" but rather by:

"helping people become aware of their

own intrinsic counseling abilities, of the skills they al-

ready possess, and of how these might be augmented and refined
(p.

53);" and by identifying "our feeling responses to each

other in the group, as we interact and in the role-playing
of problem situations (p. 53)*"
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I explained to the counselors (pp. 90-91) how we

might practice these behaviors by "flagging" the counseling
skills which emerged during our interactions in the class.

In fact, however, we found it very difficult to do this on
a consistent basis.

During the first six weeks of the course, I assigned
readings and planned activities for each class.

During the

second half of the semester, though individual counselors

usually took responsibility for classes, there were few
structured activities.

In the hope of working through

some of our issues with each other and of becoming better

resources for one another, we concentrated on team
building.

In this process, we sometimes got so involved in
interpersonal conflicts that our capacity for "flagging"

— for
"submerged" — was

any counseling skills which were emerging

being aware

of a process in which we were

severely

hampered.

During these times I think we stopped feeling

productive, in the sense of learning some counselor-related
skills and practices, about the hours we were spending.
In fact, we did no role-playing during the second

half of the course, and worked on significantly fewer floor

counseling problems than during the first half of the
semester.

Our function as a learning group became secondary

to our working on interpersonal concerns.
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now realize how much my assumptions about teaching
counseling which are stated above were derived from
my own
I

experience of learning counseling over the past three years.
The person who has had perhaps the strongest impact on
me

in this respect, and with whom X worked most closely during

the semester preceding the training course as well as during
it, is Professor Jack Wideman from the School of Education.

In our training course I relied upon the inductive

teaching approach with which Dr. Wideman is so experienced
and which I have seen him use so often and so effectively.

This inductive process, which emphasizes the "flagging"
of those skills which emerge out of an on-going process,
is an extremely complicated process.
I now

understand this model to be more appropriate

for someone experienced in the use of such an unstructured
approach, and who is working with a fairly mature group
of students who have previous counseling experience.

The dilemma expressed here is in a sense the problem
of every apprentice, which as a young doctoral student in

counseling

I

clearly am:

"How do I learn from my teachers

in such a way that I take from each what I can use and

filter this through my own capacities and style to reach
an effective approach which is uniquely my own and appro-

priate for me and for the environment in which I work?"

Surely this is a life-long task, as through practice and an

attention to the results of my efforts I gradually create a
way of working and teaching which reflects my own abilities
and experience of the world.

i
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ghat effective l eadership requires a measure of structure

which is appropr iate to the maturity level of the counselors
in the groux> .

Hersey and Blanchard (1972) use the "Life Cycle
Theory" to synthesize a number of theories of group leadership.

This theory puts particular emphasis on leader behavior

in relationship to his/her followers.

The authors quote

Filmore Sanford, who indicates that there is some justification
for regarding the followers "as the most crucial factor in
any leadership event (p. 134)."
.

Life Cycle theory suggests that a high task (structured)

orientation is appropriate for working with relatively immature people.

Maturity is defined in Life Cycle theory by

"achievement motivation, the willingness and ability to
take responsibility, and task relevant education and

experience of an individual or a group (p. 134)."

With

respect to educational settings, the authors write that:
Problems sometimes develop when (an) unstructured
program is used universally. .. .For the intellectually and emotionally mature student with
clear goals and objectives, such a curriculum
has numerous advantages. .. .For the immature
student who lacks direction and ability to
structure his own work schedule, such a low
structure. .. style can be detrimental (p. 140).
The Life Cycle Theory is consistent with Chris

Argyris

'

Immaturity-Maturity continuum, they point out,

which proposes that "as a person matures over time he
moves from a passive state to a state of increasing
activity, from dependency on others to relative independence.

.. (p.
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Beginning with structured task behavior, which is appropriate
for working with immature people, the Life Cycle theory

further suggests that leader behavior should move through:
(1) high task-low relationship behavior to (2) high
task-high relationships and (3) high relationshipslow task behavior to (4) low task-low relationships
behavior, if one's followers progress from immaturity
to maturity (p. 135).

Applying this theory to the counselor training
situation, I believe that most dorm counselors are
"immature" not in the usual sense of the word but in the
sense of their relative inexperience and lack of exposure
to group process and counseling theory and practice.

Thus

the Life Cycle theory suggests that effectiveness in working

with dorm counselors requires a leader who can provide considerable initial structure.

Then as the counselors become

more competent, confident, and self-directed with respect
to their own learnings about counseling, eventually less

structure will be needed.

Though I supplied considerable initial structure in
our training course, I was reluctant to continue this

behavior and stopped providing task leadership before the
group was ready to take on this responsibility for themselves.

In doing so,

I was

providing inappropriate leadership for

their level of maturity.
Fearful of imposing my decisions on the counselors,
of taking away their power as individuals by being too

strong a leader, I did not provide enough structure or enough
of a sense of on-going purpose for the course.

Task leadership
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on my part would have been a facilitation of our
process

rather than an imposition.

By withholding my leadership, I

pushed

the group into a position for which they were not

ready,

X

think there was resentment of me for refusing to

hold the initiating position which I initially took.
14) That shared leadership is a training group is

not shared if this decision is pushed by the leader .

My actions in assuming and strongly proposing
that we take turns having responsibility for the classes
in fact belied what I was saying.
I still

For in taking this stand,

held the strings, in a sense, by having considerable

responsibility for this initial major decision.

Had I

been more open to making a collaborative decision, I would have
openly asked whether the counselors wanted me to structure
the classes or wished, themselves, to take turns.

Thus I

stayed in the facilitator role and never really became a
class "member."

That the counselors had difficulty with my unclear

leadership position can be seen in conversations from our
12th and 13th classes (pp. 104-106).

In their final

evaluations, three of the counselors made succinct observations and recommendations concerning my participation:

Mary Beth: Even though it wasn't supposed to be so,
If you are
I saw you as the person with the power.
going to be in charge you should put your foot down
Next semester I think that you should either
firmly.
state that you are going to lead the class and be
responsible, or else do not take upon yourself all
that you feel is a necessary part of the class.
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Laura:
class.

I think that you were too powerful in the
I don't think you wanted it that way and I

certainly don't think you acted powerful, but
for some reason you still were the authoritative
person in the class.
'

'

Joanne:
Next semester, don't be afraid to
introduce structure into your class. In the
beginning, state to the class what you would
like the class to accomplish during the semester along with your reasons. Be more explicit
about what you want from the class.

Sherry makes a recommendation which hints at her

experience of my leadership:

An authority must be present who can accept the
responsibility gracefully, use it clearly, and
be direct and comfortable with the power. This
authority must be chosen and supported by the
group.
15) That an effective leader must be comfortable with

the inherent power of a leadership position .

Our expectation as the training course began was
that it would be something of a potpourri, including such

varied topics as personal counseling, sexism, and first
aid.

As the semester developed, however, I quickly realized

that I did not want to spend class time on more informational
areas such as first aid and drug knowledge awareness, but

instead on "process” concerns such as counseling and
communication.
I

provided considerable structure during the first half

of the semester, for several reasons.

I

was concerned with the
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quality of this dissertation, I wanted the early classes
to

provide us with a counseling foundation for the remainder
of the course.

And I wanted to model effective leadership

in the class.

However,

I

had made it clear from the beginning of the

course that we would share responsibility and take turns

directing and presenting material for the classes.

So

around mid-semester I sought to step back from providing
the structure for the classes.

Yet I retained the same

high personal investment in how well the course was going.
Had
I

I

been more comfortable with the leadership position,

could have continued to provide some needed structure.

During this second half of the course,

I

took on

too much responsibility for how much others in the class

were learning and how good everyone was feeling about the
course

— while

at the same time I had stepped back from the

leadership position which earlier had enabled me to provide
a structure for accomplishing some of our learning goals.

My taking on so much responsibility was clear to some

members of the group, as Donna articulated in the 13th class:

You are still taking it personally that this
class hasn't worked out in a particular way, and
You
I don't think you should do that to yourself.
by
everybody
with
defensive
put yourself on the
assuming that somehow things have gone wrong, and
that it's either our fault or your fault. I don't even
know if it's a matter of fault, it's just that it
happened, but you take on the blame, on your own
shoulders. We talked about your being the teacher
and the leader, and you tried to give up part of that
role, but I don't think you have, or you wouldn't
So the class didn't work
feel so badly about this.

—

'
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out as well as I would have personally liked,
but
don t personally feel guilt about it, and you
do,
or at least I see you doing that, all right?
I
think you're being unfair to yourself. I think
we^ve tried to point that out to you before.
It’s nothing you've done and nothing you haven't
done it just happened....
I

—

In retrospect,

I

realize that

felt differently if I had either:

1)

I

probably would have
"let go" of some of

my own high expectations and been comfortable with whatever
the class decided to spend time on; or else 2) been more

comfortable with the leadership position.

Given my high expectations for the course, I believe
I

could have been most helpful to the class by being open

about my desire that the course be devoted more specifically
to counseling and by continuing to accept the leadership role.

In our training course, I felt that I had something
to offer

— so

much so that I could not allow myself to fully

give up leadership with its potential for having an effect
and providing a direction to the course.

strating

ray

In not fully demon-

skills and offering my resources,

an injustice to my own needs.

I

was doing

In stopping myself, I frus-

trated my need to facilitate my own and other's learning
in the course.

Perhaps at the root of my reluctance to accept the

leadership position was my uncertainty about whether my

exerting power would take poy/er away from the counselors.
In my fear of imposing and of undermining the counselors

power, I moved to the opposite end of the continuum, and
"lost myself" in the sense of giving up my needs.

Thus my
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fear of imposing leadership in fact "imposed" chaos and
confusion.
I

now believe that by deciding what

I

want to

teach and how I want to do it, and stating this to the
group, I am not imposing and am not taking away the

counselors' power.

Clearly stating my own wants and

expectations will, I think, encourage the counselors
to state theirs

— whereas

in withholding I lose touch with

my needs and create confusion in the class.

In taking

a stand for myself, I believe that I will encourage an

encounter with another which will evoke his/her strength.
I want to articulate my goals and structure as a

teacher and at the same time make it clear that

I am

open to suggestions and modifications when my structure
is not satisfying people's needs.

I want to take a clear

initial position, and provide a flexible structure which
is open to challenge and re-direction.

A close reading of one of my personal goals in

Chapter III

(p. 67)

might have predicted some of my

leadership ambivalence:
to directive)."

"To be more personal (as opposed

I erred in thinking that I had to give up

my "directiveness" in order to be personal.
16) That "one's capacity to create a structure is more

important than any particular structure one may have devised .

(Professor Jack Wideman).
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In describing my disappointment about our pre-school

workshop (pp. 82-83), I wrote that, "I had invested far
too much ego in the particular things I had planned."

Though the workshop had gone well, I was distressed because
the group had been less than fully receptive to the parti-

cular activities I had so diligently planned.

I now realize

that the most important consideration for me is whether a

structure is consistent with a group's current needs and
expectations.

I want to be less wedded to a particular plan,

and to have more faith in my own and the group's capacity
to modify an initial approach and evolve a facilitative

structure.
17) That if individual approaches to topics or

assignments are made public to the entire training group ,

then they become options for everyone and are less likely
to be experienced as special privileges .

At the outset of the 11th class, Laura emotionally

insisted that Sherry had "special privileges" in the class
(listening to the class tapes rather than writing reaction
sheets; designing an alternative evaluation process).

I

then

realized that I had not made clear to all the counselors that
they had the same options as these which Sherry had individually

negotiated with me (p. 128).
of my
I was naive concerning the effect on the group

close personal relationship with Sherry (pp« 7/-78)»

T

resentment
believe that her special access to me incurred some

against Sherry and against me.

I

include this conclusion in
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part to emphasize again the complicated dynamics of being
the only male (and a single one at that) in an otherwise

all-female group and all-female dormitory.
18) That effective leadership requires an awareness of

and provision for the spectrum of needs which may be present

within any training group .
In Chapter III (pp. 50~5l) 1 discussed my considerable

concentration on my own personal growth during the time of
the training course.

Partially as a result of this,

I

think I placed particular attention on the counseling aspects
of the dorm counselor role and less emphasis on other facets

such as community development and floor leadership.
I

concentrated on the counseling aspects out of my own

personal needs to gain competence in teaching counseling
and to facilitate others' increased self-awareness.

In

doing this I was responding more to those in the group who

had a desire for competencies similar to those to which

I

aspire, and less to those who perceived their needs and

their counselor position differently.
In a sense, I was trying to re-define the counselor
role.

Some class members responded positively to this

direction, while others resisted.

The course was felt to

be more successful by those counselors who were particularly

concerned with the counseling aspect of their job.

Two of

these counselors responded in the affirmative to almost every

question in the final course evaluation.
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However, in

ray

concentration in this direction, I

violated my own belief in the importance of trying to respond
to individual needs in a group.

With my energy focused in

a personal growth and counseling direction, I was blinded

to those counterdependent clues and other messages from

members of the group that otherwise might have helped me to

better reinforce the variety of perspectives present in the
class.

As Joanne remarked in the next-to-f inal class:

One thing I disagree with that you (Phil) said, if
I heard you right, is that you don't think it makes
that much of a difference that there are all these
different types of people here. I think it makes a
big difference. I think in order to be a group, to
define itself as a group, it has to be a little bit
more than the fact that we're all counselors. I think
there are a lot of personality conflicts here. Just
in terms of you and myself. You work a lot on yourself I don't do that. You're concerned with being
alone with yourself. Sometimes it's almost an envy,
because I don't allow myself that kind of time.
Right there, it's a conflict, a big difference.

—

19)

That if a leader is to function effectively in a

variety of situations, s/he must be versatile enough to

transcend the boundaries of his/her own learning experiences.

As I wrote in Chapter III (p.51)t most of my significant persons

growth and counseling experiences during the years preceding
the training course were fairly unstructured and based upon

inductive processes.

Faced in our training course with the

need for providing a more deductive and structured approach,
the confidence
I felt myself in "unfamiliar water" and lacked

that I could facilitate such a process.
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I

now understand that really effective leadership

necessitates the versatility to be able to provide structures
with which one is not so familiar— though I realize
that

this is a considerable and lofty aspiration.

As Dr. Wideman

pointed out in one of our "Teaching of Counseling" classes:
It's a lifelong proposition to get into such a transcendent and versatile position that one, in a desire to
serve the learner, is comfortable with a variety of
options.
(It requires the) versatility to respond,
to be a chamelion, to develop a perspective.

Conclusion
I

began this dissertation with several quotations about

what I believe to be the nature of evolution and growth in

persons as well as human systems.

I believe that significant

growth requires "going into" and "staying with" the problems
and the fears with which we would so much rather dispense.

And that it is only by "going in and through" that a group
or an individual can emerge with heightened understanding

and a sense of wholeness.
I believe that life,

fully lived, is a never-ending

cycle of such death and rebirth experiences.

Our training

course included several such moments for me, especially
the encounter and working through with Sharyn which I

included in Chapter IV (pp. 97-101).

In fact, the process

of writing this dissertation has been one of "going in and

through" some of the confusions I experienced in the course,

believing in the healing nature of the understandings which

;
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could emerge for me and for you,
the reader.
The purpose of this dissertation
has been to draw
conclusions about the facilitation and
leadership of a

training course for dormitory counselors.

The process of

arriving at these conclusions has been by
seeking competence
and interpersonal recognition, to use
Angyal's terms, for

myself and for the counselors through teaching
counselingthrough grappling with the problem of how to offer what
I believe in to others.

For me, this process of learning how to teach is

really that of learning how to live with my students, as

honestly as I can.

Peter Wagschal has written a short,

poignant paper about his struggles as a teacher to learn

how to live with his students and to allow himself to
learn from them.

He offers some guides for teachers which

reinforce many of those conclusions which I have drawn above
Do
Do
Do
Do

not hide yourself from your students;
not pretend that you are what you want to be;
not deny your own humanity;
not assume that you can be anything but autobiographical
5) Do not assume that your feelings, perceptions, or
attitudes are any different from those of all of your
students
6) Do not restrict yourself or your students to pieces
of your total being;
7) Do not let yourself escape from that which frightens
you most;
8) Do not discipline yourself to anything but following
your desires.
9) Do not assume responsibility for anyone's world but
your own;
^
Live in and out of classrooms.
10) Do not teach.
1)
2)
3)
4)

;

—

^Peter H. Wagschal, "How Teachers Fail," unpublished
paper, University of Massachusetts.
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Peter Marin has written a moving piece about the
crying need for more teachers who will "live"
in their
classrooms.

What students need most, he urges,

is neither

"skills" nor"positive feedback," but

qualities of the soul:
daring, warmth, wit, imagination, honestly, loyalty, grace, and resilience.
But
one cannot be taught those things; they cannot be
programed into a machine. They seem to be learned,
instead, in activity and communion in the adventurous
presence of other real persons . 1

—

wish to close this dissertation with some words from

I

Marin which speak to me about what can happen when one has
the courage to "go in and through."

It is a statement about

the experience of living in those moments when one has

struggled through the fear, the anger, the guilt, the chaos,
the loneliness

— or

the various combinations of these

— that,

when we seek only to avoid them, separate us from the
experience of wholeness and of union.

Whatever there is on the other side of this
confusion will be, at best, not so different from
what we already have now, on occasion, in our best
moments. No new senses, no third sexes, no cosmic
orgasms, no karmic rebirths. No, if we are daring
and lucky, what will be 'revolutionary' will simply
be that more of us, all of us, will have more of a
chance for a decent human life good comrades and
lovers, a few touches of ecstasy, some solitude
and space, a sense of self-determination....

—

have any other answer. We will do
what we do now but we will do it better. We will
sit talking with friends around a table, do some
decent work, hold one another guiltlessly in our
arms, touch a bit more softly, more knowingly.
We will understand a bit more and dance a bit more
and breathe a bit more and even think a little more
and all, perhaps, a bit more intelligently, more
bravely.
I don't

—

Peter Marin, "Children of the Apocalypse," Satu rday
Review September 19 1970 , P* 73 *
X
,

,
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That isn t much, but it is also almost everything,
and what we are forced to do now is learn how to
do
"that lor ourselves.
There is no one to show
us how no program, no system.
One can only have
such lives by trying to live them, and that' is what
the young are trying to do these days, all on their
own, whether we help them or not.
The few real
teachers I know, those really serving the young,
are simply those who try to live such lives in
their company, as freely and humanly as they can.
The rest of 'education' is almost always rhetoric
and nonsense. -L

—

1

Ibid, p. 89.

s
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APPENDIX A

AN EXCERPT FROM MY COMPREHENSIVES PAPER: "COUNSELOR
TRAINING IN
A RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF MY PHILOSOPHY AND
PRACTICE (JANUARY, 1974)
What:

follows below is an exploration of my concerns about

compulsory training requirements in racism and sexism awareness
for dorm counselors.

During the spring semester of 1973, a

group of Southwest staff and students who had been involved
in training efforts aimed at combatting racism and sexism

in Southwest sought to make these two priorities a larger

focus of the Area’s counselor training program.

In part due

to this group's urging, the Southwest Assembly, the Area's

student governing body, began to include such training in

their weekly meetings early in February.

Then, on March 6,

the Assembly passed the following legislation:

Whereas:
the Southwest Assembly recognizes the counselors are closest to the problems of the individual
student and we realize that the sensitivity and awareness of counselors in areas of racism and sexism greatly
affect the quality of life in Southwest,
That all counselors funded by Southwest
Be It Resolved:
be required to complete a course in racism and a course
in sexism by the middle of their term of employment for
fiscal year '73- '74....

During the previous months of my work on Southwest

'

Counselor Training Committee, which is responsible for planning
and implementing the Area's counselor training, I had been un-

comfortable with the idea of compulsory training in racism/
sexism awareness.

I thought that instead this should be one

of the options which we offered.

me unlike other training needs.

Racism and sexism seemed to
First of all, counselors might

dorms, and even if
not perceive them to be problems in their
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they did, most racism/sexism awareness
courses are aimed
specifically at changing sometimes deep-rooted
attitudes and
behavior. And while I thought that counselors
ought to look
for such problems and ought to change
racist/sexist behavior,
I was not prepared to put pressure,
in the form of a compulsory
course, on them to do so.

The new situation created by the Assembly legislation
forced me to either agree with its intention or else make
a

clearer statement about my feelings.

Discussions continued

through the first three weeks of March between the Counselor

Training Committee and the two Centers and the Executive Committee of the Assembly.

In these deliberations I took the position

that making a one-credit course in racism and/or sexism a

compulsory part of the counselor training program was not the

kind of

,,

learning

,,

was very effective.

that I believed in, nor that I believed

The majority of those who attended these

meetings felt that such training ought to be manditory.

On

March 19, the Counselor Training Committee submitted its new
proposal to Southwest, which stated:
I.

Spring Training Marathon
No longer mandatory for all counselors. Optional
workshops to be offered on planning for Freshman
Orientation, with particular regard to incorporating
work on racism and sexism.

II. All counselors would be required to complete two.
credits worth of in-service training, half of which
would be devoted to either racism or sexism, and the
other half to other skills essential to meeting
floor and house needs. These requirements would be
met as follows:

•
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A.

Mandatory colloquium in racism or sexism for
all counselors (including returning counselors
who have not previously received training)
Those counselors who had previously completed
stipulated Southwest 390 (3— credit) courses
in racism or sexism would be exempt from this
requirement.

B.

The other requirement could be met in one of
two ways:
1.

an in— house training program to include 16
hours worth of work on skill areas deemed
necessary by the house staff.

2.

each counselor could enroll in a specialty
colloquium offered on a Southwest-wide basis.

In the meeting in which this proposal was finalized, I

had argued against it for some of the aforementioned reasons,
and had stated that I wished to submit a minority report.
I wrote that evening,

This

and it was attached to the above proposal.

My report, dated March 20, read:
(As a point of information, I do not think that coun-

selors who have already been hired for next year can
be required to take a fall racism or sexism colloquium,
since this was not made clear before hiring. New counselors were presumably told that mandatory racism/
sexism training would occur on a weekend in April.
This weekend has since been scrapped. Still, I wish
to express my feelings on the principle of mandatory
racism/sexism training.)

For the past seven months, I have been a member of
the Counselor Training Committee. I have been committed
to upgrading the processes of counselor training and
sleection. But the events of the past three weeks—
specifically, the proposal to force all new and old
counselors to take a one-credit, 16-hour course on
racism or sexism have alarmed and saddened me.

—

have hoped that in Southwest we might create a
better place to live. Yet I see this proposal as a
reversion to the philosophy behind compulsory schooling
by.
and core requirements the philosophy of education
coercion.
I

—

—

1
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My experience as a student and as a teacher have
convinced me that, in Carl Rogers' words, 'significant
learning takes place when the subject matter is perceived
by the student a£ having relevance for his own purpose .
'

Who should decide what a counselor has to learn?
I submit that the counselor himself /herself
together
,

with the Head of Residence and members of the floor,
can best assess the needs of that floor. If we want
to help counselors do a better job, then let's develop:
1) better mechanisms for assessing floor needs;
2) more options for training;
5) better-taught training courses.
Xf we want counselors to be concerned about racism and
sexism, then let's develop exciting courses in these
areas, taught by committed instructors.
will encourage my counselors to obtain training
and skills in those areas where problems exist on their
floors racism, sexism, drug abuse, general depression,
or whatever.
I

—
?

''
•

*r

•

v.'-*!

»

would 'encourage.' I would never presume
to know what their needs are, nor would I force them
to take courses that I might think they need.
I will
work to terminate a counselor who is not trying to
meet the needs of her floor.
I say I

I believe that racism and sexism are serious problems, in Southwest and in our society. Yet I believe
that there are many ways to work on these issues
day-by-day ways that do not necessarily include taking
a course.

—

Perhaps my childhood in the South has made me suspect of fundamentalism. I remember being subtly forced
to 'believe.
And I remember the alarmed, disapproving
faces when I sought to choose what I would believe.
I think I'm suspect of any messianic creed, to which
everyone must pay homage and obeisance.
'

Above all, I shutter at education by coercion. I
am saddened that Southwest seems to have reached the
point that some people think they should tell others
what they have to learn .
Phil Chanin
Head of Residence
John Quincy Adams

^Carl Rogers, Freedom to Learn (Columbus, Ohio.
Charles E. Merrill, 1969), P- 158
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As I re read this, I begin to re-experience

and outrage.

ray

anger

I have tried since then to understand my anger,

for surely my position in this matter was
emotional as well
as intellectual.

A part of the explanation is that I identify

strongly with my counselors.

I did not want them to be forced

to do something that I did not myself mind being
told to do.
f did

not want to be told that I must take racism or

sexism courses.
I tried to

reason with my fellow staff members in

acknowledging that I believe one is justified in using coercion
in a power situation.

Thus I support affirmative action (a

policy which requires that specific positive action be taken
to recruit minority and women candidates) in hiring personnel

or making admissions decisions,

I think that these are political

situations in which power must be used to change the traditional
ways that these decisions have been made.
I do not, however, believe that the learning process is

inherently a power situation, although it certainly is often

turned into one whenever someone uses his influence or power
to decide what others will learn.

I believe that learning at

its best, at its most effective for the learner, takes place

when options are offered from which the learner can select
those offerings which he/she perceives to be most necessary/

exciting/useful at that particular time

—particularly

by the

time that students are old enough to attend the University.
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The Counselor Training Committee took the
position that
racism and sexism courses should be manditory
because in fact
a counselor needs to be able to combat
these problems in

his/her job.

I

said, however, that in the absence of

mechanisms for helping counselors discover what were,
in fact,
the most pressing needs on their floors/corridors,
that telling
them what those needs were would likely be experienced
as

having someone shove something down their throats.
If we had such mechanisms, which did show that racism
or sexism were prepotent problems on a floor, then I would

be in favor of requiring such a training course to help the

counselor to do his/her job.

The Counselor Training Committee

decided that by definition the need existed on every floor/

corridor in Southwest, because the students in the dormitories
are predominantly white and are therefore racist and sexist

simply because they have grown up in this racist and sexist
society.

I'm also aware that part of my opposition to compulsory

racism/sexism training comes from my observations of the climate

produced in Southwest by previous training and courses in
racism/sexism.

It is my feeling that such courses have often

produced, in the students who have taken them, less tolerance
for others’ actions and feelings in these areas.

Whereas it

is my belief that any training course aimed at making one aware

of one s defenses
'

— and

I see

racism and sexism as defensive

postures in the psychological sense

— ought

to make one more

s

"
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respectful of others

'

love them and support

defenses and more prepared to try to

them— rather than berate them— so

that

they can begin to let go of their racism and
sexism.
As I stated in an outline of my activities which I

wrote last fall for a Southwest promotion committee:
I am

principally concerned with the development of
our human potential as individuals and as loving
members of communities. I perceive racism and sexism,
along with a variety of other learned behaviors, as
blocks to our growth as individuals and as a community.
As we understand and cease to practice racism and
sexism in our own lives, we learn to see more clearly,
and love more wholly.

Abraham Maslow has played an important part in shaping
my beliefs about defenses and growth.

Here is Maslow'

diagram of the growth process, from his Toward a Psychology
of Being

:

Enhance the dangers
Safety ^

Enhance the attractions

PERSON

Minimize the attractions

> Growth
Minimize the dangers’

1"

These are the elements involved when a person is faced

with the choice of acting differently from his usual pattern.
He/she chooses "growth" only if it is sufficiently attractive.
As Maslow says, "We grow forward when the delights of growth
and anxieties of safety are greater than the anxieties of

growth and delights of safety.

2

I see moving from racist/sexist behavior to non-racist/non

sexist behavior as mo vement in the direction of growth.
(New York:
^"Abraham Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being
D. Van Nostrand, 1968), p. 4V.
^Ibid.

.
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Maslow's construct helps me to understand why

I

resist forcing

anyone to make this choice:

Seen from the dynamic point of view, ultimately
choices are in fact wise, if only we grant two
kinds of wisdom, defensive-wisdom and growth-wisdom.
Defensiveness can be as wise as daring; it depends on
the particular person, his particular status. and the
particular situation in which he has to choose. The
choice of safety is wise when it avoids pain that may
be more than the person can bear at the moment. If we
wish to help him grow,... then all we can do is help
him if he asks for help out of suffering, or else
simultaneously allow him to feel safe and beckon him
onward to try the new experience like the mother whose
open arms invite the baby to try to walk. We can’t
force him to grow, we can only coax him to, make it
more possible for him, in the trust that simply
experiencing the new experience will make him prefer
it.
Only he can prefer it; no one can prefer it for
him.
If it is to be part of him, he must like it.
If he doesn't, we must gracefully concede that it is
not for him at this moment. 1
.

.

Maslow repeatedly emphasizes the importance of respecting
a person's defenses:

"Only the one who respects fear and

defense can teach... The good parent, or therapist, or educator
. . .

feels that if a person's defenses are very rigid this is

for a good reason and he is willing to be patient and understandr

ing even though knowing the path in which the child 'should' go.'

In his final book, The Farther Reaches of Human Nature

:C

,

Maslow speaks specifically about the process of helping people
not to be racist.

Here he is refering to the doctoral investiga-

tion done by Dick Jones, one of his colleagues:
What he did was to run a kind of a group-therapy
course with high-school seniors, and then found that
at the end of the year racial and ethnic prejudice had
1

Ibid, p. 54.

2

Ibid , pp. 53-54.

i
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gone down, in spite of the fact that for one full year
he had made it his business to avoid ever mentioning
these words. Prejudice is not created by pushing a
button. You don't have to train people to be prejudiced, and you can't really directly train them
to be 'unprejudiced.
We have tried, and it doesn't
work very well. But this 'being unprejudiced' flies
off as a spark off the wheel, as an epiphenomenon, as
a by-product, simply from becoming a better human being,
whether from psychotherapy or from any other influence
that improves the person.
'

I believe that as we help people better understand and

affirm themselves, racist and sexist behavior simply becomes
less necessary, is less needed as a defense.

^Abraham Maslow, The Farther Reaches of Human Nature.
(Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, 1975), P* 77.
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Adjective Continuums

Friendly

Unfriendly

Strong

Weak

Soft

Hard

Dependent

Independent

Good

Bad

Warm

Cool

Punitive

Supportive

Spontaneous

Controlled

Accepted

Rejected

Discordant

Harmonious

Peripheral

Central

Adaptable

Rigid

Withdrawn

Involved

Unsuccessful

Successful

Distant

Close

Excluded

Passive

_

Active

;

Included

_____

Leads

Follows

Silent

Talkative

Important

—

Sensitive
to Others

—

Unimportant

Insensitive
to Others
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October 15 , 1974
To:

Fellow Residents of JQA-Lower
Concerning: Counselor Evaluation Forms

Your floor counselor has given you an evaluation form
(or has written you a letter), asking for your reactions to
the job that she has been doing during this first half of the
semester.
I am writing to ask each of you to please make a special effort to find time to fill out the evaluation. There are
two particular reasons for this request. First of all, your
reactions can help your counselor to know what you expect
of her, how well you feel she's doing, and what she might
try to do differently.

Secondly, the counselors and I are doing a three-credit
training course together, and we need your reactions to check
on whether this course is helping your counselor to do a
better job. My doctoral dissertation, which I'm currently
writing, is a documentation of the training course and
of the results of the evaluations which you fill out. We
will ask you to do a final evaluation in December to see
how your perception of your counselor has changed since
she 11 have gotten your October evaluation and had a chance
to better understand your expectations!

—

'

If you'd like to know more about our training course,
I hope you'll talk to your counselor or stop by to talk to
me.

We need your help!

Sincerely,

195
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